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Abstract 
DBCLASS.LU has been developed to extend parts coding 
and classification to include assemblies of parts and apply 
it in the design phase of product development. This work 
has been guided by the concept of applying the intuitive 
approach of top-down analysis to assemblies, subassemblies, 
components and their interconnections. This prototype 
software system stores the following detailed attributes for 
entities: assembly model name, version number, node number 
(location in the assembly), <.node name (common or part name), 
Group Technology (GT) Code, description, up to three 
dimensions, the unit of measure, and number of units of the 
entity within the parent subassembly. The GT Code compactly 
stores (in 14 characters): entity type (assembly, 
subassembly, component, connection), entity class, entity 
subclass, entity shape, directions of tolerance, tightest 
linear tolerance, tightest angular toleranceb and up to 
three dimensions (rounded to whole inches). The application 
of this concept to the top-down aspect of the product 
development cycle has several benefits. One is gaining an 
understanding of the hierarchical structure of an assembly; 
by use of a numbering system, the precise location of any 
part within the assembly structure is easily defined. 
Another is that each of the sub-units of the assembly is 
characterized by a Group Technology (GT) code, a compact 
list of attributes. A Bill of Materials may be generated 
easily from the information. Finally, since the shape and 
dimensions of each component are known, it is possible to 
create a 3-dimensional geometric model of the assembly. 
viii 
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Chapter 1. 
Introduction 
The .nai:µ·r·e -O-f' t·h·e design p,r.oc.ess is not :we'll 
understood. ·rt de_pe·nds largely upon the intuitive abili.ties 
of th~ designer and the nature of the product being 
:c;f.:.es;,:ign:efd.. Engineering design is a d:ec·ision-making process 
used for the development of engin·e·er·in_g systems for which 
there '.is ·a :human need [ 1] • The design process consists of a 
' . . ' 
ser:i.-es of objective decisions, hopefully based upon 
)tnc>wledge, and is no::t- easily quantff·ied. 
Another c.omment on the present status :·o.£· d·e_s·±gn ma-y b,e 
summed up. as follows: 
"Manufacturing productivity has failed to 
keep up with the rising cost of labor. This leads 
:to inflationary pressure on the economy and a less 
competitive position for U.S. products in the 
world market. \Most of the research aimed at 
increasing manufacturing productivity is in the 
areas of improved tools and processes, automation 
and production management. Relatively little 
·effort is devoted to systematic research on how 
manufacturing cost savings can be brought about in 
the design phase. Yet, this area probably has the 
greatest potential for reducing manufacturing 
costs and increasing productivity." [2] 
·rrhe results o.f· this s,ituation are evident everywhere, 
.in poorly designed struc·tu.res, vehicles a:nd other consume,r 
products. ·Much :of th.e- ·b:lame can be laid upon a poor initial 
design. The manu·facture_r: ,Qr buildetr is too concerned with 
·, 
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physical appearance, economy of production, quick turnaround :-
time or built-in obsolescence. Not enough attention is 
I given to structural integrity, material selection and 
overall safety. Though it is difficult to determine, this 
short-sighted practice probably annually costs million~ df 
dollars, many lives and untold hours of frustratio,n, a-nd 
confusion [3]. 
It ·is· pos·sib:1-e. to take the life ,cycle of a p-ro_duct ·and. 
divide it ·into three distinct phases; :riamely, 
. . 
concept/.de·s·ign, production and use [ 4]. It is not easy to 
draw the line between each of these phases; overlapping and-
looping does occur. y:·et, when each of these phases is 
-c'.onsidered: separately and costs are figured fo.r each, the 
:f_o_llo·win9" conclusions may be observed: 
"It can be seen that concept and design costs 
-may well amount to less that 1 percent of the 
overall (product life cycle) expenditure. The 
role of the concept and design stage is, however, 
seminal in the other stages in the product's life, 
since it is at this stage that the interpretation 
of the requirements of the purchaser of the 
product are made and a realizable design solution 
is provided." [5] 
One may ask how such an important step as d~sign can be 
so commonly overlooked. Some o·f the re:a_s:on:s may be 1) 
untalen.ted -.or ·improperly traine·d a·e:s.i:gner·s·t -2:J short-sighted 
or ignor~nt- 11i--i·ddle and -upp:·e_r _m:ana·gement, 3) inadequate 
ctes·ign l:>udge:tt 4J: reward for p,e-r.f·_orma~nce based' largely on 
the number, o:f drawings for the prcfj~ct and 5) lack of 
adequate des,ign tools. Al though there may _be many reasons: 
for poor design practice, probably the best approach to 
Page 2 
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improving product design is the development of adequate 
design tools. This thesis will focus on the development of 
a prototype software package that will in the 
restructuring of the product development _proc:es·s to insure 
the proper design. 
I'.n recent. yea.:rs, great advc(nq:eltlents have bee·n made • 1n 
.all phases -6·f the product development process. Most of 
these have been greatly affected by· progress in computer 
technolo._gy and include computer graphics, des·ign analysis,, 
process planning a.nd numerical control. Th.e-s:e have had a 
profound effect upo·n the way products are made and have- ·l.e.q. 
to greater product safety and durability. Still, even with 
all of these advancements, many challenge~ face American 
industry, one of tlte :g.reatest be_ing a lack of a cohesive 
method ·of ·tying: a1:1 .. of the.s.e technologi:es 'together. 
The design p:toccass· has· b.een g:reatly improved with. 
c.:omputer-aided desi_g11 softwar~-, which may provide a thre:e~ 
d:i-:mensional mode.I p:f the- product to b·e manufactur.ed-. ''I':hi,s 
pr,ovi_des ·not j:.ust ·an ea-sie.r -method of mechanical- drafting_, 
but provides: 11umerical in.format.i:on. ab.-out the product. Th.is. 
information is in turn use.d :f·.or v·a·:ri:ous types: of ana.lys.is.-
~fid testing within the design phase, then process planning 
·_·.·· .. ··d an eventually ·aids • 1n the manufacturing p:roces:ses:. 
• 
t 
Thorough design practice has become even more important for 
these reasons. Yet, with all these excellent tools, a great 
deal of the design process is still considered to be 
conceptual. While many aspects of the design process have 
dhanged radically from the days of sitting long hours in 
front .of a piece of paper, the designer has not been given 
t·h_e tools which will more easily allow him to turn the 
concept in his mind into an image on the screen. 
Perhaps, one of the most noteworthy manufacturing 
concepts de~eloped in recent years has been that of Group 
Technology (GT}. .I·t .i·s defined as "a manufacturing 
·ph:ilosophy in ·whi:ch s.i.m·il·a_r ,parts are identified and grouped 
together to tak·e a·dvant.ag·e of their s.inti.larities 
• • 1n 
ma.nufacturing and d:esig.-n. [6J:i,. Al though tpiS· philosophy has 
~een practiced to some .extent for many years elsewhere in 
the world, it lia$· only re:centl·y lJeen adopted in this country 
as a viable t·o:0·1 in improv·in.g: the pro.duct development 
process, from des:ign ·throu·gn: productj.on. I:n ·Si1npl,e term.a.,: 
GT looks at .many different part$, d-i.vers.e- in ap:p.e:ara-n:ce·: and 
:fabricati:on, ,an.d seeks to find any ·similarities which may 
exist. T:hus r 'th.e· characte-rist·ics o-f the parts allow th·em. to 
be groli_ped into what are known as p.art families. A :part 
. '. 
f.a-rni.ly is "a collection of par-ts. wh·icn ar.e. ·e;<im·ilar el-th.er 
beca:use .of geometric shape and -siz~ :Qr because sinti.l·ar _step's: 
are ·required in their manu.facture [7]:11· •. 
While providing an important tool ·f,c>'r· :manufacturing, 
·th.ere are apparent limitations to th~ :Pre,;;,~ri:t definitions of 
• 
t 
Group Technology and part families. To begin with, GT is 
considered to be a "manufacturing" philosophy, meaning that 
its main thrust has been to provide improved manufacturing 
techniques. This is not, of course, meant to exclude the 
design process, but it assumes that ~he design has been 
locked in and Dainly manufacturing will benefit from its 
use. Little has b~en done to apply this useful philosophy to 
the actual design process. 
Another comment lil_ay be made on the usage .. of the term 
"part". While it is true that most manufactu.red products 
are composed of several parts or components, relatively 
little consideration has been given to classifying the 
arrangement of the parts within the whole assembly or 
classifying their interconnections. Manufacturing is 
-n-¢qessarily a process of systematic assembly of speqific. 
_pa:rts i.nto ~- desired configuration I -10 order to make a . ·- .• 
_p:rQ·dµct. :On -the ·other hand, design is most tYl)ic·a·1·1y -.a 
p.rt,ces·-s ·o.f de:s·-c-ri-bing a product, then breaking it down. i·nt-o 
sma:11-er 
. . . . I m-anageable groups and eventually· into 
·, :, 'ii 1n_d1v1dual _parts. :o:_r components-. Thus, the topJdown app_roach 
to d. 
. . 
es1:gn. 
manu:f a_ct-uri·ng. 
may -beco.me 
' .. ·.. . . .·· 
bottom-up approac·h to 
·Fo:r t:hese reasonst ·ft is necessa.ry· to provide a ::set: of 
d·e·sign-base·cl tools whi:c;h allows the designer to mor-e easily 
·and.. me::t.hodically de:sc:ribe the product and its component 
,p_a·rts·, a_s: well as the·ir relationship to each other. With 
:s.u·c·n. tool:s· at h'i.s disposal, the designer m_ay be able to 
;p_ag.e- 5 
• 
t 
improve the design phase of a product's development, and 
perhaps improve the subsequent process planning and 
manufacturing phases, as well as its usage. 
::1._.2. Def init_ion of the Problem 
In order to provide the propo~ed software tool, a 
Jnethodology mus.t b,e developed. Many considerations must be 
·taken into account. It is desirable to provide a tool which 
"' 
easily ties in with existing tools and may be considered to 
augment, rather that supplant them. It i:s hoped that the 
' tool is easy to understand and use and does ·not require a 
great deal of training. The tool must also be flexible and 
capable of being tailored to specific applications while not 
being so open :and ge_neral that it is difficult to use. 
A key approach t·Q t:h.e. problem of a method of capturing 
design descriptions· us.es the parts classification and coding 
:concept of Group T$ch·polo:cn7. Parts coding may be defined as 
''a s-equence q~ :symbols that identify t't.1e part's design 
-and/or manuf·acturing attributes [a]". Ea¢h symbol in the 
·co_d,·e represent·s certain characteristi_c:S or qualities .of the 
part. Of cour·s.e" a syst·em· ,of· rules mu$t determine what the 
values of t::tie symbol.s. mean ·a_rtcl ,how :they are to be arranged. 
·Thus, the practice of parts classification and coding ' 1S 
used to describe many useful attributes of a part in a very 
compact form. More discussion of the specifics of parts 
Page 6 
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classification and coding follows in Chapter 2. 
In order to apply the concept of parts classification 
and coding to the design process, its current definition 
must be expanded. Again, there is the matter of the term 
''part". It is true that the designer is concerned about 
single parts or components, but he is initially concerned 
about the whole product, or at least an easily definable 
subdivision of it. He almost always begins by looking ~t 
·the t:1big picture", then breaks it down into smaller, mor,e 
manageable subdivisions. When he has brok·e.n the system into· 
tht smallest component parts, he puts it back together again 
to make sure everything fits and moves as it should. This· 
is what is meant by the top-down approach. 
It has been the purpose of this research to adapt the 
·c:,once:pt .o·f: parts classification and coding and apply it to 
c,apturing the attributes of ·all entities and 
·inte:rconnections of a product, fr~e assembly through 
'"e··a·ch subassembly, finally to the component leve.1. It. is 
,d:eeme.d necessary to classify and subsequently develop, a. code· 
for· each level of the entire- assembly. This is not ·only to 
'de:sc:_ribe each level, but also describe the structure ·of the 
itself; 
t..ogether. 
what • t·· 1· c.ontains and how it .all fits 
O.nce the schem·e ·.of c:lassification a.Ii.d_ cod.ing has been 
·cleve·lop.ed, it should be possible to app.ly· it to many types 
of systems, including structural, tne.·chanical and 
manufacturing systems. Each of these types .o·f .sy-stem·s' -ba-$ .a 
. .· 
:·pa-ge 7· 
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different function and structure and varies greatly within 
each category. But all share common attributes as systems 
and may be analyzed in similar ways. 
Since the classification and coding scheme generates a 
large volume of information, computer implementation is 
needed to manage it. This also allows greater ease of 
integration with existing software programs such as 
geometric ·mod·eling, various types of analysis and 
simu.lation, a:s· .well as process planning and manufacturing 
:control. 
1. 3. Pro·d:u·.ct ·Design 
Product design :I$ co·nc·erned with the design, tes·ting·, 
.manufacture and sa.le.- of: an item that will be produced 
:repe.titively and will perform a specific function. Such .a 
product can be -an appiiance, a .tool, a system component o:r a 
,simi.lar item that can be purchased as a commerci.al unit [9] .• 
Al though .i:t is. ultimately desirable to provide a meij,nS 
·o .. f more adequately approa-c-hing all types of des:ign problems, 
it is log::Lcal ·to b_,egin wi.th product design. It. • is hoped 
that the p.r.inc·ip·:les developed for product design .. may later 
be expanded to i:nclude the complexities of sy-stems design. 
Initially, the designer· .is mostly c.o·n·c:erned with the 
.geometry of the product :o,r ::component he i.s designing. The 
.. 
:ge.ometry re-1:ates to the :s.hape .. and form of the product and 
P.age a 
• 
allows for easier visualiz·ation. The designer is often very 
concerned about the physic~~- appearance of the product, 
especially for the most visible portions. He may associate 
material type, color, texture and many other physical 
characteristics with the product and its components. The 
designer must also consider the function of the product and 
who will be using it. 
After the initial desig.n· of the product .i·s colllp.let~: .. t it 
:j_·s· often nece~$ary to assign other attributes in orde:r to 
carry out various types of analysis related to its. 
f.u.nct:ional behavior. For instance, material specif !cations 
:sudh a~ density, conductivity and reflectivity are needed to 
·perform a finite element analysis of the rate and 
distribution of heat transfer th
··.· 
· .. "8 
. . 
. . , ... 
surface. If the 
product has moving parts, k·inematic analysis may be 
necessary to determine speeds and ac.c.e.lerations 
.members· . 
. . . · . ·. 
of I various.· 
Once the design has passed throu.gh: th.e g:eome.t.t:ic: ·Qe's.ig,n 
~rt.d analysis phases, more information must be as.s.ociated . 
. . 
W·ith it to determine .manu·f·acturi:ng sequences and processes. 
:For in·s.tance, it m.ay be nece:ssary to know what type of 
<f'i:n.ish is;· neeged ·f.:or certain components. 
inf ormati.ori: and 
. . . 
more 
_,· . 
1 .. $: ne ..ede.d 
ad,equate.·1y describ:e th~ p.ro.dUt:··t. and all of its componen.t.·s· 
f·rom the initial c·oncept through the finishing touches. As 
many aspects of the produc.t: ·a:s:, possible must be taken into 
consideration in· the d¢·sign ph.as:e· in order to produce the 
... 
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:mo·st effective 'en:d :re:s.u:·1t·s. 
1~4-~ Goals and Purpose of the Research 
The primary goal of the research has been to 
investigate the application of classification and coding 
techniques to the design __ pr:ocess. In order to accomplish 
this,: i't ·wa·s first necessary ·to gain an understanding· of the 
..... 
de.-sigrt process itself. It was :also .necessary to study t'he 
:c: .. oncepts of Group Technology and 
. . . 
computer-integrated. 
Jn~lnufacturing in order know what work has already been .done. 
within the 
. ' .: 
field and how a more thorough design pha.se ma·y 
.ilil.pr:ove· the product develo.pment process . 
.. 
Central to the development of a workabla sdheme was the 
.implementation and testi:ng of a prototype syst:em of software 
to c·arry out ·the 'management of the in·fo·rmation which 
cl}a.racterizes .an· assembly. The software needed to be 
µser-friendly and to meet some current, real needs. It 
·,needed to be C·apab:l~ of classif:ying at least a limited range 
·products • For tp.at reason t'he 5-layer panel assembly from 
. Kn.oll Internat·i"t)rt.al was.· c.hos·en as the test. -as·sembly • 
. . 
. Lastly, it wa:s- ,de·sirab::le :t.o tie the so.ftware 1·1l w·ith some 
:ex.is·ting system of geometric modeling p~ograms •. 
Since the software that was developed is a prototype 
system it is necessary to discuss further applications and 
enhancements to aid with tie-in to other software systems. 
• 
t 
It does not attempt to provide a complete set of design 
. ....-· 
tools, but rather to be the first step in the on-going 
efforts to integrate the many facets of the 
development process . 
product 
. l.&. Organization of the Thesis Repo~t 
In the following chapters, a systematic appr6ach to: 
d~Sign problems and a method of solution are presented. 
Chapter 2 covers a wide range of aspec.ts 
·d.e·si·gn-based classification and coding, includi·ng t:tie: 
-o.f: c·omputer-integrated manufacturing, Group, 
·Te.chnoloqy-1 t ii: f" • • 1 ar 1.--1c1a intelligence applications and the 
des:-ign process· e: 
Chapter 3 details t ·h··e· .. .. - . -.. -· top-down 
a:nd coding proc.es-s :e 
Chapter 4 thoroughly discusses DBCLASS.:LU, 
prototype software which has been developed to inter·a,ct.ively 
analyze an assembly design, classify and code eac.h -entity· 
and finally to develop a geometr·i·.:c ·moa:e.l. to represen·t i·t:. 
Chapter 5 pro·p.o-ses dir.e·ctio.ns fo.r ·f:urther -research.: .~:r1d 
developme·nt in th·e a·.re:a of·· :des:ign~ba·sed clas.s.if .. io·a·tion: an:d 
. coding, espec.j~:all.Y a: ··:rno·re .a-ctiv·e· l.i.nk to c.:reati,on :of t:_be 
f geometric model. 
Appendix 
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prototype software; including a program flowchart, creation 
and maintenance of the assembly model, report generation, 
development of the geometric model and menu maintenance. 
ApJ;l8ndix B is a glossary of technical terms use:d: 
throughout the report. 
., 
,. 
Page 1.·i' 
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Chapter 2. 
Background 
Since design is only one phase of the product 
development process, it is necessary to begin with an 
understanding of the larger process and then focus on the 
design aspect. This section begins with Computer-Integrated 
Manufacturing, covers Group Technology and its application 
to design and discusses how Artificial Intelligence may be 
applied to the scheme. Finally, the nature of the problem 
of design-based classification and-coding is examined. 
2.1. The Philosophy of Computer-Integrated Manufacturing 
Within the last ten years, the development and 
manufacturing of various products has been greatly affected 
by advances I in technology. The application of 
computer-aided design (CAD) software used to refine the 
initial design has increased productivity, while providing 
more numerical information about the product. 
Computer-aided process planning (CAPP) has greatly eased 
development of a schedule of how the product 
I 
1S 
manufactured. Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) has helped 
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-co:ntroi the many new tools used to make the p·roducts. 
' 
Unfortunately, each of these tools has been developed 
:f:o·r purposes which best suit the needs of the individual 
area using them. Usually, each was developed with little 
thought of how it may· affect other areas in the product 
developme.nt process. Often different, incompatible packages 
of softwate ~ere used, sometimes on. different computer 
sy,stems. Expensive conversion pr.o.cedures or completEa 
dt.1.plication were reqUi:~ed. t.o conne'ct- ·these three phases. 
Clearly, some co~o·n ·denominator was needed. A more 
-efficient means: :er! lfiaking use of each of these di verse 
computer-based· too1·s :and tying them together was called for. 
I-.n recent years, the concept of computer-integrate 
~.anu._:~.acturing (CIM) has emerged. Al though _.i·t • 1S 
·U'.$ed i·n. a limited range of applications_, :real :pr·oCJr·ess ha·s 
.b·een r:ea1f·zed. 
-2'. •. 1.,.--1 .• : .As·p:e.c.t·s o:f C-IM_ 
. . 
r:n ·ai:s·crete: pr.o.o.ucit. :man:u:tat:tur:ing: industries, the· .... ·.t· mos· . . •. 
aut.om,ated f·orrrt· 'Of _p·rgclµction i,'S ·the computer-integrated .. 
m:anuf·actu:r.-in.g sys:t·em. ,A. v·ar.iety ·of ·other names have b:een 
·give-n to these :s_-y·-· ,stems .. . .. . . . I 
. . . · ... 
inclu·ding: flexible man-ufactur1·ng 
s.ystem (FMS), variable mis.s:i.o·n, manufacturing (VMM) an:d 
computerized m-a:nufacturing Computer-integrated. 
manufacturing $y.stems incor·po·rate :n1any of. the individua-i 
:Pa._ge 14 
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CAD/CAM technologi~~ and concepts. Computer-integrated 
manufacturing i~ intended to fill the gap between 
high-production transfer lines and low production numerical 
·Qontrol machines [10]. 
Although high-production manufacturing and small, 
low-volume machine sl1op production alike have been affected 
by the application of computer and robotic technology, it is 
the levels of production in between to which CIM is -most 
.. . . . . 
eas-1ly applied. 
CIM may be effectivel·y divided into thre:e :Phases: 
4$aign, planning and production. One of the greatest 
• 
requirements of CIM is to provide a :common., integrated 
database to be used in each of these phas:es. T-his ideally 
allows for creat_i"'Oll of the databas·e in the design phase ,o.f 
·th.:e: product deve.loprnent process • N-ext, the proce:ss p·lan •• 1=S 
d_eye;lo,wed., .ba,sed largely upon the design characteristics. 
·F.:iri.all.·y, produ·ct-i:on. may be controlled by comm·a.nds generated 
£::tom. the· sam·.e d.at;a •: In this way, conversion·s are :not needed 
f·r.01n._ o.n.e= ph.a:se .. t.o· another. Also, a common database allows 
f.or a cha:ng:e i-n: ·the. cl.esign of the product to be reflected 
ea.s.il·y :ih the p·roq:es:s pla:-nning and produc:ti.on phases. 
l.:t •• the . .. . . . •' of the qesign database which 1·s o.r1g1n common 
has:: ·been the ef-fort of this r .. e·s:e·arch:. If the 
char.acte.ristics of an .assembly are _prqt:re:rl·y cl·as.:sif ied, the 
·ge.o.met:ric model and analyticai mod.els m·ay· b.e generated 
automatically. Later, a pro.cess plan may :b-e :developed and 
finally production may b~ .·controlled, all .usin.g -·a c·ommon 
• 
r 
database. 
As previously stated, the design phase is the 
.initiation of the product development process. It is the 
transformation·· of the concept of :a product into an 
understandable representation or model. This model may 
begin as rough sketches as the designer tries to bring life 
to his ideas. The steps involved in the refinement of these 
ideas is covered in :a .later sect.ion. 
Onca the design, cycle has been completed a~d the 
_p.roduct is deemed worthy of production, it is necessary to 
develop a detailed plan of the manufacturing process, 
including tooling, fixturing and setup. In the past, this 
pha:s·e. ha_·s not been given .a great deal of consideration. In. 
man:y c:a·s~::s; the fl-ow of materia1·-s in the manufacturin:g 
:pr.oce$$' ::i-s· chaotic and a great deal _o·f time 
·tr.an.sfet ·and waiting. 
. . 
1S wasted •• .1n 
One study :ha:s shown that, on the average, a part s:p.ends: 
95 percent o.f· ·its time on the shop floor in moving ::and: 
waiting~ ·<J"f ·the remaining 5 percent of the time, 70: percent 
is spent in positioning, lqading, gaging artd idle. That 
me-an.$ ·that- less than 2 per.cent. of- the m~Jiut·acturing time is 
a:c't:u_aJ_ly· s·p·ent in proces:s 1:1:1]. :T_h--:i.s: si.·t;.µatJ:011 represents a 
•.' . . ... 
Cl&arly if the 
. I 
e_f.f.o.rt 
' ' . .· . 
,·. 
·is -t:ake.n· to. esit:ab:-1-i-sh an eff.icient plan of materiail 
flow through the various :workstations~ .·a great savings_: of 
time and money may be rea.l_ized. 
The solution 
-
• 
t 
\/\ 
planning. In recent years, computer technology has greatly 
aided this often complex task. Two approaches have been 
used in development of these computer-aided process plans: 
retrieval and generative. 
Retrieval-type CAPP systems use parts classification 
, 
and coding and group technology as a foundation. For each 
part family, a standard process plan is established (12]. 
With this technique, whenever a series of parts is to be 
produced, an existing, cumulative database is searched for 
each part family. The control is altered as necessary for 
specific parts and each process plan is woven together to 
form an overall plan for all parts. In this way, the most 
efficient use is made of the workstations and the operators. 
The drawback to retrieval-type CAPP is the tremendous amount 
of data which must be stored in order to provide an adequate 
database from which to draw information. 
Generative process planning involves the use of the 
computer to create an individual process plan from scratch, 
automatically and without human intervention. The computer 
system would employ a set of algorithms to progress through 
the . I various technical and logical decisions toward a final 
plan for manufacturing (13]. While the generative approach 
requires less storage space than retrieval-type, complex 
sequences of operational commands must be developed and 
maintained. The generative approach also lacks the ability 
to "learn" from past mistakes by not retaining process plans 
and their feedback. 
(, 
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Regardless of the method of origin, the process plan 
consists of a detailed, comprehensive list of all operations 
to be performed in order to process and assemble all 
component parts of the product. It is often referred to as 
a route sheet within a machine sho_p,_. 
Once the process plan has been developed, the final 
phase of the product development process may begin. 
Production techniqUes present a wide spectrum of processes, 
ranging from the h·ighly flexible, low-volume manufacturing 
.cell through ·th·e high-volume special system. The focus here 
i.~- uppn the :mi-ddle range, typically called the flexible 
,in.a.nq·f?tctu-rin.g s.ystem (FMS). An FMS is a .group of numerical 
·.cont·r.ol :(NC) machines (or other automated workstations) 
:whic.1'1- .a:r,.e interconnected by a materials handling system-. 
All of the machines and. the work handling system are 
c·op.trolled by comp.ut.er [14]. 
Again, i.t: i·s .. s,e:.en that the computer is ·centr·al to· e'ach 
.of• ·the thr,ee= ph·a.s,es :o_f the product devel.opme.nt, 'proc.:e-s·=s,. A.-
:c9mmon;, shared d:a.t.abas·e; i:s central to the :ade·qua te u.sag.e o: .. f · 
·the· _c:.ompute.r sy:stein- anq. all the equipm.e:nt :i_t contro·ls.-. mh·-e··· ·~:~ -~--. •, ., 
proces-:s _plan: i.s. devel,op.e.d_ from the d·esign· ·Sp.:e·c-i:fi.cat-ions a·na 
th,e: manu·f·acturi:ng .st·eps are exe,cat:ed: froni t:hat plan. The 
l.es:s: .du·p-iication .. and c·onve:r-s,ion used, t·he ··more: e.=fficient is 
:·th.e ·process of: ta·kin,.9 ·th.e .des·:i.g:n=e·r''S or:ig-:ina.l .c·oncept· .. a·r1d 
.deveI·op.i,ng· a ::n1~rketab:le :product: • 
. T.h.e·r·e are ot:he.r aspects t:o· the product ·cieve·lopment 
.,,-
_p:rc;;,·.cess which are· ·not ·covered in ·detail. Within the: actual. 
'· 
• 
manufacturing of the product, tool design, machine tool 
programming and inspection are all important aspects which 
aid in effective production. Related to the manufacturing 
are inventory c.on-trol., quality control. S~·ipping .and 
marketing are also important parts of th.~ :d:everlopment: .and, 
life c_ycle of the product. Each of these aspec.t's: is highl:y· 
important and has also been effected by the use· ·o"f. :com_puters 
.and a common database. 
~ 
2 • 1. 2 • CIM Approach to the Desd~g_n. Pro.cess·-
.. ' 
A thorough d:esi.gn practice stands as the cornerstone· to 
the successful implementation of CIM techniques. Even at 
the cost of requiring more time and capital, the design-
phase of product development has the greatest potential for 
reducing manufacturing costs and improving productivity. 
The design phase consists of four stages; namely 
design, analysis, simu1a·t.io.n ·and verification. E·.a·ch o·f· 
these stages is mo.~~ or 1-es·e; .important, depending upon.= :t;tie. 
nature of the pr'od;u·9·t· b:.eing· developed. None of them :"sn.o··uld-
be bypassed. 
The design stage has received the most attention 
recent years. A great deal of software has been developed 
to aid the designer in taking the product concept and 
developing a geometric mode.l which may or may not adequatel·y-
represent the product, dependip_g on th~ :knowledge and ,,skill 
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of the designer. One of the greatest advantages of using 
' 
computer-aided design software is that the product is 
represented by data, which may in turn be used for other 
purposes and may be modified easily. This is opposed to the 
older practice of creating mechanical drawings by hand. 
Regardless of h.ow artfully or accurately a drawing is done, 
it is an .. end- in itself and must be interpreted to be useful 
in·_bu.:Llding -a prot.ot:.yp:e f~or testing or developing a process 
pl-an. 
,T-he .aesign· must be deve:lope.d. with tlt.e, fu-nction of the 
The designe.r, ·lll:il.$'t. als-o consider the 
a:es.thetics of the product when a·pplicable an·d how the. 
1, 
p·r-o.d'.UCt fits int·o .a larg;er· S:ystell\. a~ should realize the 
1 .. -... ··t :lini: __ -s of vari:ous .m·aterial-s and. t·ry to look ahead to th·e 
:m~nu.f-acturing process. These, arid .. 1nc1ny other aspects mu·s(t. 
be tdnsidered in the initial de$ign, ~tage~ 
o·nce .the 
",.' ··., ' 
' 't' 1 1n11a - design of the product has bee:n 
m.o.<3;~leq.;. it must be analyzed in. various ways, dependi-n·g: t1p,on 
t:h~· -application. :The: use of numerical representation of the 
:p.toduct usually .ma.k·es: this ta$k .much e'asi·er. Most commonly, 
-~ 
the engineer ·is concerned. w·it_h ·the: parformance :of the 
product unde.r . . . . . -var1ou:s ·condit-ions ... ,The product .may be 
analyzed- in two ways; compone.nt_· :an:alysis, ,: h. h .in. w 1c . 
. ,, . .  . 
components ~:re .anal_yzed, a:nd ·system an:alys1s, 1n 
wb:ich· all or part of the c:ompone,nts. ar.e :an·aly-z·ed :in • various 
ways as a system. 
The ability to dissi:p.ate heat and .. hold -~~" unt:le:r: certain 
• 
r 
stresses and vibration without failure are the most commonly 
desired attributes of a component. These are determined by 
the use of finite element methods (FEM) in which the model 
is effectively broken into much smaller interconnected 
units, or elements, to form what is known as ,a mesh. 
Initial ·condi ti.ens -are imposed on the component and complex 
mathematica:l calcula.t·ions are performed which determine how 
each element will befi·qve and hence how the entire· mode·.l w.i·11. 
be affected. 
On the sy·stem ·lev:el ;- :k·±nematic and machine element 
:analysis may be accomplished with the assignment of material 
properties and joint definitions along with input velocities 
and accelerations. Mass property analysis data can be 
calculated and stored fo,r-- later use in lumped pa;rameter 
:ciynamic resporrs·e. :F-urthenn-o·re, manuf actu:ring proces.ses such 
as injection molding and metal extrusion may be .analy-zed 
determine the best design for certain materials .•. 
·o \;.;· 
In. lig_ht of the re.$ults of the analys.is. st·age, the 
·fn,iti·a1 ·.des.·i.g-n may need ·to be alter:ed :a.nd: re-analyzed. 
·Thas,e. ·-sta·ges. .o.f the g-e:sign phas.e ma·y· need to be repeated 
n.um,erous. ·t:imes until $:~tis·tactory: re-sul ts are obtained. It 
i·s i,mpo·r-t,a:-i1t to tlot·e tha.t .it. :is :n.o·t. necessary ta produce. ·a (' 
,._ 
·prot,otype of ea-c:h :design _i·t·eration: in· or.de:r ·to. ·p·e·rf:orm this 
I . .. ana· y.s.1 s .•. The des-ign~analy.s~_s. lO'op can :be. repeat:ed using 
t:he computer moci~l- and the f .. inal _prototype: 
c,onst:ructed only oncta . 
n·e:ed be 
. :simlllation of· the- ·,c .. ompute·r· model for a _p_:a,r:t::ic::µl:ar 
• 
design is cruci~l in determining how well a product works, 
• 
especially for mechanical systems. Interference checking 
during these simulations is vital to evaluate part 
clearances and perform studies of part variations and system 
performance as a function of part tolerances. Software is 
available which provides simulation of material behavior for· 
injection molding and flat pattern layout to determine ·the 
acceptability of a design. 
Important to the later manufacturing Phase · ·c·utter· , . . . ... 
:.1:o¢ation source (.C·LS) files may be used to simulate too·l 
. Patns .for various .machining op~rations such as lathe and 
m.11·lti-axis machining. Th.is helps to determine the 
:manufacturability of the desi.gn. 
For the automated factory, robot.i:c :si·.:mulation permi t·s. 
·the engineer to ·determine whether the design may be properly· 
assembled by a robot. Again, the inclusion of tolerance 
data provides a means to study accuracy and repeatabili·ty of: 
programs within the manufacturing tolerances of the part afid 
robot position tolerances. 
If simulation· of: the product shows that the des:i.'gn: •• 1$ 
unsuitable, the first t.wo stages must be repeated until th.is 
third stage is. ;passed • At this point, the d·.esig·n may ·be: 
.. deemed· a·s wort])·Y' .:o.:f manufacture and the process. ·p·I.a·nning .may 
.begin. 
Finally,. geometric mod:e·ls and the a .. s:s:·oc.i:at·-e'Ct: .aa.ta· a:re 
available provide. for • • • • •• • • •• ver1f1cat.10:n. :O._f mach·1n.11tg 
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system perf ormane.e. This is accomplished by extensive use 
of sensors in the manufacturing environment. Quality 
control relies upon the model to assure proper and complete 
manufacturing. This $tage Of the design /process is, of 
course, fully realized only in the manufacturing phase. 
A • maJor benefit of CIM is to prov·iae standard 
representation of part geometry and associated product 
(iescripti·on of the part to :be produced. This allows for 
:g:reater ability to compare sever.al designs; and w.nen ~ :grou;El: 
tech..n.ology a preach is taken, redundancy may be redticed .. ana.: 
a 
,realized. 
ficient product development proces$. :,J~~.y b·e, 
When the design phase of the product development 
process is isolated from the process. planning and production 
-ha·s.es. P. ,',,,, . I it is p6ssible that changes in •anufacturing· 
techn·iques are not adequately reflected in the design and 
·vice versa. The cqn.cept of design for 1:n:apµf:a,cturing is one 
,w-h .. ich may greatly: i.nc.r·eas.e the ef f·ic.ien.cy .of th:e development 
process. It implies t.h.at a, thc:>ro.ugh knowledge of the 
available manufacturing' p:roc··es.s:e:s be known by the d.esigne;r 
or des:ign. ·eng:i11ee.r·. With t.his ~Jlowledge, the desig·n m?ty b.e 
devel_oped i.P. a way· :wh·icb :flJ.]~.lY utilizes the manufacturi,ng 
·f:ac·iI.it.i.es • 
For example, :as ·J:"'ob·c:,tic as.semb:ly ·:o:e.comes more common .. :, 
·th.e designer should be :r:et.111i·red. ·t:a. know how robots work and: 
:ho.w the product may most effectively be assembled. As. a. 
r.u,ile, the fewer the number of parts·, t·he ·e·asie:r the asserob.ly 
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process. 
screws. 
Rivets a·re easier for a robot to apply t·han are 
Parts which are either symmetric or highly 
asymmetric are easier to orient and position. Many such 
rules may aid the designer in improving the des·ign to allow 
for easier assembly and processing [15]. 
As has bee:ti: ·s-t·:a.1:.ed, ,a. g·reater emphasis in ·terms: of time 
and resources $hd~ld be placed on the design phase. It is 
ho ..ped that this will improve a1.1. phases of the product· lif·e 
cyd1e and even aid ~n future design practice. 
Tradi tiona1·1y, produc.t developme11t :ls carried out in a 
·se·:ri,al fashion. 'The de·S:ig.n is done by ·oti=e group, process 
.Planning by anoth.ar and production by ·yet another·. When any 
problems .• .' ' ,, ' ar1s.e in the process·J previous phase.s must be 
rep·ea.ted, lea.d.i·:ng t.Q ine.f·f:'ic.iency·.. The practice of parallel 
·pro:duct: devel:op.rnent ·has .emerged in recent years, with qµ:ite 
·sa.tisfact·.o~y ·results. In one. e.x·amp.le [ 16] , a .large comp·ut·e+ 
:ma.nu fa c tu:re.r s·tudied f·easa.bi:1.ity .of domestically· 
printer. An 
·autonomous t_ecint. wa$ es:tablis·hed· to c·arty .out every phase of· 
the product d·evelopme·n:t.. .Among those includ.ed in th.e design 
group were. manufactur·ing: and .automation experts •. Ideas 
. . 
1Il: 
:one area Qf the ;pr·oj ·ect we·r.e di·s:cttssed by the whole team to 
:aff~c::t the total product 
.. 
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development. The product was designed for automated 
assembly and included many features to aid in that process, 
such as reduction in the number of parts, multiple function 
compon~nts and snap-in fasteners. The results of the 
project were very positive and the company now produces a 
high-quality printer at competitive prices. Because of the 
success of the pri·nter project, the company plans to 
·implement similar development projects for other ·products. 
o·ne· of the benefits of a thorough design is ea·sier and 
,. I 
.J 
·more appropriate material and proce~s selection •. Fbllowing 
:cfr.e some valid considerations which have been observed: 
"Designers usually make the decision (of 
material and process selection) unconsciously by 
mentally picturing the part as, for example, a 
metal casting, then proceeding to commit this to 
paper. Since the part geometry is predicated on a 
particular process and material, it will be vecy 
difficult to introduce other alternatives. 
"Experienced designers will often make 
correct decisions regarding materials and 
processes almost instinctively, particularly when 
they are dealing in areas of mature technology 
with which they are familiar. However, as the 
rate of technological change continues to increase 
and more specialized, less experienced engineers 
become involved in design, there will be a growing 
need for systems to aid the designer in making 
decisions regarding materials selection and 
manufacturability in the form of interactive 
computer systems." [17] 
Thus, it m~y no longer be ef f s .. ct·ive :to: mak.e products as 
·they were made. in the p.ast. Many cha,11.enges face industry 
today and not t·he .. least of these is taking full advantage of 
the new and varied materials and fabrication proces~es. 
Many new materi·al·s combine qual.ities which were not possible 
only a few year$ .~go. For i·nstan:ce, ·· plastics which can 
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conduct electricity and withstand excessive heat are now 
available. Composites offer great strength at very low 
weights. One needs to be a materials expert to keep up with 
the latest advancements, and typically not all designers are 
such. Yet with the recent development of computer software 
which can classify a part according to its function and 
design characteristics·,. the optimal material may be chosen. 
Along with the~ new materi.als, more elaborate and 
.e·f:.ficient fabrication p·rocesses have been developed~ One 
tr:e:nd i·,S to reduce the number of discrete parts and replace 
them· :by· complex molded parts. This places an emphasis on 
tool,·= d::ie and mold making technology in order to produce the 
complex surfaces. Even for working with more 
:con\r:entional materia·1s, new techniques are now available. 
Th~ use of lasers has become widespread in industry as a 
me~h~ 6£ cutting plastics and metals. The area of fasteners 
is expe:r.j.encing great ch.anges as well. As with material 
selection, software • 1·S available. ·to choose the steps to: 
optimally produce a part. 
:The use of c.1·assi:£ic~tion and coding t.achnique·s. ·both. 
'•d·. a,1·.·.··S' • 1S aided by thorough design practice . 
re·trieval-type system is ttse·d, ·a.s. more good designs·. are 
·produced, a good, relj.:ab·le database will res·:ult :a:n·d. insure 
that better ·de·signf; gre possible in the futu.·re. 
If clear, precise standards are followed in the design. 
ph·a·:s·e, i-t is faster and eas·ier to modify an existing design 
in order to meet custome·r requests and improve the product:. 
r ,, 
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A poor product design is difficult to improve and complete 
redesign may be needed in order to meet new requirements. 
.,,, 
2. 2. Concepts of· Des.ign-Based Classif !cation apd, c:od:±n_g 
2.2.1. Group Technology 
.. 
·Gr·oup Technology (GT) is an approach to f'i'l'1ding,· c·onunon 
:solutions for the same or similar problems. It is a means 
of helping designers find the best possible design solutions 
:quickly, and of helping manufacturing engineers to solve 
• 
industrial engineering problems optimally. GT provides 
/ 
consistent solutions to current .,problems, based on 
experience. It does this in part through an identi:fioattor1 
method which classifies and codes design and manuf.actur·ipg_ 
characteristics of parts and by then making a:nd 
,manufacturing solutions based on these attributes a-va.i1 1a1:>·1e 
for future use { 1,s] • GT is a means by which the most 
effective usage cf manufacturing resources is made. It aids 
• in the flow of materials; b .·.· y grouping similar parts fo.r-
tooling and fixturing and a::ia .. s'. also in the 
process and materials. 
selection of· 
. . . ' -. ~ . . ·. -. . . . 
As discussed b:rie·fly- :·in Ch·a:pt:er 1,. ·the purp:osre ·o:f GT· i.s 
to utilize the de-sign 
characteristics of parts as a means of • grouping t.h·.em into 
part families. These part families in t~rn provi~a a basis 
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for better understanding of how to design and manufacture 
new parts. GT represents an accumulation of "experience" 
which Should lead to several benefits, including higher 
productivity:, quicker turn·around time and higher quality 
products. 
As stated earlier, the intention of this research has 
been to extend the classification of the "part" into 
o.:f: an entire a:ssembly and- all of t_he 
$t~·b-units which compose it as well as the interconnect·io_ns. 
This provides an analytical tool which allows the de.-signer 
to work from the larger\vi~w of an assembly or syste~ down 
. / 
·- -
to the component· level. It. 'a_.lso _ptov-ides a tool for the 
;aut..o.matic synthesis of: th.e ge:ometric model of the assembly 
which should aid in the process planning and manufacturing 
phases of the product development process. 
2. 2. 2. cI_a,s:sifi·cat.io_n: an:d :c.o_cii:ng 
:C:e:ntra·1 to the phi:J,.os9phy of GT ·is- :p.arts ·classification 
.a-nd coding .• Since tne t·erm "part" seems t·o be limited • in 
scope_, t. ,.,.,_···· · ·:i1e. ··term entity I 1S used. "Entity" ref.er.s· t.·o t."lie 
. . 
assemb.l-Y· ,and any of the sub-units which compose it, at any 
Co·ding provides a compact In:e·ans ·o'f: describing 
s·eve:refl attributes of an entity, qnd i·s ·the result of a 
¢'la-ssification process. 
"Traditionally, three types 
techniques exist. With h-i.erarchical 
of· coding 
structure, 
• 
t 
the interpretation of each succeeding symbol 
depends on the value of the preceding symbols. 
Other names commonly used are monocode and tree 
structures. 
"In the chain-type structure, the 
interpretation of each symbol in the sequence is 
fixed and does not depend on the value of 
preceding digits. Another name commonly given to 
this structure is polycode. 
"Most of the commercial parts coding systems 
are a combination of the two pure structures. The 
hybrid structure is an attempt to achieve the best 
features of monocodes and polycodes. 11 [19] 
As with most commercial systems, the coding structure 
used in the development of the prototype system is of the 
hybrid type. The information stored in the code varies 
greatly and the hybrid code was the logical approach. The 
reader should refer to Chapter 4 for an explanation of each 
field in the prototype system GT code. 
It was first decided what the attributes of • various 
entities are. A great deal of preparation and observation 
was needed to develop the entity families used in 
classification. Since portions of the code relate __ .~the 
functional characteristics of the entity, lists of functi~ 
were developed and grouped. There exists a trade-off in the 
development of entity classes related to the amount of 
detail stored by the code. Typically, sub-levels of classes 
must be developed in order to avoid too many possible values 
for a position. For this reason, the hierarchical structure 
is needed for portions of the code. 
The prototype system contains information about the 
entity type, functional class, shape, tolerances and 
dimensions. With the added flexibility of classification of 
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all levels of an assembly, most of the important attributes 
of a system can be captured. 
A retrieval-type system was developed to allow the user 
to search through the codes of existing entities to find 
matches for all types of entities. However, only assemblies 
and subassemblies may be copied into the current system 
structure. This relieves the user of the task of having to 
re-create the entire set of entity records. Each record may 
be modified before it is added, if the user chooses to do 
j 
so. 
• 
2.2.3. The Application of Classification and Coding to the 
Design Process 
Since classification and coding has traditionally been 
applied to the realm of manufacturing and restricted to 
single parts, little is known about how its 
~ application may affect the design process. 
broader 
Indeed, 
relatively little research has been done on the subject. 
Basically, two approaches may be taken to the use of 
classification and coding in the design process. One is the 
more typical approach of a retrieval-type system in which a 
cumulative database is built and a search may be done with 
the addition of each new design. Based on the GT code 
values of the entity, all similar entities are examined, a 
list of matches is p~uuuced, and one may be chosen. A match 
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may so adequately meet the design criteria of a new assembly 
that it may be substituted, rather than redesigned. Or, it 
may be duplicated with only the necessary revisions made, 
relieving the designer of the task of duplicating an 
existing design. The task of selection could be aided by 
optimizing algorithms which narrow the range of choices, 
based on how various criteria are weighted. 
Another, more recent approach is the generative-type. 
Using this approach, each attribute described in the code is 
:a_pplied to predetermined design algorithms which build the 
mo·a.el from scratch. This approach requires that a pro·gram: 
,b'e ·developed to encompass any design characteristic which 
may be encountered. Optimizing algorithms may also be ·used, 
to weigh various, often conflicting attributes to arrive at 
the best design. 
Naturally, each approach has merits and limitation~-. 
One approach may lend itself more readily to one type ot 
design problem than the other. For instance, if the design 
process for· a particular entity family may be easily ,mapped \ 
out, with only minor variations, such as dimensio:ns:,: ·t-he 
generative approach may be preferred. The desi.gn: algor:ithms· 
fo.r such a family of designs may be rather· .s.impl.e, a_·n·d 
'direct. Yet, if wide variation occurs, the controllin_g 
program would need to be quite complex in order to cover a,ll 
the possibilities. 
While the retrieval-type system requires mo.re. sto·rage 
.space for the cumulative database, i.t ultimat·e.1·_y _.pr.ovide·.s 
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greater flexibility because it requires that only one design 
be present to generate models for similar designs, with 
necessary modifications. 
2.3. Benefits of Design-Based Classification and Coding 
2:.3.,_.l. Functional Definit.i.on of a Syst.em 
A system is si:mply defined as an "assemblage of· 
c,omponents acting as a whole [20]". The term "system" has 
many meanings today. As mankind attempts to give order to 
his environment, it is often i1ecessary to • • organize various· 
items into comprehendible groups which may be more easily 
managed. Some systems encompass the globe, such as .our 
.communications network. Meanwhile, microprocessors, capabl.e: 
·of controlling enormous amounts of data at speeds beyond, 
human comprehension are systems measured in fractions of an: 
inch. 
The scope. of this. re:s·e:arch p:r.oj.·~qt , ... 1S 
consideration o·f the ... me:chan.ical. and_ manufacturing :aspe:c·ts ,of 
a system with specific implementation of structural systems • 
. It is hoped: that the concepts dev·eloped herei·n ·m·ay b.e: 
expanded into wider application~ Indeed, all systems, 
regardless of their complexity, hav,e common characteristics. 
Each may be subdivided into smaller units, which may in turn 
be subdivided, until the lowest, single component level 
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' is reached. 
components 
Interactions and connections between various 
• 
and subsystems may likewise be defined and 
I 
classified. 
One imp,ortant characteristic of any part o:f· a system is 
i·t.=S function within that system. If it is known where an 
.entity fits into a system and what its function is to be, a .. 
g,reat deal of it.s- ciesign attributes may be determined. Its 
sha·pe, s:iz'e an.d material qualities are greatly related to 
its fun.ct··ion. If the o~ating conditions., such as loadi_ng 
type. an.d cycle, are counted. i:n,:, th.e de·sig·n process narr··ows· 
the:· focus of the _poss:ibi:li'tie:s .-. 
:2::. 3_.:·2. Application to Material arid P-r.oce:·ss: .·s·_·e.:L .. E!·c:t-ion 
In the MAPS-1 (Material And Proces! S.election) article 
[2IJ, ·-a coding system is outlined which aids the d~signer ·in 
the nlat:eria:1 and process selection. 
~bbte~iated description of the process: 
"The ini·tial selection of manufacturing 
processes and materials is made by a computer 
program which can interactively generate the code 
and uses it to eliminate processes and materials 
progressively from consideration. The first five 
digits (batch size, bulk, shape, tolerance and 
surface roughness) are used to eliminate processes 
from consideration while the next three digits 
(service temperature, corrosion rate and corrosive 
medium) are used to eliminate materials. The 
program next eliminates incompatible or difficult 
process and material combinations. 
"When these eliminations are completed, the 
program can print out lists of process and 
material combinations in two categories, usual 
practice and unusual practice. 
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"At this point, if the lists of combinations 
seem unduly restricted, (including no 
combinations) the user may elect to relax some of 
the design requirements or to manufacture the 
component in more than one step. 
"At the end of the elimination procedure, it 
is also possible that the lists of combinations 
are too large for practical use. If this is the 
case, the user may elect to use the last four 
digits of the code (criterion of excellence, 
loading mode, structural geometry and loading 
schedule) to have the program define and calculate 
a quantitative figure of merit for the various 
combinations." 
--It uses as many existing standards as possible, 
:arrat1g:ed ·in .a .. computer program, to make the s.elec.-t.ions.. It 
·1,s unique in that f·t equally considers material ·:and p.i:.Qces:s 
criteria and how t.hey are interrelated. Most such systems 
are based :on th.e assumption that eithe:r the material 
selection o·r· :the. :p.art geo:m¢try· and hence the material 
.selection a:re. -comp'.le-t·e· .•. : 
·The. application materi·al . . . . . ' - ·' and process 
sele ..ot·ion i_·s not currently a part o:f.: the research considered 
:tn. ·th.i:s report. It is hoped t:h.at the design attributes 
i1lc:·lud·e,d in the code may be applied in the future to the 
As dis.cus·sed previously, a coltuno.n da.:t·aba.se 
·, ... • 
1S central 
·to the concept of CIM. This .d·at-aba.s.e· ·woul.d. be g.enerated in 
the design phase(· of the product development process. and use.d 
it~. the _process p.-1:ann.ing and manufacturing phases. 
/( 
----. (, ) 
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From the non-graphical information such as shape and 
dimensions, the geometric model may be developed. Another 
approach to ·t_h~ process, described in greater detail in 
Chapter 5, is to generate the geometric model simultaneously' 
·w.i.th. th.e functional model of non_-graphical information. 
'JJb.fs. :would aid in storage of data :t·elated to the position 
a..rid ·orientation of· individual components and the conr1ect.i.ons 
e}.C_:isting between the uni ts of the system. 
o.·ther inforntation which may be gener.ated along with the 
·d·e·s·ign and manufacturing data i.s ·inventory and statistical 
:d-a·ta·.. As the "just-in-time" a.pp._r·o:ach ·to inventory control 
be .. comes more import·a.nt in. industry, material requi_rements 
.ft>r _production must be known in advance and orders placed. 
Along with inventory control, up-to-date production 
=st·atistics .:must. be availabl·e •. A feedback of information 
.into the database aids :i•n p:ia.nn-lng and: _provides a .method o·f 
evaluating prod-uc.t-io·n. ·techni-:que·s., •. .r·t may be n·ecessary to 
alter the de·si·gn. -o·-r· :p·r·o·cess p:.i.=a:nning· of the c;:t:evelopmen.t 
process to. i.mpr,ove efficien·cy· or quality. 
~·ccounting information. ma.y .also )Je related to the 
common database.- Shipping, orde·r:ing, marketing and billing 
.a·re; also import.an-t· parts of the ·aev·e·Iopme-nt ·of· a product. 
Al though. many types ·of i·nf.o·rmation .. a.-.re. related to th_e 
di.v.erse facets o-.f' t,he p_.ro·dttct life c_.yclie, cl.o.ser integrat·ion 
should ·read t.o a -more e.:f·:f'.i.;ce·nt ·proce:s.s .• , ·It. :is unlikely that 
. a single data-base can adequately handie~il ·of these . 
aspects, .but the .tf_ght·er the co.n_t.ro·1 and inte_.g_rati,9n of: 
• 
r 
data, the greater the likelihood of successful product 
development. 
2.4. The Role of Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the programmi.:ng of a 
computer to do tasks which are conventionally c·onsidered, 
for the moment ~t least, to be better done by, p·e.ople [22] • 
For example, the development of large-scale, . el·ement 
programs is not AI since no-one even believes these analyses 
could be done better by humans than by computers. 
Another way to view the distinction betwee:n 
conventional computer-aided engineering programs and ·AI 
p·rograms is to note that the major concern of engineeri·ng· 
algorithms has been the processing of numerical informatio_n_-. 
AI programs, on the otther hand, have as their major concerp 
the process·ing of symbolic information. An AI program .f·o:r 
an engineering domain takes for granted the availability of 
quantitative numerical information (via analysis routines on 
call), but is most concerned with what the numbers mean, how 
they should be interpreted, and what decisions should be 
made or actions taken as a consequence. Another ·a·rea of 
interest is the decision abo.ut which analysi.s routi.ne.s-
should be call~d {~3]. 
From this description of AI, it is not surprising that 
its applications to design are in the early stages. This 
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• is, of course, not unexpected considering the short history 
of AI and the nature of the design process. Yet, progress 
is being made. The development of a code which describes an 
entity is a form of symbolic information. It represents 
certain qualities or attributes of the entity. With this 
information, AI may be used to improve the design process. 
No discussion of AI is complete without the inclusion 
of the expert -system. It may be defined as "a computer 
• program that has captured the experience, knowledge and 
judgement of an expert practitioner in a field and has 
organized that expertise for use 
j 
[24]". Expert systems · are 
by 
also 
knowledge-based or rule-based systems. 
other practitioners 
referred to as 
The fact that engineering design lacks a well-defined 
quantitative goal distinguishes it fundamentally from the 
other problem domains which AI has studied and to which 
expert systems techniques have generally been applied [25]. 
Most of the applications of expert systems have been in the 
area of diagnosis, which although the solution is initially 
unknown, it is well-defined. This is rarely the case for 
mechanical design. Due to the intuitive nature required by 
a good designer, the rules of design, and hence an expert 
system to emulate it, are difficult to develop. Even if 
such an expert system • 1S developed, it would, at least 
initially, have a limited range of design capabilities. 
By its nature, AI requires a base upon which to build • 
This base consists typically of sets of rules organized • in 
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such a way as to provide a path which branches out. At the 
end of each path is what should be the best, most optimal 
solution. One of the main challenges facing developers of 
expert systems is the absence of programming languages to 
allow the building of such a structure. Languages such as 
Fortran and Cobol are most easily used to process numerical, 
not syml:>oiic information. Even such advanced languages as 
·L:i·~-P a-hd Ada do not yet meet all the needs of AI. 
The pro·totype system developed for this research 
p:toj ect d·oes not include any real application of 
knowledge--1:?ased systems, only assembly· model generation and 
then· retrieval ca-pabilities-. Yet, it is hoped that it 
:tepresents at i\ast the first stages of an attempt to 
provide a coding scheme which may aid in the development of 
an expert sy.s-t:·e:m for design. 
A vi.rtual -manuf·actu.ring c.e_:1_·1 is: being developed at the 
National Bureau of standards· .. as: p·ar.t .of the control software 
for the Automated Manufact:.u:r·ing Research Facility (AMRF) 
project. 
evolved 
The 
from 
traditional gro~p ~echn~ogy •(G~) . c~ll has 
the need to maintain the' flexibility to 
manufacture a family of parts while gaining some of the 
efficiency associated with a single process flow line. GT 
c:ells.: a):·e JlOirmally defined by :a fi-xecl physical grouping of 
f 
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~achining workstations that prodU¢e a particular class of 
parts. A shop based upon virtual manufacturing cells 
provides greater flexibility than existing GT shop 
copfigurations by time sharing machining workstations. 
A flexible cell addresses specific control problems 
encountered in the design phase of the AMRF. The project is 
. . 
investigating the automated production of sma:1-1. ·ba:tc.h·es :Qf 
machined parts. A portion of the NBS Fabricatiort Tedhnology 
Division machine shop _is being converted to a ·sm:a:1·1_ testbed 
system that will be used ·for experiments in precision 
machining, automat·e.d proce~_s. metrology and ~a-nufact.uring· 
i-nterf ace standards [" 2 6] • 
Gro.~p, t$,c:hno;logy, part famil.:ie·s -and classification and 
c·.odi.ng :are- :ce.nt_ral to the developm~n:t. of AMRF. Th.e project 
:i.s. ~n 'qttempt to provide a 1Small-scale model for the 
flexible manufact~ring cell, which may be used as a standard 
f--pr industry. NBS is not attempting to set standards for 
-any of the aspects of but rather to • gain a better 
understanding of ho.w· GT may be successf:ul:ly applied to 
various types o.f .manuf:a,c·:turing. 
. . 
The very· :i-1a-tu·re: -o·.-f p_'art,s c·Ias:s·i:fi:cation an·d. coding 
. ·.. . . . . . .. · · .. 
various 
. · .. · ·- .. 
·att·r-i-butes -abou-t e-ntity. Yet:, d· .. _ .. :~e to 
• is· 
the 
·fletiP_ilty :n.eeded, to· suc·c.e.·s·sfu-1ly employ codi.ng techniques, 
cc,¢1-e. standards ·are dif-fJ~,c,.rit to develop. Thus, NBS. is not 
hO.Iting to develop a- un.iverf:l~l set of coding standards, but 
·:r.athe:r -to present a- $.·t-a:ndaJ:d approach to how coding, and GT 
\ 
• 
r 
·as a whole, may be used to improve t:he efficieitcy.· ,a:nq. 
quality of the manufacturing process. 
:2:.:.G:. ·The Nature of Design Problems 
• previous section, a :system is :a:n·. 
.-.• . ·-. 
ct-$$·e.llib"J.age o.t': c_omponents acting as a who.le. As then noted, 
tn..e t_erm System has very broad appl.:icat.i·ons. 
;:pur,po:se ·.of this research to 1-ooJ~ at systems in general but 
:to. i.~plement a s_pecific system of software to deal mainly 
w:ith· s,t·ructural systems. So, it is worthwhile to briefly 
-ci"i:s:cu:ss ·a. fe.w :o:ther types of systems wh.ich are related to 
.. · ·t··· :M.a,r .. · i:n. defines -a _s·:tructure (or: a 
system) as "an arrfo"(Jement in which there can be no motiPrt 
• 
o·:f. ·t:he me.llib·ers relative to one another". Examples -of: 
:.$·tructurai :.:s-ys,tems are building·s, bridges, tables and 
·al.itom·obi1e. ;b.o.tii.e.s· a.no. frames.- Structures are used to 
p·ro.vide. sta:bil:i-t.y- ~nd ·to limit the m_otion of mechanical 
.. 
A.- :g·~·~at. de;al is known about the- nature of 
tra_d.:it:io:t1al :m·~:f:(ar1a·1·s -'a-r1d. '.how -they behave under • various 
co-nd:·itio .. 11:s .and; lc>ad·-s; -but .. :as.-. n:ew materials ·are introduced·.,_· 
t·.h, .. ·. 
..... :O:~-
. . . . . I· ... ' 
use 
en:a;i·neers • 
.Join-.±ng, te-chnique·s and 
... 
of f ast~eners p·r.e:·se-n.t 
A mechani.sm m~.y- .b_:e 'de:_f:_i,ned. _as "a syst:em of bodies .... . 
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designed to convert motions of and forces on one or several 
bodies into constrained motions of and forces on other 
bodies ( 2 8] " • In simpler terms, a mechanism transmits 
motion of one type and location to another type at a 
different location. It is also constrained, meaning that if 
the position and motion of any one member is known, the 
position and motion of any other member may be determ-ined. 
Our world is full of mechanisms. Our lif~~ ~s ·we now 
know it, would not be possible without the matl;y' mechanisms 
and machines which we use. A machine is. a "devic.e 
performing mechanical motion to transform and: t:r-ansf·e:r 
energy, material and information" [29] and is :py neees_s_ity 
composed of one or more mechanisms. A mechanical ,system 
(possibly considered to be a mach.ine,) is typically .composed 
:of simpler mechanisms which interact to accompl.ish ,a de·sired 
purpose. 
A mechanism differs from a structure in ·t-h.at t-he, 
members move relative to each other, although it, t: l.S· 
typically constrained by some type of structure. Al:l 
. . . . ' ·~ 
'm.echanisms are composed of members which are connected '.by 
various types of joints; including revolute (hinge·)", he.lical-
( screw) and gear. It is these few ( less than a doz~·.n_) ty.rJes 
of joints, and the members they connect which dete·rmin:e tl;le 
QVerall configuration and motion of the mechanis~~ 
Finally, manufacturing systems are 
Although some of the same terms and analyses may be applied 
to these systems, they are by nature far more complex. They 
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:r·epresent groupings of various ·machines which :d.o. a· large 
variety of tasks, including cutting, drilling, gluin~ and 
painting, 
packaging. 
as well as material transfer, .ct,unting and 
Complex manufacturing systems may always be broken into 
progressive!~ smaller systems and fina1ly int6 ·mech~nisms 
:and structure_s:. ,L:ike any complex system of machines, t,9·:t' 
'instance a_n :aut·om.obil-e, the interaction these 
machines ~epresents a problem 0£ control. There is usually 
not a simple progression from one machine to another, but a 
_.11i:ore involve·d interaction and feedback system. Control of 
clyn_a_:mic .s·ystems is a ·s·ci:~rrce in itself and will not be 
-d·iscussed. With the :.1-~rg:e. ~:ang.e- :of o·ptions av:a.:ilable in 
today's manuf actu_+:J ... pg· :s_:y.st·ents·.,: c:ont-r·o,l and process. planning 
is very impor1:·an1;· .• 
) 
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Chapter 3. 
·The Top-Down Approach to Analysis of a System 
After researching the ·tqpic of Group Technology .and 
Considering the nature of the problem of classifying systems 
of components, two- p-1.a·usible coding methods were recognized 
:an-d .. :co:nsid_ered. ;o·ne- met-ho.d uses a complex, single c-ode ·to· 
:c-h::a-ract-er·i.·z·e· as ma.n·y ._a.ttr:ibutes of the syst.ell\ .a.s pdssibl«::r. 
The other method is app:l:fed: analytically: t.o the hierarchical 
structure of ' . ,:requ:1.-r-.es ·that each . ,· .. succe:ss1ve 
sub-unit- h-ave: i t.s.. own c:_ode=.: 
The: single .co.de me.thod. is. ·diJrived from ·tn.a single 
·.. ' '··part" view of an ;.a.ssembly. Th·e c·ode should contain :all the 
pertinent attributes of the asse·ntbly· ::cts a whole, as we-11 .a·s-
a.ny dis.t._inguishing att.ributes o_-t: the sub-units. T-h.i.s-- method 
wou:td.,. :nat·u-rally r:e.qui·:te·: .less· stb·ra·ge ::s:pace and }?.robably a 
·s;imp1e·t· cpd·ing, proce,ss -. 
;r·t is the 1.-a·tter·., multiple·~-code method which has been 
It is believed that this 
a:p:p.ro.ac.h gives greater flexi1bility to th.e ·classification and 
c.oc(,ing process. It provid·e:s _:side ben·.ef:·it·s as well, .s,uch as 
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a thorough record of the entire structure of the assembly 
and a bill of materials. 
classification begins at the 
Basically, the technique of 
the whole assembly 
and works its way down to the 1 west level, hence it is 
referred to as the "top-down" approach and is discussed more 
fully later in this chapter. 
3. 2. The Nature of the Top-Down App·roach 
When a large structure is viewed from a distance, ·it is 
initially considered as a unit. Its shape, color and 
relative location help one to know something of its function 
and construction. On closer approach, more is learned about 
it and its distinguishing characteristics become clearer • 
• If given a 
amounts 
chance to examine the 
of information 
function, as well as the 
may be 
4 
function 
structure, I I increasing 
gathered. Its 
of its parts, 
overall 
may be 
determined. It may be learned of what materials it is 
' 
constructed and perhaps what specific techniques were 
required to build it. The interconnection of its parts may 
be learned. As one becomes familiar with the structure, 
finer and finer levels of information are gathered about it 
and the systems which compose and connect it. 
In a similar way, when one is planning to develop 
something, whether it is to build house or write a report, 
it is usually begun by considering the overall purpose. 
j · .. · !, ' . . I 
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~hen, by consecutive analysis and developm·e:n.t, a. framework 
is developed and the gaps are filled. 
This approach to analysis may be called the top-down 
approach. In most cases it typifies the normal method of 
human recognition and analysis. In the process, a thorough 
understanding of the overall structure and the 
interrelationship of its parts is gained. 
With the compl.exity of the design proc~-ss, the top-d·own 
approach .. offers a logical, natur~l method of·· analysis · wh·ich 
is often taken for granted and thus. is not used to its 
. fullest potential. Although the -top:-·down approach may be 
made easier with the application of co~puter software, lt is 
st.ill up to the user to supply the proper informa-tion t·o· 
re:pr-es~ri.t the· structure' ·,,' h to recogn·1ze t e 
.in·t:erconnection of the sub-uni ts. 
It is interesting to ,note that in the ass·etnb.l.y· process, 
anything which may :be· c.onstructed from sma·ller uni ts, by 
necessity, begins :at -th·e l,owest levels and is the complete 
opposite .. o·f th,e to.p--·d.own a.ppz-oa.c:h. It • 1S a bottom-up 
.... 
approach, yet r.e·quires t:hat: the: ov·era.11. ,structure be well 
.. 
defined and :J<nown. . ' . 1.n. adv.an.Ce ·i.n order to produce: 
I.t is: the ,appli·c~tion of the top--·down. ·appr.oa·ch .o·f· 
a·nalysis which. h·as. -g,;ii·ded the re·s:earch and ·development of: 
t:h:e design-based ·c:)_.as·sif.icat.io.n. and: :c·o,a:i:ng· :sc:heme and the-
OBCLASS.LU software. ·Thr:ough. th·e process of analysis, 
beginning at the top and: 'WO·rking: down to the lowe.-$t levels:,. 
• 
t 
a precise representation of the hierarchical structure of a 
system is developed. A list of all subsystems, components 
and connections is derived, as well as important assembly 
information which may be used in the manufacturing process. 
3.3. The Application of The Top-Down Approach to Systems 
3.3.1. The Structural System 
In the previous chapter, a structure was defined as an 
assemblage of members which have no motion relative to one 
another. Thus, all connections between its sub-units are 
rigid. A structure may be moved as a whole, such as a truss 
on a crane. It is usually a fixed system upon which 
movement occurs, such as a bridge or a desktop. 
The hierarchy of a structural system may be easier to 
analyze, because of its lack of relative motion. Due to 
that fact, integrity of the structure is very important. 
Thus, other types of analysis, particularly stress 
distribution, are also important. 
Typically, a structural assembly may be broken down 
into frame structures and other components which fill and 
cover it, thus rendering a relatively simple model. The 
connections may more difficult to model since they are not 
necessarily discrete and in a stress analysis may change the 
stress distribution. 
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3.3.2. A Mechan~al System 
With a mechanism or a machine, the design process 
becomes more complicated as consideration must be given to 
the interaction of the 
hierarchical analysis 
I I 
various moving 
of the system 
parts. 
becomes 
Thus, 
more 
complicated. It becomes more difficult to recognize the end 
of one subsystem and the beginning of another. All 
subsystems are necessarily connected to other subsystems or 
rigid structures by at least one component. Yet any 
mechanical system, with enough persistence may be analyzed, 
to determine the hierarchical relationships and 
interconnections. 
An example of a commonly known machine • 1S the 
automobile. Although it may at first appear to be very 
complicated, it may be broken into several levels of 
mechanical subsystems. For instance, the engine may be 
considered one subsystem. It • 1S connected to the 
transmission by a single rotating rod. The transmission 
spins another rod at a different speed. This rod, through a 
differential gear box, spins an axle with tires on each end 
to provide propulsion for the automobile. Many other 
systems provide control of this and other functions, but may 
be similarly recognized. 
Actually, the fact that subsystems perform more easily 
recognizable functions may make some mechanical systems 
easier to analyze than some structural systems. 
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As stated in the previous chapter, a manufactur·in:g: 
system may be very complex. The key difference betwe.e.-n a 
manufacturing system and a mechartical system is that 
is material transfer. After one operation is performed on 
the product, it is moved to the next operation, and so on. 
Looping may occur wherein the product passes through the 
same process or series of processes numerous times. 
While the material flow presents one of the greatest 
challenges to analyzing a manufacturing process, it also 
helps in the recognition and analysis of each of the steps 
in the process. Again, each operation performed on the 
product may be broken into a series of smaller steps and 
eventually into single motions of mechanical members. In 
such a way, even the most complex manufacturing system may 
be ordered into discrete operations and components. \, 
3. 4. App·l.:i-cation of ·the T'op-Down Approa:ch- a:t 
.Knoll Internati'.ona.l., 
Most of the products made by Knoll International .a·t.e: 
structural systems, usually sold as customized items a.:nd - . . . ·, ... 
assembled into of_f·ic•3 :Sy-stems. They are typicra1.·1y not· 
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exposed to high stresses, corrosive conditions or extreme 
variations in temperature. While structural integrity is 
very important, the • maJor emphasis is on functionality, 
aesthetics and modern styling. Recent lines of office 
furniture have been designed to accomodate office 
automation, 
function. 
and greater emphasis has been placed on 
By necessity, Knoll International also uses mechanisms 
in its products. These are generally simple mechanisms such 
as .1. drawer guides, door hinges and lock sets, and a few more 
complex ones such as seat posts for reclining and rotating 
chairs. Kinematic analysis may be used to determine the 
overall behavior of these systems and finite element 
analysis may determine the stress distribution under various 
loading conditions. 
Knoll International • 1S no exception • in the 
interrelationship of its manufacturing processes, although 
it is of course simpler than many others. The large 
diversity of its products, its adherence to high standards 
of quality and its use of diverse and exotic materials and 
construction methods present some unique problems. Many 
workcells are used to perform particular operations on the 
products as they are manufactured. Flow between these 
stations is the domain of process planning. 
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3.4.1. Description of the 5-Layer Panel 
At the request of Knoll International, Inc., the 
5-layer panel was the first product for which the software 
was developed. It was hoped that if the 5-layer panel could 
be classified, then other products may be similarly. analyz·_ed 
and classified. 
The 5-layer panel is one of Knoll's ·m.o:s't i·mpo:rt·an1:: 
·p·.roducts and is used in all of its lines of pf .. f·.ice furniture 
and workstations. Though fairly simp·le in concept, th.e 
5-layer panel • greatly in its design and varies 
manufacturing. Many variables make it difficult to 
:standardize, especially typical unit which • to be as a is 
c0l~-a$:s:ified. This fact made it an excellent candidate for 
th(a top-down approach .of analysis and classification. 
A 5-layer panel is most often used as a horizontal 
,wor.ksurface, part of a desk or workstation. :tt may also ·b:e· 
us:ed i:n various types of shelves, vertical pane:ls apd doors,. 
Because, a greater part of the volume is rig,id c:a.:t.dboa·rd., it. 
:i,s: :1i·.ght, yet strong and capable of sup-porti:11g 'hundr:ed.s -·. - ' .: . ·o· ~-·~_-' _·-~ 
_pounc:ls- of weight. Most types of vene-~rs. ltlay be· us-e:d. t:O· 
co.v-:er the exterior ·of the panel, including • • various plasti.c-: 
:ta-mi:n-a.t.as and convent·io.nal ·wood veneer. Recently, various 
types of natural wood. composite venee:r·s known ar; techgrains 
have been applied. to· ·the exterior. The·s.e v.en.eers provide 
_,,-. 
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the beauty of natural wood, but have superior application 
characteristics due to their homogeneous texture and stress 
distribution. 
The 5-layer panel is, in the most general terms, 
qomposed of a simple wooden frame, filled with Verticell 
.(rigid cardboard honeycomb). Medium-density fib.erb·oarci .i-s 
g·lued to the frame, then veneer and edgeband are glued to 
the outside. 
and finished. 
If the veneer is a woodgrain, it is sanded 
Most panels are cubic ·or ·:rectangular in shape_, tnough 
various other shapes do exist. For example, the panel for a 
corner workstation is rectangular with one corner truncated. 
Some designs have a curved front. Other worksurfaces, used 
mainly as desk extensions and tabletops, have one or b·ot·h 
ends semi-circular. Each of these diverse shapes. p'r_e:s:en-t 
unique design and manufacturing problems. They :are a.l:s·o. 
difficult to classify. Due to the scope of this p'ro.jeqt.r 
many of the fine details of these panels had to be :le··ft t·o 
the description and entity class and subclass f·ields. 
The frame of the panel is made from r.ough lumber, 
generally from a six inch board which is divided i·nto three 
long pieces. These pieces are then cut to· the p:rope·:r 1¢pg:th 
to be used as frame rails. S.ince 'th.e. W'id:t·h, :Qf tbe frame 
rails may vary, care must be taken in a-ss·embly of: the f·r-an1e 
in order to remain within the specified tolerances. T:l"ie: 
shape of the frame depends upon the function, size and s:hµp·e 
of the finished panel. Most frames are rectangular and .m.a.y. 
• 
t 
have one or more center rails, depending on the overall size 
and the length-to-width ratio. The rails of the frame are 
stapled together. 
After the frame has been assembled, the Verticell is 
fit into the spaces. 
and may be cut to fit. 
Verticell comes in a variety of • sizes 
Next, fiberboard is glued onto the frame and Verticell. 
·The Verticell is slightly higher than the panel frame to 
allow for a tight fit once the fiberboard is glu"E:~d on. 
While the fiberboard is not extremely strong by itself, when 
it is supported by the frame, it acts as an exce·11ent base 
or substrate material. Its homogeneous composition gives it 
·good stress distribution. It is also less expensive and 
$as-ier to work with than solid wood. 
·The next steps vary, depending upon the type of verteer, 
applied to the panel and· how many of the edges will be. 
exposed. 
both sides. 
For most panels, sheets of veneer are glued t.o· 
For panels where only one side ' 1S commonly 
visible, wood veneer of higher quality may be applied to the 
·,. . . . . . 
v:.1s-.1ble side. Some panels have only one sheet of veneer, 
:a.:PP:li~:d. :on the visible side •. 
on a great number .of: .. the P. ,_ ·anels- -. . ·- . . _, 
.edg,eba·,nd is glued to the edges of the. -fra.me before the 
ve·neer is glueq .on.. The veneer is extra wide a:nci: a special. 
machine trims it 
. . ···. 
to the proper size, b.ends .th-e edges ov·er 
and glues it to the edgeband. This produces a smooth rolle_q 
edge which is saf·e· ,as ·w'ell as aesthetically appealing. If 
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veneer is used on tne bottom of the panel, it· i.-s ·a:1·s·o 
trimmed back to allow for the top piece to match. 
Other panels have thin edgeband glued to the edges. 
The top and bottom veneer (if used) are glue4 to the 
fiberboard and the edges are trimmed to a_poqt a 45 degree 
angle to provide a smoother edge. 
If a wood v~neer was applied t·.o the pa-nel,.. 
•··· . . d d :proc.ess1ng· 1.S· .n.ee· e· ·• It is typ:ica.l:ly· sanded., sta_.i·n·ed 21rld 
·varn.ish-eci. 
Ho·:t·es are usually drilled· in 5-layer panels t.o a.id 
I· . 1n 
-the: _as.$embly of desks and workstations. Gronunet·s -:are also 
:.n·eeded to.- more easily allow the concealment of cables and 
The :i·nf-ormation needed to permit classification of 
hole and .g:rommet sizes and locations is b.ey.ond the scope :_of 
the pre-sent ·classification sys_t~lil. T.h.ey c_ould be considered 
to be entities, but- sine~ ::r1 .. o. spatial information • 1S 
. •. 
currently stored 'i.n ·O·BCLA:Ss_. L'f.J,. it· is not recommended to do· 
:SO:• The toleranc·e of hole siz·e: and location is included- in: 
the tightest linear tolerance classif,ication. 
The panel whi-ch- .has been use.d a,s an example is a 72" X 
3 4}' X 1. 5" maple 5-layer pane:!.. This example is :discuss~_q 
in. :g·~eater detail in Appendix A .• It • 1S 
frame., 2 piece:s· of Verticell, 2 piec~:$ , ·o:f 
:fiberboard, ·._2 pi·e¢e_s: o·f mapl:"e veli_e:e:r (one of "A" quality:: .. I -. 
one 11:B. · ,·,· :)· . . ·_ , 
.. 
2 lon.g ·~ 
- - . -
- . pieces of thin edgeband and 2 short 
pi:_eces of: thiJl :edgeb·and ·(·Figure 1) • The 5-member frame 
cons:is:ts ,Of 2 long front ·rails, 2 shorter side rails and a 
• 
t 
Top Veneer - "A'' 
Top Fiberboard 
Verticell (2) 
' 
End Edgeband (2) 
5-Ply Panel Frame 
Front/Back Edgeband (2) 
Bottom Fiberboard 
Bottom Veneer - "B" 
Figure 1. Worksurface Entities of Level 2 
• 
short center rail (Figure 2). 
The assembly model begins with a single node on the 
assembly level. The Verticell, fiberboard, long edgebands, 
short edgebands, veneer and the frame are nodes on the 
second level. The five members of the frame are the only 
entities on the third and lowest level. Several connection 
nodes describe which members are connected, although the 
location and orientation of neither piece is considered. 
3.4.2. Development of DBCLASS.LU Prototype Software 
As the central part of the development phase of the 
thesis project, a means of generating the set of codes was 
needed .. When no existing system of software to provide all 
the necessary features could be found, it was necessary to 
develop one. 
It was decided that the software should be developed 
for use at Knoll International. They were interested in the 
software as a front-end system to DClass Classification and 
Coding software, which they plan to use as the center of 
their integrated approach to design and manufacturing. 
DClass was developed by CAM Software Research Laboratory 
Brigham Young University and is defined as follows: 
"DClass stands for Decision Classification 
Information System. It is an all-purpose tool to 
be customized by end users to fit their personal 
information and decision making needs. The 
DClass system is a sophisticated subroutine 
program with its own DClass Tree and Database 
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Center Frame Rail 
Front/Back Rails (2) · Side Rails (2) 
Figure 2. Worksurface Entities in Frame, Level 3 
• 
files and can be called by other programs or can 
call other programs and subroutines. 
"It uses tree structures to classify, store 
and retrieve information efficiently and rapidly 
(with or without data bases), to do calculation 
and to aid in consistent decision making. 
"The DClass information processing is based 
on classification principles, decision tree 
structures and unique bit string and database 
field comparisons. DClass requires and interprets 
its own high-level programming language that 
non-programmers quickly learn and implement." (30] 
DClass offers the user great flexibility in building 
unique .logic tree ·Structures to meet sp.ecific coding 
s:'ituations. Yet, it has proven to .be difficult. ·to; work with 
and, in .a sense, offers too much· flexibility .-apd: too few 
guidelines. 
Knol.:l. :he>p .. e:s t·o use ·oG·lass as the source of i:ts· .. ._: . 
integrated :¢lat.abase and devel·o.p·· much of its geometric mocie.l, 
process plann:ing, invent.ory control ,and accc:>Unt·ing 
·i·s~ hoped that t.he .use of :DBCtASS. LU ni:ay ,a:i.d in th.i:s: 
d:e-v,elo:pment. 
It was desirable· to tfs'e ·t~e ·s·-1:ayer :p:'ane·l ·a:s. ·the first 
a·:s,sembly for modeling on the· bBCLASS. LU prot.-otype software·. 
The 5-layer p·anel is a, ·ve·ry im·portant product for' Knoll a.-nd 
is fairly simple • in its struct·ure and thus ,. . d is· .a: goo·.· 
startin.g point. It is hoped that the software 'nt~y be 
expand.ad to encompass other types of assembli.e·s:· :in. the 
future., 
·W·it·h the ,wid.e.spre·~c:l u·s·age and increasing .c.a.pa.k.>.il.itie's 
.of· micr.ocompute.rs, i.t· ·w.g:s· possible to develop t:he prototype 
software o.n a :Z:enith z·-24·.l compute.r·. It w.a.s written in 
• 
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Turbo Pascal, with additional commands available with Turbo 
Toolbox Database for index file capabilities. 
The Geomod family of modules of SDRC's Ideas integrated 
design software was used to generate the geometric model 
based upon the assembly model records created using 
DBCLASS.LU. 
3,. 4,_._::3.. Interface with Standard CAD/CAM Systems 
While Ideas was the only geometri.c modeling :-so:ftwa;r.e· 
used for graphical representation of the assembly ahalyze.d 
in DBCI.ASs. LU, many others could also be used. Ideas. ·.allow:s' 
fo.,r· easy creation of simple solid primitives-. w·hich· may ·b,e 
.a:r-ranged easily into the desired configurat:io,n. -I-t is t·hi;s 
-arrangement process which requires a great deal of time and 
·.effort. Refer to Chapter 4 and Appendix A for further 
discussion of Ideas. 
McAuto)s. Unigraphics is a set of :geometric lllQq_e·li·;ng 
:software ·r·outines which allow the user to cteate a 
3~dimensional wire frame model. The l.ine.$ whicb. r~:pte:s.e··nt. 
the edges o-f· surf aces are entered by the: ti.$.er:_~- s:.urta.·ce-s· nray 
J:)e define·.d and the model may be giye'rt: :.limit"ed .s.olid 
·ch.aracter±s.tic:.s·. Unigraphics is guj_t,e easily· use·d t .. Q 
genera·te tool paths which us~ in numerical c·on-t.rol •.: -.. . .. -... ·.· •' . 
. al:gori thms for machining. 
Unigraphics allows the gathering o-f: s.:i.-n_g.le: .e.·n_t..itd~es: 
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into groups and subgroups. This permits velopment of a 
hierarchical structure which very closely approximates the 
structure created in DBCLASS.LU. The Unigraphics database 
allows the user to assign v·a.r·i.ous attributes to single 
entities or groups of entities. The us·e.r may .crea:te 
customized interfaces with efsting Unigraphics me>4Ules 
which may permit entry of non-geometric, functional 11:a-ta, 
wi·th ·-mo·del 
. - . . . . . . ~ . . . 
·c-re-ation. Also, the us·.e.r may 
.. c_rea:te :gene.ri.c ·models of commonl·y used 3-D shape·s.,. 1\ihich may 
:be: moaf·fie,d. to meet the specific: needs of ·the: de·s,igner. 
:'These capabilities and many other·s make Unigraph-ic-s- perhaps . 
. a better set of mocle:1.·ing software to interface. ·w·ith tl1an: 
Ideas. 
Another- .geometric mod;e.li--n·g· :,s·y.·st.em to which DBCLASS. LU 
-may· be: a·ppl.:ie.d: :ls Autotro.l, wh:Lch: i.s.: the system used by 
:Knoll ·, . .. ., . :Inte_rn:at.1_;on.al .•. a· 
...... 
1S run on 
Apollo· wor:ks:t:at.:,i.o·ns. 
r·:t :sh·oul·d be ,-po.s:sd.ble to int.e:rf.ac·e -o·BCLASS.,. LtJ w:ith: 
. . . ... . . . . 
-mo:st ge.ometric ·modeli·n_g. :systems. 
systems, as those a--nd 'b· .... • 1· ·t"· .. U..l.-: .' .. 
s't:r11c:ttrr·a1 
.. . .. . . . .· ·. 
t 
It may be possible to expand DBCLASS.LU to allow for 
top-down analysis of mechanical systems. But usually the 
shapes of mechanical components are not as easily 
categorized as for structures. Also, it is often necessary 
to alter the dimensions of a component in order to obtain a 
certain behavior, and may even need to be optimized for best 
results. This is not easily done with the current version 
of DBCLASS.LU. 
One positive aspect of using· t~e current softwate for 
simplistic mechanical systems is that once the geometric 
model has been created, oriented and placed properly, the 
overall behavior of the system may be animated using the 
Mechanism Design module of Geomod. 
The DBCLASS. LU software is not. capable o-f :a.nalyzing the 
h_i:erarchical structure of a ·ve.ry complex :inanuf acturing 
system or process, due to material flow control. Yeti the 
same concepts which it uses to analyze structural s.y:s:t.ems 
may be expanded to include such capabilities. 
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Chapter 4 • 
. oe=scr·iption· of DBCLAS:s. LU Software 
, . 
. 4· .•. 1... Termino:1.ogy of the ·Top-Down Approach 
.The conc·e::ritrat.ic,·n: of· this 
. . ., . . -... · ....... '. .. . -. . 
,· 
research has been ·o.n· :·th.e. 
·d.evelopment: ·o.f· ·a. .Prot·o:type system of software to.: c.:la.s-s:i:fY 
,structural s·y--$·t·en.is.. Following are.· descriptions o.f t:e:rnrs· 
:related to· ·t·h·e top-down approach of structural. ·a.naiy.s.is. 
-w:hi,ch ar.e. llSe.d t·hroughout the remainder of the repo:rt:. 
O.· ·.t···h. :•·e···r· . . '•' ' . . . . . are also incl·u,ded in Appendix B,: a 
.. 
.An :as.s::emb:ly i,s :a :gr·oup o·f sys:tema·t-ic·all·y ·fnt·erconnected 
:s\.tl?.·a·s;s:·emblies and components which =may :be c·o_.nsidered a 
.complete unit. An assembly is .analog·ou.s :t·o :a sy-stem. 
A subassembl,y ._i:·s- s.ubd.iv.isi·o.n .-of an .. a.s.s.elribl:Y or .anot;n.e=r. 
:co·ntains= 
A. . component ., . 1 ·.s .. ·the. 
·t·h· .. ····· o_ · . .-e.r 
, •• • . I • .' ,• • •• : 
material 
. . b'. · .... · .... . ."""''"". ·1· .. '· su .a·sseilUJ·-:1es 
.. ~ . •· .· . 
,: . 
:u····n·-··.·1·-·t· · : . . ' : 
. ... - . 
ass.$ml;>'ly·:. .I:t. is: ·th·e. lo::we:s:t· ·1·.ev:e:1 :of any assemb.ly· a.nd: cann·o:t· 
):re.: phy:s,ic:·all:y· :s1tb.di=vid.ed int·:O :s:mall·er units .• 
A: ·j:oi.·nt ·ts, t·he. ::faining ·to·ge.-the .. r .o·f. t_wo ·compon·:ent·:s: crf tan. 
,· 
-. ---------•. ~ 
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assembly or subassembly which allows 1 to 5 degrees of 
freedom and.does not require any material other than the 
components themselves. Some joints, in particular revolute 
or gear joints, may use additional components as pins or 
pivots. 
A connection is a fixed material unit which connects or 
joins two components. In a· looser sense, joints are 
in.eluded in the connection category. 
An entity is any of the above which may be consid:ere:d a. 
unit and may occupy a single record in the database. 
A node is the representation of any entity within the 
:model of an assembly structure and is used interchangably 
with the term entity. 
An assembly model is a group of records describing= the 
structure of a particular assembly, especially an. ·o.rdered 
grouping of records within the database. 
A sub-unit is any material entity below the as.s·e,mtf:i:y· 
,1·· ... ,., ..... ·1 
, ev·e 
.... - . · .... I namely a subassembly or component. 
Figure 3 demonstrates an example of the hierarchical 
:$t·ructure of an assembly model and its sub-uni ts. The 
:.assembly contains one subassembly and four components on. 'the.: 
·second level. The subassembly in turn cont·ain:s: ·another· 
:'s.ubassembly and five components on the third level:. 
Finally, the sub,assembly on the third leve:l contains four· 
components on the' fourth leve.l. 
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Assembly (1) 
Subassemblies (2) 
I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I Components (13) 
Figure 3. Hierarchical Structure of An Assembly Model 
Figure 4 is the same assembly model as Figure 3, with 
each entity type shown schematically. 
A 
---- ----s C C C C 
----s C C C C C 
--c C C C 
A - Assembly 
S - Subassembly 
C - Component 
Figure 4. Schematic of Assembly Model Structure 
4.2. The Turbo Pascal Language and Turbo Toolbox Database 
After considerable research had been conducted and the 
overall scheme for classification had been established, the 
matter of implementation was addressed. It was at first 
assumed that all programming would be done on the Mechanical 
Engineering Department VAX 11/780, to allow for easier 
tie-in with existing graphics software. 
Programming was started using Fortran. It was first 
necessary to develop a database for management of the 
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records which would compose the assembly model. A 
ring-based database structure was investigated, but did not 
adequately meet the needs of the application. After a month 
of development of the basic menu module, it became apparent 
that Fortran was not the proper language for development of 
a prototype system of softwa~e. 
It was desirable to utilize sc;>ftw_are which :was already 
capable of supporting database ·management. Due to the 
widespreaq. usage of microcompu-ter-s,. as well as numerous 
~xisting· da·taba:se· management packages., it was decided to .d·o· 
the progr.-anuning. on a Zenith Z-241 m.J.'.crocomputer :equipped 
with a 20 megab.yt,e hard disk a-rive·. Database ma-nagement 
software package_s whi:ch- considere.d include 
Ashton-Tate's ·D-Bas·e II.I, B·or·lan:d International' s Turbo 
Pa;s:ca·l/Too·1b·ox a.nd Knowledgeman.: The Lisp language wa.s als.o 
co·n··si·d.ered because of its usage ·in the area o,f art.if:-3.cf:a,l 
.int-el .. l i.gence • Finally, because of its ease· of· 'Us:e and 
·wi·d:esp.read acceptance, the Turbo Pa-s-cal language.:, .along with 
·the Tu·rbo Toolbox database was chosen. 
:pascal-.. and 'rU;:rbp l?ascal are. :de.~c;::ribed as f·o.llows :· 
iip·a.scal is :a gen.eral-purpose, high level 
programming language designed by Professor 
Nicklaus Wirth of the Technical University of 
Zurich, Switzerland and named in honor of Blaise 
Pascal, the famous French Seventeenth Century 
philosopher and mathematician. 
"Pascal was intended t·o· aid the teaching of a 
:systematic approach to computer programming, 
specifically introducing· s:tructured programming. 
"Turbo Pascal is an extremely effective 
development tool providing both compilation and 
execution time,s se~ond to none." (31] 
T-ne Tu.rpc;,' To.al.box Database is d_esc,;:iJ;.,~.d ·a:S· 
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follows: 
"The TURBO (Toolbox) Access system makes it 
possible to access records in a file by using keys 
instead of by number only. In addition to 
accessing files by key, you can also access them 
in a sorted sequence. This is very important if 
you are working with direct access files. Using 
the TURBO Access system, files are accessed via 
B-Trees. 11 [ 32] 
The use of binary trees or B-trees provides a highly 
efficient method of accessing records in a direct access 
file by the use of keys. All routines needed for database 
management were available for use with the Turbo Pascal 
language. 
This t programming environment met the needs of the 
application. Pascal is being used frequently in technical 
applications and is readily available on most computer 
systems. It was then possible to develop the prototype 
software using Turbo Pascal and translate it later to a 
Pascal environment on a different computer. 
4.3. The Organization of the DBCLASS.LU Software 
4.3.1. The File Structure 
As mentioned previously, the system of software must be 
as well capable of • managing records within a file as 
managing the files themselves. Both tasks are easily 
performed using the Turbo Toolbox commands. 
A single master data file, TREEMF.DAT, with the 
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accompanying index file, TREEMF.IDX, is used to provide 
management of all model files (Figure 5). To begin with, a 
model file may be considered to contain several assembly 
models of related design. For instance, one model file may 
contain many worksurface assembly models and may be named 
WORKSURF. Another may contain several pedestal assembly 
models and may be named PEDESTAL. Due to the limitations 
imposed by the microcomputer, only about 560 records may be 
stored in a model file. The number of assembly models which 
may be stored in a single file will vary, depending upon the 
number of records in each model. 
4.3.2. Creation and Maintenance of Assembly Models 
The first node of any assembly model is always the 
assembly itself. The fields of assembly name, • version 
number description and the name of the model file in which 
it is contained are stored in a single record in the master 
file. This provides easier access to assembly models, since 
the user is only initially concerned with which model file 
an assembly model is stored in. It • is important to note 
that the master file should only be created once since 
subsequent creation will destroy all previous records. This 
also holds true for any existing model file. 
For the sake of • convenience, the assembly model • is 
considered from the "top down", as discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Master File TREEMF 
Assembly Vsn Model File 
• • • 
DESKPED 1 PEDESTAL 
DESKPED 2 PEDESTAL 
• • • 
WSEXPL 1 WORKSURF 
WSEXPL 2 WORKSURF 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
LJ. 
• 
• 
Model File PEDESTAL 
Assembly Vsn Node# 
••• 
DESKPED 1 l • • • 
DESKPED 1 11 • • • 
DESKPED 1 12 • • • 
• • • 
DESKPED 2 l • • • 
DESKPED 2 11 • • • 
DESKPED 2 12 • • • 
• • • 
••• 
Model File WORKSURF 
• • • 
WSEXPL 1 l • • • 
WSEXPL 1 11 • • • 
WSEXPL 1 12 • • • 
• • • 
WSEXPL 2 1 • • • 
WSEXPL 2 11 • • • 
WSEXPL 2 12 • • • 
• • • 
••• 
Figure 5. DBCLASS.LU File Structure 
, 
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The term "move" means to change the current node from one to 
another within the structure of the assembly model. The 
"top" level is a single node representing the entire 
assembly. Moving "down" the assembly means to go from the 
larger, more general view, to a more specific view of the 
constituent sub-units. Moving "right" or "left" is simply a 
matter of convenience used as a standard. The leftmost node 
on a level is typically the f.irst .n.o:cie describe.d on that 
. . . 
·level. :currently, ·no :information • 1S __ s-t-ored 
·assembly- model wh-ic'h· ·describes the r:e1ative spatia·1 
relationship of :any nodes. Subsequent. nodes on the same 
1-ev:el -are assigned. larger node numbers ·within the assembly 
mo·d,e·1 an.d a:re :c:ons.--ici:ered t·o· be to the rignt of the previous 
nodes. The· o_n:1y· time this i:s n·ot t-_rµe is when a node • l.S 
deleted ·· ·and a.nothe:r node i~ .add.ed in its- :place. The user 
may move ·up_, dowtt, right or left as well as go to. .a any 
exis·t.ing spe-c·f f:.i.c :node within the assembly model .• 
The- node n-uniper is the key to the node's ·relative 
i-o .. cat-i:on within the structure of the assembly model. The 
node .,· . ' . 1$ always node 11 1 11 • The first node on the 
n·ext lowest lev-el is 11 11 11 , the second i--s 11 12", and so on. 
Each subsequent: level d,own is-: repr,eseitt·ed by an·oth·e:r· ·c·o-1.ul'litl 
to the right .4.n t-he nod:e number. 
11 1325 11 may be iztterpr_e.te.d ,as "the fifth node of the s·econd 
node of the t·hird. :n.od-e- of. tb·e :as-s.embly". This method o·f.· .· . ~- : 
clesc·r_iptio:rt :is us:uall·y ·cumbe:rs:ome and after wor~ing.: with 
.·relative 
:P-a5l$: 6·8· 
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position becomes clearer. 
An assembly model may b·e defined as a set of records 
representing the hierarchical structure of an assembly. 
This model is composed of a series of nodes beginning on the 
assembly level. On the next lower level are all nodes which 
compose the assembly. These may be subassemblies or 
components, as well ·as ,an¥ connections between the nodes at 
that level. Techni-c,al_-ly.,, no assemblies may be contained 
below the first leve·.1 ~ A.ny subassembly on the second· level 
is further subdivided into its constituent nodes, .and so on, 
until the· entire assembl.y is. subdivided. :into: o·nl':Y .·components 
and c.onnecti.·ons·. 
' ' . _., .. · .... _.-... -. . . 
Ea.ch ..... · ·.· .. ·d·.· recor . in an·. ass:emb.1.y·•: 
. . ·.: ·. . ... . . . 
.canta.ins s:imilar· 
informat:ion a-nd .is :o·f the ·:same leng.th. The recor·d. :Canta.ins 
the name: and version number of ·the assembly mode:l ·o··f which 
it is a part. The version numbe·r, allows the creat:·ion of 
·mu-ltiple models :o·f the· ·s·am.e a:ssembly, each with s·eparate 
·design charact:er.isti:c·s -o·f any -Cir a·11 of the c-on·st:itu·ent 
parts. 
single as:sembly i-n ·t-he :s.am·e: ·.m·od·e1 f:ile. 
,,;· 
contain. ,fiel:·ds.- for th:e ::n.o:de .numb:er.,. t·he: ·exis·ti::n:g na-m·e. o:f the 
:.enti.ty .it, repr.esents (.if. -.exist.ant} , the Gr:oup· ·-Techno.log.y 
.(GT:) Cod.e, :a. br·i·ef d·e,s·c.rript-i:on, ·up to three dinren,si.ons,: the 
:u·ni·t. ·of: me·a.sure and. n~;mbe·r o-f id:entical uni-'ts. ·A: '(leta:ile:d· 
:l·a··t·er s,,ec·t.ion. j.11: th.is ch.apter,. 
' ' 
1 
.·. ·, f th I·n ·a:dd1 t1on.: to: .mo.v.ement w1 t.h1n ·th;e s.truc·t·-ur:e ·.o ·. · e 
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assembly model, a number of other functions are available. 
Of course it is possible to add another node on any level 
except the first level, even if no nodes currently exist for 
a subassembly. When the "Add Node" option is selected, the 
user is led through a series of menus and other screens and 
is prompted to enter the values which describe the entity 
being added. The user is • given a chance to change any 
values entered, save the record or d~p.: :~h:Ea· v~lues entered 
to describe the node·. 
The user may als·o: ·se1.e·ct- the "Modify" opt.io·n in_, order·· 
:t--c::, ch.ange any values· ·in the- record descr·ibin:g t-he .curre.nt-. 
ent-it_y. He is again giv.e:n th·e chance t:o. :s-a-ve the -r·ec:or.d. 
w:i th the changes just made or quit th·e proces--·s and not add 
:th·e· changes. The user may choose th-e. :-11 cu·t 11 option a-nd 
tem:ove the cu.r,rent node and, i·f: it ·1:s :·a _s·ubassemblyt :·a.ny= 
• 
=n:odes· which compose it on low.er lev·e:1s·. This opt:i·on. I·s 
irreversible and the nodes are permanently remove:d·:· 
Three different ·d_.is:play:s of the curre-nt no(i"e· and .i·ts. 
:relative po:sit:i.on in.rthe: a_s-:s.embl.:Y are poss.ible. . .. • ·,. -Beginning 
with ·the· 
. . 
OWho·le·" option ( F igtlire :6J. 
·_strt1cture 
- ...... ·.' ·- ' show--ing the 
hiera-rchi_cal relatio_n of· a1_·1 n_oges ·currently in the assembl.y 
:m.odEtl. 'l,.he cu-rrent .rtqds is· n1E1.·rked with an asterisk f*J :a·na 
severa:1 .c>"f .it_s :fields are listed to aid the· user in kn·ow:ing 
tl1e pr(3c.i:$.~- :p.o·s.ition .. -of t.he current node ·w.ithin the ass:e.rnb·l.y 
mode:1.-
. . . . .- . - . . . 
W_i't:li.- -a :n-arrower· ·foc,u-s., -the "Position" opt·i-on (Figure 7·) 
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Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 2 
Model File: WORKSURF 
* - Current Node: 1 
Name: WSEXPL 
Description: WORKSURFACE TREE EXAMPLE 
* 
I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
-I I I 
Enter [S]pecial to Move.or Print Tree 
I I I 
I 
I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
[A]dd, [M]odify, [C]ut node, [U]p, [D]own, [L]eft, [R]ight, Goto [N]ode, 
show [W]hole, [P]osition, [V]alues, [E]rror Check, (G]T Code Search, [Q]uit .•• 
Figure 6. "Whole" Display of Assembly Nodes 
• 
-
....J 
N 
AsseMhly: WSEXPL 
Uek'\sion: 2 
Model File: ~ORHSURF 
{Left} {Up} 
*ASSEMBLY* 
WORXSURFACE TREE EXAHP 
NaMe - WSEXPL 
1 Unit(s) 
Node# 1 
--------.-------i {Ri gJ1t} 
....---------, 
NO NODE *SUBASSEMBLY* 
FRAME 
-- NaMe - 7234FRHU 
2 Unit(s) 
Node# 11 
{Down} *COMPONENT* 
FRONT/BACH RAIL 
NaMe - NONE 
2 Unit(s) 
Node# 111 
*SUBASSEMBLY* 
FRAME 
~ NaMe - 7234FRMU 
1 Unit(s) 
Node# 12 
[Aldd [Hlodify [Cltit node [Ulp, [Dlown, [Lleft, [Rlight Goto [Nlode 
show twnole, cPJosition, c6Jalues, [Ehl"Ol' Check, [G]T Co~e Searich, co1uit ... 
Figure 7. "Position" Display of Assembly Nodes 
• 
allows the user to view the current node and the nodes 
directly above, below, right and left, if they exist. More 
detailed information is given for each of these nodes to 
allow the user to know more about these surrounding nodes. 
Finally, the "Values" option (Figure 8) shows the user 
all of the information making up the record, describing the 
current node. All fields contained within the record are 
displayed and each value in the GT Code is expanded and the 
accompanying description is displayed. This display may be 
used if the user chooses to modify any values in the current 
record. 
"Error" checking (Figure 9) is used to check the 
assembly model to determine if an incomplete subassembly has 
been entered. An incomplete subassembly contains either no 
nodes or only one node on the next lower level. This option 
is automatically called when the user chooses to quit access 
to the assembly model. 
A "GT Code Search" (Figure 10) may be called from any 
current node. This option allows the user to specify which 
of the values of the GT Code are to be matched. The GT 
codes of all records in the model file containing the 
current assembly model are checked to see if they match the 
values specified by the user. The user may obtain a screen 
listing of the nodes which had matching GT Codes, and is 
also given the option to obtain a printed copy. The GT Code 
search option may also be chosen after the user has entered 
either an assembly or subassembly node. • • The user 1s again 
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Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 1 
Model File: WORKSURF 
Level 2 - Node 12 
E Entity Name ......... MDF1234 
D Description ......... TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
1 Entity Type ......... 3 - COMPONENT 
2 Entity Class ........ 3 - SUBSTRATE MATERIAL 
(3) Entity Subclass ..... 1 - MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF) 
4 Shape ............... 1 - CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
5,6 Dimension(s) of Tolerance: 
Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
7 Tightest Linear Tol. 2 - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
8 Angular Tolerance ... N -~NOT SPECIFIED 
L Length .............. 72.000 
W Width ............... 34.000 
H Height.............. 0.250 
U Unit of Measure ..... I - ([I]nch, [C]entimeter) 
N Nr Identical Units .. 2 
Group Technology Code: 33116G2N734400 
[A]dd, [M]odify, (C]ut node, [U]p, [D]own, [L]eft, [R]ight, Goto [N]ode, 
show [W]hole, [P]osition, [V]alues, [E]rror Check, [G]T Code Search, [QJuit ... 
Figure a. "Values" Display of Assembly Node 
Error Checking for Current Assembly: 
Subassembly has no nodes ..•... 11 
Subassembly has no nodes ...... 12 
Subassembly has only 1 node ... 13 
Subassembly has no nodes ...... 141 
Please note these errors and correct them ... 
Figure 9. "Error Checking" Display 
• 
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Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 4 
Model File: WORKSURF 
Level 1 - Node 1 
Entity Name ......... WSEXPL 
Description ........ . 
E 
D 
1 
2 
( 3 ) 
4 
Entity Type ........• 1 - ASSEMBLY 
Entity Class ........ 1 - 5-PLY PANEL 
Entity Subclass ..... 2 - WS - EXTENSION 
5,6 
7 
8 
L 
w 
H 
u 
N 
Shape ............... 1 - CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimension(s) of Tolerance: 
Length, Height, 
Tightest Linear Tel. 
Angular Tolerance ... 
Length ...........•.. 
Width .............. . 
Height . ............ . 
1 - 1/64" OR 
1 - 1 DEGREE 
72.000 
34.000 
1.500 
Unit of Measure ....• I 
Nr Identical Units .• 1 
- ([I]nch, 
0.015626" 
[C]entimeter) 
Group Technology Code: 11215011723402 
Current Values of GT Code are >11215011723402 < 
Default Search Values are >111100000000000<, l=yes, O=no 
Figure 10. Display of GT Code Search Defalut Values 
• 
' . .. 
given the option to view the matches, or get a printed copy. 
7More importantly, he may choose to copy the entire existing 
assembly or subassembly. He is also given the option to 
modify each node as it is added to the assembly model. 
4 :.3. '3 . ~- ·· ..•.. : .. · ?1e .. nu. :'Ct:·e~i:tion and Maintenance 
:s:'ince many of the· functions within DBCI.ASS .'LU are 
.. 
tti-en,u·.-b.as·ed, it is. ·necessary to provide a set of menu 
creation and nlainten·ance funct.i·ons {Figure 11) ~ A :single 
data file., MENU,'DAT,. along with its companion :index file.; 
MENU. IDX, c:o:·nt.a:ins all records. £.ctr :al:l menus U'_sed throughoqt 
DBCLAS S • LU·~ 
must b·e t·.aken not to accid.enta1.-1y· destroy ·a·t·1 menu record's 
b ·, .. . . ·: ·:.Y· crea:ting :a ,new f1l.e •. 
To be.:gin ·the -menu: c·reat:i·o·n P-.rocess, the :use:r ·ttnt:e.rs the 
menu nam:e and descri·pt;ion. ·Th.-e·n using a :s-ep···arate_·. ·.·. o.:p··tion.· 
. . I ·. . . . . . . . I 
··the: user modifies the· exi$.t::i·ng menu (Figure: 1.:2):. 
1$:· :perm::Ltted. to: a.dd new li.nes to the menu·, ch.an9"e.: -an_y f:i.e:Id·s. 
of t.be 1:ipe :or ·d:e.l:et:.¢ lines from the .. m$filJ·· 
:p·e·ti.n.anent.iy.. vti·th ·the·. list opt·ion;: the :us:e·r ·m,a·y .lis:t .all .. o:r 
:part o·f= ·tJle menu .. o:pti.ons:.. J?art o'f. ·the opt:ion·s. ·may· b:e. ·1isted 
k?_y· :.c.hoo.s.i,ng the· 'beginning .and;···or e··ndi-ng. me.n·u names, 
aJ.pha·bet.i.c:a-.1:l.y,. ·or any of the· :fi-r,s:t cha:r_acters :o.f the menu 
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MENU MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 
1 - Create New Menu Files 
2 - Create New Menu 
3 - Modify Menu 
4 - Delete Menu 
5 - Listing of Menu Options 
6 - Run-Through of Menus 
7 - Restore Corrupted Files 
Q - Quit Menu Maintenance system; Return to Master Menu 
ENTER YOUR CHOICE: 
Figure 11. Menu File Maintenance Menu 
... 
(ModifyMenu) Menu of: MASTER 
Opt Usage Calling Description 
0 M MASTER DESIGN-BASED CLASSIFICATION MENU 
1 s ACCTRE ACCESS ASSEMBLY MODEL 
2 s DELMOD DELETE ASSEMBLY MODEL 
3 s CRMODF CREATE NEW MODEL FILE 
4 s LSTTMF LIST ASSEMBLY MODEL NAMES 
5 s LSTMOD LIST ALL NODES IN ASSEMBLY MODEL 
6 s LSTCMP LIST MODEL FILE CONPOMENT NODES 
7 s LSTGTC LIST GT CODES FOR MODEL FILE 
1-tj 8 s LSTBOM LIST ASSEMBLY MODEL BILL OF MATL'S PJ 9 s CRASSY CREATE GEOMETRIC MODEL FILE FOR VAX LQ 
(D A M FILMAN FILE MANAGEMENT MENU 
.....J B 
lJJ 
s MENU MENU MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 
[A]dd, [C]hange, [D]elete or [Q]uit •.• 
Figure 12. Modification of Existing Menu 
' 
A run-through of the menu structure may be chosen. The 
user is allowed to choose any of the menu options which 
turn lead to other menus. 
• 1n 
Unfortunately, it is possible for the data file and 
index file relationship to become corrupted. When this 
happens, unpredictable results may occur in the display and 
processing of menus. If this occurs, the user may choose 
the option to restore corrupted files. The data file is 
read, record by record, and the keys are re-entered into a 
new index file. The user may return to the Master Menu at 
any time. 
4.3.4. File Management 
An additional menu may be selected from the Master 
Menu, the "File Management Menu" (Figure 13). Here the user 
may create a new assembly model master file, as discussed 
previously. 
The user may "Check" the contents of any model file. 
First, each record in the data file is listed, in the order 
in which it was entered. Secondly, the key index file • 1S 
stepped through and some fields from the data file are 
displayed along with the key. The key is composed of the 
assembly model name, version number and node number. Next, 
the part number index file is stepped through and the part 
number and additional fields from the data file are 
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(FILMAN) FILE MANAGEMENT MENU 
1 - CREATE MASTER FILE 
2 - CHECK ASSEMBLY MODEL FILE CONTENTS 
3 - RESTORE CORRUPTED MODEL FILE 
• 
Enter your Option ([R]eturn) ... 
Figure 13. File Management Menu 
' 
displayed. Finally, the GT Code index file is stepped 
through and the GT Code and additional fields from the data 
file are displayed. The purpose of the Check option is to 
allow the user to view the contents of a model file to 
determine whether or not its records are corrupted. 
The user may also restore any model file which has 
become corrupted. With this option, each of the three index 
files are re-created and the keys are added to them as each 
record of the data file is stepped through. 
4.3.5. Screen-displayed and Printed Listings 
A great deal of information is contained within the few 
files which make up the assembly model system. It is 
desirable to view this information in different ways, 
depending upon which field is of main importance. 
Most of the listings appear first on the screen and the 
user is given the option to obtain a printed copy, identical 
or similar to the • screen version. This printed copy is 
directed to a printer attached to the microcomputer. Each 
line • 1S sent to the printer under program control and all 
other use of the computer is halted until the printing • 1S 
complete. In a few cases, a separate text file is created 
at the operating system level and may be edited separately 
I 
or printed on the system printer. 
To begin with, a listing of all or part of the assembly 
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models is needed (Figure 14). It consists of ordered lines 
containing the assembly name, the version number, the model 
file in which it is contained and the description. The user 
may specify the beginning and/or ending strings of the 
assembly model name. The listing is displayed on the screen 
and may be printed on an attached printer. 
A listing of all nodes in an assembly model may be 
obtained (Figure 15). The user specifies the assembly model 
name and • version number. The listing consists of ordered 
lines containing the node name (NONE if not existent), the 
number of units contained at that level of the subassembly, 
the node number, GT Code and the description of the entity. 
The listing is displayed on the screen and may be printed on 
an attached printer. 
A listing of all components contained in a model file 
may be obtained (Figure 16). The user specifies the 
beginning and/or ending strings and must specify the name of 
the model file. The listing consists of ordered lines 
containing the component name, the assembly model and the 
version number of which it is a part, the node number and 
the description. The listing is displayed on the screen and 
may be printed on an attached printer. 
A listing of all GT codes in a model file may be 
obtained (Figure 17) . The user • again may specify the 
beginning and/or ending strings and must specify the name of 
the model file. The listing consists of ordered lines 
containing the GT Code, the node name, the assembly model 
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Assembly Name 
BKCSDOOR 
CABDOOR 
CABPED 
DESKPED 
DESKPED 
SHELF 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
Version# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
Model File 
VERT PANEL 
VERT PANEL 
PEDESTAL 
PEDESTAL 
PEDESTAL 
WORKSURF 
WORKSURF 
WORKSURF 
WORKSURF 
Press RETURN to Continue ... 
Description 
BOOKCASE DOOR, VERSION 1 
CABINET DOOR, VERSION 1 
CABINET PEDESTAL, VERSION 1 
DESK PEDESTAL, VERSION 1 
DESK PEDESTAL, VERSION 2 
SHELF PANEL, VERSION 1 
WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 1 
WORKSURFACE TREE EXAMPLE 
WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 3 
Figure 14. Listing of Assembly Model Names 
... 
Assembly Model: WSEXPL Version: 2 
Name # Node# GT Code Description >< 
NONE 1 11 2111NNN1010101 1 
WSEXPL 1 1 1111NNN1723402 WORKSURFACE TREE EXAMPLE 
7234FRMV 2 11 2111602N723401 FRAME 
>< 
NONE 2 111 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE 2 112 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
NONE 1 113 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
>< 
7234FRMV 1 114 2111602N723401 FRAME 
t-tj NONE 2 1141 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
PJ NONE 1 1143 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
LO >< (D 
7234FRMV 2 1144 2111602N723401 FRAME 
00 NONE 2 11441 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL Ul 
NONE 2 11442 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
>< 
NONE 1 11443 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
7234FRMV 1 12 2111602N723401 FRAME 
7234FRMV 1 121 2111602N723401 FRAME 
>< 
NONE 2 1211 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE 2 1212 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
Want to See More (RETURN/N)? 
Figure 15. Listing of All Nodes in Assembly Model 
' 
Component Nodes of Model File: WORKSURF 
Name Assembly V# Node# nescription >< 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 1214 FRAME 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 12144 FRAME 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 1244 FRAME 
>< 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 12444 FRAME 
NONE WSEXPL 3 11 1 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1141 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
>< 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1143 CENTER RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 11441 FRONT/BACK RAIL 1-"d NONE WSEXPL 2 11442 SIDE RAIL p; 
lQ >< (D NONE WSEXPL 2 11443 CENTER RAIL 
00 NONE WSEXPL 2 1211 FRONT/BACK RAIL en 
NONE WSEXPL 
. 2 1212 SIDE RAIL 
>< 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1213 CENTER RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 12141 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 12142 SIDE RAIL 
>< 
NONE WSEXPL 2 12143 CENTER RAIL 
NO~~E WSEXPL 2 121441 FRO~IT/BACK RAIL 
Want to See More (RETURN/N)? 
Figure 16 •. Listing of All Model File Components 
I 
GT Code Name Assembly V# Description >< 
1111NNN1010101 WSEXPL WSEXPL 3 WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 3 
1111NNN1010101 SHELF SHELF 1 SHELF PANE~, VERSION 1 
2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 3 1 
>< 
3211602N333001 HF3033XYZ WSEXPL 1 HONEYCOMB FILLER 
33116G2N734400 MDF1234 WSEXPL 1 TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
3511402N720200 EBMPOl WSEXPL 1 MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
>< 
3511402N340200 EBMPOl WSEXPL 1 MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
34316G2H723400 MPOl WSEXPL 1 MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
34416G2H723000 MPOl WSEXPL 1 MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
"'d >< PJ 
I..Q 2111602N723401 7234FRMV WSEXPL 1 FRAME· (D 3111402N680011 NONE WSEXPL 1 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
OJ 3121402N340011 NONE WSEXPL 1 SI-DE RAIL 
-.J 
>< 
• 3131402N300201 NONE WSEXPL 1 CENTER RAIL 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO MDF-FRAME WSEXPL 1 12 17 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO VENEER-MDF WSEXPL 1 12 15 
>< 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO VENEER-MDF WSEXPL 1 12 16 
41GNNNNNOOOOOO EDGEB-FRAME WSEXPL 1 13 17 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO EDGEB-FRAME WSEXPL 1 14 17 
Want to See More (RETURN/N)? 
· Listing of All GT Codes in a Model File Figure 17. 
• 
and version number of which it is a part and the 
description. This listing is displayed on the screen and 
may be printed on an attached printer. 
A Bill of Materials listing for a given assembly model 
be obtained. This listing contains pertinent 
information about the components of the assembly. The user 
specifies the name of the assembly model and the version 
number. A screen listing consisting of :the·component name, 
.gt.1antit:y·, GT Cod.e and the description. is displayed (Figure 
,l~l). The: ·us._er :l·s given the option to obta.in a printed .copy. 
·:i;:.f/ ·this· option is taken, the user i.s· given the option to 
$e.lec:t which g·ro.ups of inform·ati,on will be liste.d on the 
printed .copy (Figure :t.9). •. T.he user is ~ciq.-i.·tion.a·ll.y given 
the option to write a 132-col.umn text file. wh.ich may be 
printed on a wide-format line printer (Figure 2.0·.). 
. . 
When the GT Search and Copy option is ,chosen by tb.e 
user, he .m.ay w·ish to disp·Iay the GT Codes whi-:c:h match tha.t. 
o:f the curre.ht node (Figure 21). The lis.ting consists -o'f 
o:rdere:d lin·es: c·onta:init1g the GT Code, the .component nam~, 
. . . 
version number which 
contained, the node number and the description. After thi.s: 
display, the user may choose to obtain a p;ri.nted copy on an 
attached printer •. 
.. 
f 
I 
t 
t"d 
PJ 
lO 
(D 
co 
\..0 
Component 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF1234 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
MPOl 
MPOl 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
Press RETURN 
# GT Code 
2 3211602N333001 
2 33116G2N734400 
2 3511402N720200 
2 3511402N340200 
1 34316G2H723400 
1 34416G2H723000 
2 3111402N680011 
2 3121402N340011 
1 3131402N300201 
to Continue ... 
Description 
HONEYCOMB FILLER 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
MAPLE VENEER. - BOTTOM 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
SIDE RAIL 
CENTER RAIL 
Figure 18. Screen Listing of Bill of Materials 
I 
I 
I 
Bill of Materials for WSEXPL Version: 1 
Component # GT Code Description 
HF3033XYZ 2 3211602N333001 HONEYCOMB FILLER 
FILLER MATERIAL; VERTICELL (HONEYCOMB); CUBIC -
Dimensions in Inches: La 33.000 W c 30.000 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. 
Applied to: Length, Width, 
MDF1234 2 33116G2N734400 TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
RECTILINEAR 
H ::::z 1.250 
- 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
SUBSTRAT~ MATERIAL; MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 34.000 H = 0.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
EBMPOl 2 3511402N720200 MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
EDGEBAND; THICK EDGEBAND; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 1.500 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, 
EBMPOl 2 3511402N340200 MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
EDGEBAND; THICK EDGEBAND; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 34.000 W = 1.500 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
MPOl 1 34316G2H723400 MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
VENEER; SHEET VENEER (A QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 34.000 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - ONE-HALF DEGREE; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
MPOl 1 34416G2H723000 MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
VENEER; SHEET VENEER (B QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W - 34.000 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tel. - ONE-HALF DEGREE; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
NONE 2 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; FRONT RAIL; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 68.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
NONE 2 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; SIDE RAIL; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 34.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
NONE 1 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; CENTER RAIL (WIDTH WISE); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 30.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tel. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tel. - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
Figure 19. Printed Listing of Detailed Bill of Materials 
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Bill of Mat~rials for WSEXPL, V•rsion: 1 
Componrnt Oty Dimrn5ions Dr5c /Class/ Subcl•••• Shap• Angular Toleranc• 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF'l 234 
EBMPOl 
E BMP O 1 
MPO 1 
MP01 
NCl'AE 
No-JE 
NONE 
2 L• 33. 000" H:>NEYCOMB FILLER 1 /32" OR 0. 03125" NOT SPECIFIED 
W• 30. 000" FILLER MATERIAL Appli•d to: Width, H•ight, 
H• 1.2,0" VERTICELL CHONEVCOMB)J CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 L• 72. 000" TOP/B0TT01 MDF 1/32" OR 0. 03125 11 NOT SPECIFIED 
W= 34. 000 11 SUBSTRATE MATERIAL Appl i•d to: L•ngth, Width, Diagonal - L•ngth le Width, 
Hm 0. 2~0" l"EDllA'1-DENSITY FIBERBOARD <MDF)J CUBIC - RECTILil'EAR 
2 L• 72. 000" MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONQ 1/32• OR 0.03125" NOT SPECIFIED 
W=- 1. 500" EDQEBAND Appli•d to: L•ngth, 
H=- 0. 063 .. THICK EDQEBAND• CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 L• 34. 000" MAPLE EDQEBAND - SHORT 1/32" OR 0.03125• NOT SPECIFIED 
w- 1. ~00" EDOEBAND Appli•d to: L•ngth, 
H• 0. 063" THICK EDOEBAND; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
l L• 72. 000" 
w- 34. 000" 
H• 0. 063" 
MAPLE VEJ'EER - TCP 1/32• OR 0. 03125 11 ONE-HALF DEGREE 
VENEER Appl i•d to: L•ngth, Width, Diagonal - Length St Width, 
SHEET VEl'EER (A QUALITY>, CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
1 L• 72. 000" 
Wm 34. OOQH 
H• 0.063" 
MAPLE VEI\EER - BOTTOM 1/32 11 OR 0. 03125 11 ONE-HALF DEGREE 
VENEER Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length le Width, 
SHEET VEl'EER <B OUALITY)J CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 L• 68. 000" FRONT/BACK RAIL 
W=- 2. 000" FRAME RA IL 
H=- 1. 2~0 .. FRONT RAILi CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 L• 34. 000" SIDE RAIL 
W• 2. 000" FRAME RAIL 
H=- 1. 250" SIDE RAIL, CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
1 L• 30. 000.. CENTER RAIL 
W• 2. 000" FRAME RA IL 
1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Appl i•d to: Length, 
1/32" OR 0.031~5" 
Appl i•d to: Length, 
1/32N OR 0.0312'" 
Applird to: 
NOT SPECIFIED 
NOT SPECIFIED 
NOT SPECIFIED 
Figure 20. 132-Column Wide Bill of Materials 
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""d 
PJ 
lO 
(D 
\.0 
N 
# GT Code 
1 2111NNN1010101 
2 2111602N723401 
3 2111602N723401 
4 2111602N723401 
5 2111602N723401 
6 2111602N723401 
7 2111602N723401 
8 2111602N723401 
9 2111602N723401 
10 2111602N723401 
11 2111602N723401 
12 2111602N723401 
13 2111NNN1010101 
14 2111NNN1010101 
15 2111NNN1010101 
Node Name 
NONE 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
Assembly 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
16 2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 
17 2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 
18 2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 
Want a Printed Copy (Y/RETURN)? 
V# Node# 
3 11 
1 17 
2 11 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
114 
1144 
12 
121 
1214 
12144 
124 
1244 
12444 
11 
12 
13 
3 14 
3 141 
3 141 
Description 
1 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Figure 21. Listing of Matching Nodes of 
GT Code Search and Copy 
-
4.3.6. Creation of a Geometric Model 
When the user chooses to generate the program file to 
be used for creation of the geometric model on the VAX, 
several listings are also generated. The user specifies the 
assembly model and version number. As the text file ' 1S 
being written and each record of the assembly model is 
stepped through, it is displayed on the screen (Figure 22). 
This display consists of the node name as it will be used on 
the VAX (refer to Appendix A), the common node name, the 
node number and the description. Following this ' 1S a 
listing of all connections contained within the assembly 
(Figure 23). This listing consists of lines containing the 
connection name (usually an abbreviated form of the names of 
the nodes joined), the number of connections, the connection 
type and the name and description of the two nodes being 
connected. If the user chooses, the same listings may also 
be directed to an attached printer. 
4.4. Structure of the Data File Records 
Within the program of DBCLASS.LU a relatively small 
number of files are used. Only three forms of data .files 
are used; the menu master file, MENU.DAT, the assembly model 
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Listing of Entities to be modeled in IDEAS for Assembly WSEXPL Version: 1 
IDEAS Name 
AOC1-HF3033XYZ 
AOC2-HF3033XYZ 
AOC3-MDF1234 
AOC4-MDF1234 
AOC5-EBMP01 
AOC6-EBMP01 
AOC7-EBMP01 
AOC8-EBMP01 
AOC9-MP01 
AOCA-MPOl 
*Sl-NONE 
*S2-7234FRMV 
S2Cl-NONE 
S2C2-NONE 
S2C3-NONE 
S2C4-NONE 
S2C5-NONE 
Node Name 
HF3033XYZ 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF1234 
MDF1234 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
MPOl 
MPOl 
NONE 
7234FRMV 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
Node# 
11 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
14 
14 
15 
16 
11 
17 
171 
171 
172 
172 
173 
* - denotes Assembly or Subassembly 
Press RETURN to Continue ••• 
I 
Description 
HONEYCOMB FILLER 
HONEYCOMB FILLER 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
1 
FRAME 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
SIDE RAIL 
SIDE RAIL 
CENTER RAIL 
Figure 22. Listing of Entities in Ideas Session File 
... 
Connections for Assembly WSEXPL, Version: 1 
Conn. Type #Conn.Type 
MDF-FRAME 2 GLUE 
VENEER-MDF 1 GLUE 
VENEER-MDF 1 GLUE 
EDGEB-FRAME 2 CLAMP 
EDGEB-FRAME 2 GLUE 
F/B-SIDE 4 STAPLE 
Press RETURN to Continue .•. 
Figure 23. 
Nodes Connected 
MDF1234 
7234FRMV 
MDF1234 
MPOl 
MDF1234 
MPOl 
EBMPOl 
7234FRMV 
EBMPOl 
7234FRMV 
NONE 
NONE 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
FRAME 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
FRAME 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
FRAME 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
SIDE RAIL 
Listing of Connections in Assembly Model 
ma-s·ter file, TREEMF. DAT and the model file the name of· which 
is specified by the user, with the suffix .DAT, for instance 
WORKSURF.DAT. 
Each record in MENU.DAT contains the following fields: 
MenuName - string of 6 ·characters - the name of 
the menu 
Menuopt - 1 character - the number of the menu 
option. 
Usage - 1 character 
outline ("O"), 
( "S") Cal 1 . 
- choice of Menu ("M"), 
P:ro:gram ( "P") or Subroutine 
MenuCall - String of 6 characters - the name of 
the Menu, Program of Subroutine which the 
option ca11·s, or "RETURN". , 
Desc - string of 35 characters - the description 
of the option as it will appear on the menu. 
The menu data file, MENU.DAT, is associated with the 
-
:index file, MENU.IDX.: This file contains the single fie._ld 
.. 
·fas d.o al.l index fi.l.e -re-co·rd:s;) .which· is: the key to each data 
:f:·il.e record. The: key mus·t b.e ·un-ique and is concatenated 
:f_rom the MenuN:a.me ·and Menuopt .· .· i . . f1e1d·s, being a string of 
seven characte·rs • Throu.gh the us:e of Turbo Toolbox· 
c-qmmand.s, each menu opt-ion may be ac·ce-ssed .separ:ately 
' 
and 
whole. -menus may be displayed on the. s,creen. 
:T_he assembly model mast:er f·ile, TREEMF. DAT, conta.ins 
. . ·. A . I t:he. f.0·11.ow1ng fields: 
Model - string of 11 characters - the nam.e of the 
assembly represented in the assembly model. 
Version - 1 character - the particµlar version 
number ot t·he assembly model. 
ModelFile - string of 10 characters - the name of 
the model file (without any suffix) in which 
the assembly model is stored. 
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Desc - string of 30 characters - a description of 
the assembly which the assembly model 
represents. 
The assembly model master file, TREEMF.DAT, is 
·q$-~ociated with the index file, TREEMF.IDX, containing a 
sin·gle field which "is the key to each data file record. The 
key -must be unique and is concatenated from the assembly 
model name and the version number, being a string of twelve 
Any IJ10clel .dat.a file (suffixed with • DAT) contains the 
tc>.·11.owing ·f,ields: 
Model - string of 11 characters - the name of the, 
assembly represe~ted in the assembly model ·of 
which the node is a part. 
Version - 1 character 
number of the 
node is a part. 
- the 
assembly 
particular version 
model of which the 
-No.d·eNr - string of 15 cha·racters - relates to the 
position of the node in the structure of the 
:assembly model. 
NodeName - string of 11 characters - the existing 
name of the entity repres·ented by the node; 
may be "NONE" if not otherwise specified. 
GTCode - string of 15 characters - the Group 
Technology Code, which compactly describes 
many attributes of the entity represented by 
the node; the structure of the GT Code is 
discussed irt the next section. 
-Desc - string of 30 characters - a description of 
the entity which the node represents; may be 
the common name; in a connection node, it is 
the concatenation of two node numbers being 
joined. 
Di'ml., Dim2, _ Dim3 - real values, stored· as 6 bytes 
each - up to three dimensions of the entity 
the node represents, depending upon the shape 
of the entity; not used for a connection 
node. 
• 
t 
.... 
Unit - 1 character - the unit of measure relating 
to the dimensions; either inches or 
centimeters. 
NrUnits - 1 character - the number of identical 
units on the associated level of an assembly 
or a subassembly; the numeric value is 
converted to a character value: 1-9, A-Z or 
a-z, allowing for up to 61 units. 
When the user wishes to access an assembly model for 
creation, maintenance or listing, the assembly model name 
and • version number is entered. They are then concatenated 
and the master file is searched for the key combination. If 
the record is located, given the name of the model file in 
which the assembly model is contained, the appropriate data 
file and index files are opened and the assembly model 
accessed. 
• 1S 
For example, the user wishes to access the assembly 
model WSEXPL, version 1 to add more nodes. The assembly 
model name and version number are entered, concatenated into 
a single key (WSEXPL 1 ), the master file is searched 
and the record is fo\.\fld. The ModelFile field contains the 
value "WORKSURF". This means that the assembly model records 
are stored in the -data file WORKSURF.DAT. 
The data file is accessed primarily by the index file 
WORKSURF.KEY, which contains a single field concatenated 
from the assembly model name, the version number and the 
node number. All keys in this file must be unique and point 
to a specific node within a single version of a particular 
assembly model. 
The data file is also accessed by the index file 
., 
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WORKSURF.PRT, which contains a single field of the node name 
of the entity. This key is not necessarily unique, but each 
occurrence points to a specific node within a single version 
of a particular assembly model. 
Finally, the data file is accessed by the index file 
WORKSURF.GTC which contains a single field of the GT Code 
representing the entity. This _key also is not necessarily 
unique, but each occurrenc~ :p.oints. -to: a specific node within 
,:a single version of a partic:Ul-ar as·sembly model. 
. . 
,4;:f 5. Structure· o·f the: Group:, -T·e.'chttO'·l·ogy Code 
As discussed previousl_y,_ the Group T~9hnolocn1 :co.de is· 
used to compactly describe c·elrtain characteris,tics :-o.·f :a 
.given e·nt-ity, wheth·er; assembly, supassembly, comp·onent or 
connection., 'It- ·pr·ovides an efficient method ,of storing 
inf ormat,_ion a:bout the node. particular 
~pp.lica:t-·i:on,. t·he code is 14 charac.te·rs :i:n length, out of a: 
p::o.ssib·l·e, :1.=,5. a·.1:1:".ow:e,d i-n ·the f-ield. 
A- d-e·s;cr_i-ptio:n-. .-of· each cn~-racte_r: i.n: :the: ·G;ro;up: T::ec:hn,o:logy· 
:C.ode. -f'ollows·: 
I - Entity type.· - 11 1 11 , assembly; 11 2", subas.sembly; 
11 3", comp-anent; 11 4", connection; selected 
from a menu. 
2 - Entity Class - typically a functional class of 
the entity, dependent upon the Entity Type in 
character 1; selected from a menu; for 
example, 5-layer panel (assembly), frame 
(subassembly) or filler material (component). 
• .. 
• 
r 
3 - Entity Subclass - a more specific definition 
of the functional class, dependent upon 
Entity Class and consequently Entity Type; 
selected from a menu; for example, 
rectangular worksurface (assembly, 5-layer 
panel), fabric ~anel frame (subassembly, 
frame) or verticell (component, filler 
material). 
4 - Entity Shape - the overall shape of the 
entity; selected from a menu; for example, 
cubic (rectilinear), cylindrical or 
spherical. 
5,6 - Directions of Tolerance - compactly stores 
any combination of up to eight separate 
directions of linear tolerance application; 
partially dependent upon the Entity Shape 
field; selected from a menu; for example, 
length, radius and diagonal of length and 
width. 
I 
V - Tightest Linear Tolerance - the length of the 
tightest tolerance applied to the entity, all 
other tolerance values of larger values are 
ignored; selected from a menu; for example, 
1/32 11 or 0.03125 11 • 
8 - Angular Tolerance - the angular value of the 
tightest tolerance applied to the entity; 
selected from a menu; for example, 1 degree. 
9-14 - Linear Dimensions - two digits are allowed 
for each of up to three linear dimensions in 
inches; dependent upon Entity Shape; 
calculated from the rounded values of the 
D,imension fields; centimeters are converted 
:to inches. 
T,hr.ee.' of the characters may be· cfo.nsidered to be 
mono.code or hierarchica.l, with the. ·Second and third value 
depo:e·ndent upon the .. Pteced:ing value.s. Four other 2-character 
se.ts are monocode as we1·1 :· th.e three. ·:dimens·i.ons., .as well as 
the tolerance ·di·r,ection. T·h·e r·emainder of t·he :characters . . .. . ... . . . . ·-. . ' . . . 
are relative1,y .f..nd.ependent and. thus the overall $tructure of 
t:.h,.e .c·:ode·: i$ 1:)yp~·id,.· 
a 
t 
4. 6. Creation o.f a Geometric Model of an Assembly Model 
' 
4. 6 .1. -Description of -IJJEAS. -:So,f·tw-a:r·e 
ID.EAS is one of the l.eadi.ng packages of computer-aided 
design software. Its widespread usage and acceptance are 
.. 
due largely to its w·ide range of applications an(l its ease 
c>-£ .us.e.. IDEAS wa·s developed by Structural Dynami_cs Research· 
Corporation, a;3-ivision of General Electric. 
/_ 
:IDEAS m:ay- be considered to be a broad-spectrum package. 
It co.nsi.-st_s: .of four families; System Design (GEOMOD) , System 
Analysis (SYSTAN) , Finite Element Modeling (SUBERTAB, 
SUPERB, FRAME) and Experimental Methods. Of these four 
families, the GEOMOD modules are the only ones used in 
creatio.n o.·f. the geometric moqel of an assembl:·y mo.del. 
The· modules within the GEOMOD family are Object 
Modelin_g, System Assembly, Mechanism Design, Excitation 
Definit·io.n and Respons_e. Of these five, only the first two 
:hav·e =b.e.en .. used to develop the geometric mode .. 1 .. _ 
Th:e Object Modeling qes$.gn mo.dul,e.· has: ,b_e·e-n qe._s:·c:r·i:P~c:l. 
-~1usi_ng Object Modeling, the designer models 
··ge·ometry as solid objects. To create a solid 
obj~dt, Object Modeling allows the designer to use 
familiar 3D geometric shapes, 2D outlines, or sets 
of crbs& sections. To manipulate geometry, Object 
Modeling lets the designer combine, cut, and 
def Ornt Ob_j eCtS • II [ J J ] 
Thus .IQEAS is a 3-dimensional mod~le~ which uses: 
re:pres;=entat.ions of: :"solid" ('\r:::~::ts, known. as. :primitives, to 
.. 
• 
t 
construct a model. These primitives are common objects such 
as (rectilinear) blocks, cones and spheres. Since the 
geometry required for a component is usually more complex 
than these primitives, the user may combine two or more 
objects into a single one or "cut" the volume of one from 
another. These are known as Boolean operations. 
Most of the shapes commonly associated with the 
components of the 5-layer panel may be represented by a 
simple primitive. Others, such as the racetrack~shaped 
panel must be constructed from other primitives. A few 
shapes" such as true ovals, must be constructed individually 
u-s:ing GEOMOD • 
. , 
Once all of the components have been generated, it is 
necessary to combine them into systems of components, 
representing assemblies and subassemblies. This process is 
a synthesis which is the opposite of the analysis technique 
used within DBCLASS.LU. 
A description of the System Assembly module is: 
"Whatever your design problem, the solution 
probably revolves around accomplishing two central 
tasks, to design the individual components; then, 
to design the relationships among the components, 
in a way that satisfies your design criteria. 
"In GEOMOD, you design each component of the 
system as a solid object, using the Object 
Modeling module. Once the objects exist in your 
GEOMOD database (the Model file), you can use the 
System Assembly module to design the system. 
"System Assembly lets you work in a general 
flow of design activities. This flow is flexible: 
it is not a predefined sequence, but a logical 
process of designing and verifying the system 
model." [34] 
After the assembly model has been completed within 
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DBCLASS.LU software using the microcomputer, it is desirable 
to create its geometric representation using the Ideas 
software on the VAX. This is most easily accomplished by 
the creation of a program or session file at the operating 
system level on the microcomputer .• The records of the 
assembly model a·re systematically se.arched for entity types 
and structur·aI arrangeme.nt·. ·-From· ·the interrelationships of 
the compone:nts .-and- s,ubass-e·mbl,ies, 
created. 
the session file is 
.I 
Th·e .• fi.le: i.s· then transferred to the VAX using 
communications: software. Within the IDEAS 
. ' .· 
env1ronm.ent., the • session file is executed, the components 
are c~eated and grouped into systems and subsystems, 
represent .. i··ng the assembly and subassemblies. Unfortunately, 
at this point in the development of the project, no location 
and orientation data conderning the relationship of 
components and subassemblies i·s stored. This requires that 
the u-ser must "manually" orient and move the • various 
. 
c·oll\pon~:nts and subassemblies into the proper configuration. 
Fo·r a more detailed description of the process of 
geometric: 
Appendix A. 
section. 
model :creation, the rec1d;er should refer to 
A brie:f. d.e.scription . ' . is given • in the next 
• 
4.6.2. Description of the Geometric Model Creation 
~f·ter :an assembly has been thoroughly classified and 
:C:O.ded u·sing DBCLASS.LU, the user may choose to generate its 
geometric model. After entry of the assembly model name and 
version .numb·er, the model is searched and the session file 
·i.'s cre.ated. Th.e name and description of the assembly and 
each. component and subassembly are displayed on the screen. 
T.he: user is g:iv.en the: pption to obtain a printed copy, which 
:f·s ·re·conune:ndable. Fc:>l:lowing tha:t: d:.isplay, all connections 
of· components and subassemb.lies :are· clis.pl·ay~q: and printed, 
At that point, the· . . . s·ess1on 
created and ·a:ny other functions of DBCLASS. Ltl ·may be use·d 
without affecting·.tt~ 
When the user ch·ooses, he· may· transfer to the 
. I. . 
session 
file to the VAX. This is done from the gperating system 
level using KERMIT communicat·i_on s·oftware: over a dedicated 
line o:r P·Y using a nto.dem and. a telephoi1-e line. The transfer 
of 
.. • ~ . 
·a session. file:, varies with its length, but U$,ua.1.1::Y 
:-r~·gu·i·res only a :few· :se.c.onds ·using a dedicated .:L:ine. :The 
:sE($:s.ion file may· .a1:so. be, :pr.int.~d so: ·th·a:t ·t·he:. us:er m.a·y· follow 
the geometric mo·d·:e,l G.reation: •. 
In order to exe¢Ute a session file to g~nerate the 
g:eometric model, the use:r ·must login to the VAX system. ..A 
·vs11 graphics termi.nal or any other terminal supported :b.y 
• 
r 
GEOMOD must be used. One the first options allows the user 
to specify program control, which will execute the session 
file. The user only needs to enter the terminal type and the 
session file is executed completely automatically, with no 
input until after it is completed. At that point, the user 
may begin the orientation and translation process. 
• • • The assembly and each subassembly is given a unique 
name which is related to the system number to be used within 
System Assembly. Each component is likewise given a·unique 
name related to the system in which it is contained and the 
component number within that system. 
The components are created first and are stored in 
"bins" which are related to the system in which they are 
contained. Any Boolean operations are performed at the time 
of component creation. 
After all components have been created in the proper 
bins, they are selected into systems from the bins. These 
systems are then selected into other systems and finally 
into the system representing the assembly. Each system • 1S 
fixed as it is created to retain the overall structure of 
the entire asse}11bly. The last option executed is a listing 
of all systems and subsystems which compose the assembly. 
4.6.3. Orientation and Fixing of the Geometric Model 
After the structure of the assembly is complete, the 
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more tedious exercise of component and subassembly 
orientation and translation begins. All components are 
centered on the same point. One at a time, each component 
must be rotated, if necessary, and moved to its proper 
l.ocation within the assembly or subassembly. Each 
subassembly must likewise be rotated, once all its members 
are fixed an_d moved to its proper locati.on .. 
Page lOJ5 
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Chapter 5. 
Further Applications of DBCLASS.LU Software 
In ·conc.l·usion, it has been shown how the "top-down.." 
approach to analysis may lead to a more thorough design 
process and hence, to a better product. By applying the 
accepted practice of classification and coding to the design 
phase of the product development process, the benefits of: 
Group Technology have been extended beyond their traditio_n~l 
bounds of manufacturing. This tends to provide a· mor·e: 
integrated approach to product development. 
To provide a prQt..otype system for t·he :appl·ication of 
classification and coding to the design phase, DBCLASS.LU 
was developed. The software provides a means of classifying 
every aspect of an assembly, from the top assembly level, 
down through several subassembly levels, to the lowest 
level, components. It may also classify connections bet.ween. 
any entities within a subassembly on the sa:me l--ev·e1. A 
·', . 
·.single compact code .i:s: used to represent entity· ty~e,_ :·c:la.s::s, 
subclass, shape:, dimen-sions and tolerances f·or a1·1 ent.iti·es: 
within the assembly. The top-down aspect of the assembly is 
-also captured by the use of a node number which determines 
the ~pecific location of the entity within the entire 
.a_ss-embly hierarchy. 
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:-5-.1.. Modifications to DBCLASS. LU 
While the concepts used in t-he development o·:f 
:DBCLASS. LU aid in the application· of classification and 
coding to the design process, more research and development 
is necessary. The primary effort should be made to 
integrate the entry of non-graphical information an·cl th.~ 
subsequent deve:lopment of a code with the creatio.n. .of 
graphical information. A secondary effort should .f oll.c,w :qn_ 
the methods to generate location and orientati.ofi 
s-,pecifications for the components and subassemblies.-•. 
One approach to aid the integration of graphical and 
non-graphical information would be to convert DBCLASS.LU to 
the same hardware as the CAD/CAM system. This would al.1-ow 
easier access to the geometric data available from proven 
modeling software such as Ideas and Unigraphics. 
Since the DBCLASS. LU prototype software is ,wr·it:1:en 
entirely in Turbo Pascal, conversion to standard Pasca·1 
would make the software transportable. Pascal is becoming· 
an increasingly accepted and widely used language :,. 1n 
technical programming techniques, mainly due to its use of 
structured, ·programming. The database commands contained ..... in 
the Turbb Toolbox package would also need to be rewritten. 
·There may be an advantage • 1n devel-oping further 
app.lications in a language which allows use of artificial 
_irttelligence, namely Lisp. As discussed in Chapter 2, use 
Qf artificial intelligence entails the development of expert 
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systems. These systems may be used to optimize certain 
aspects of the design process such as material and process 
selection. Lisp is currently not a commonly used language 
among engineers and at this point is technically still under 
development, as is the science of artificial intelligence. 
Another approach is to further develop the DBCLASS.LU 
iaoftware and tie it in with geometric modeling software on a 
microcomputer. Computer-aided design software and other 
types of manufacturing software are becoming increasingly 
more sophisticated on microcomputers. The cost may be 
significantly less than comparable software on a larger 
computer. On such a small system, the software is more: 
limited in its capabilities and typically runs slower. 
:·s-.:2. Approaches to Further Program t>ev·elQpllient. 
several methods may be used t·o bu.ild · · · up_o_n the 
DBCLASS.LU prototype software. Each of these approaches has 
its advantages and di_sadvantages. Development of the:s-e 
approaches could lead tb a broader range of applications~ 
o:ne factor to consider is whether the non-grap::n.t.c..al 
in-fortna-tion should o·e stored in files separate from- ·t:he. 
graphical information. Advantages to this method include 
quick assembly model creation and the ability to generate a 
geometric model from the information ( as with DBCLASS. LU) ,. 
thus requiring less storage space initially. The alternate 
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method is to maintain the graphical and non-graphical 
information in the same file. This method provides 
integration, allows for quick modifications to one type of 
information when changes are made in the other type and 
shares common information, thus reducing redundancy. 
Another factor to consider is whether the non-graphical 
information should be entered before, during or after the 
:creation of the geometric model. 
The first to be considered is a software system to 
allow for entry of non-graphical information at the time of 
creation of the geometric model. Much of this information 
may be gathered directly from the model records. It may be 
possible to access any of the information from the records· 
for development of reports and as input into manufacturing 
and other systems. Due to its use of attributes and groups,. 
Unigraphics may very easily be adapted to this purpos:e. 
This method is especially useful if the graphical and 
non-graphical information are stored in the same file. 
A second approach is to develop the non-graphical 
:information after the creation of the geometric model. This 
·information mainly includes a record of the hierardhic~l 
structure of the 
benefit otherwise. 
assembly, 
The third approach 
but does 
• 1S that 
not prove of ·:much. 
'. ·. ., .. 
., ·-.·-n·.o··n ... ·. 
. ···-. 
graphical information first presents the most. po.:ss.:ibi:l:iti·e.s .• 
Its advantages again include quicker assembly model creation 
and the ability to generate a geometric model from the 
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information. Following are suggestions for methods of 
entering non-graphical information first. 
The current microcomputer-based system could be 
enhanced to include analysis of a wider range of assemblies 
than it currently does. Tie-in with Unigraphics and other 
geometric modeling software may prove difficult and 
cu~ersome because of the necessity of writing interface 
routines. Inclusion of orientation and location ·information 
-
is also difficult without a geometric model to work from. 
Alteration of the geometric model is not easily reflected in 
the DBCLASS.LU assembly model. 
Rewriting of the same system on a larger computer would 
provide a closer link with the geometric model and possibly 
process planning and manufacturing control. But it is 
really little better than the microcomputer-based system. 
Tie-in with Unigraphics still presents a problem, as do 
orientation and location specifications. 
One of the more impractical approaches is to attempt to 
include the orientation and location information upon entry 
of the assembly model nodes, or the non-graphical 
information. Very precise knowledge of the overall 
structure of the assembly is needed in order to ent·er this 
:data without the b~nefit of graphical representation. 
If the location and orientation information is to be 
included with the non-graphical information, maintained in 
separate files, some method of transferring that informaticn 
1,.4~' 
must be developed. A three-step approach is to create the 
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records which represent the assembly structure (on any 
computer system), create the geometric model with 
orientations and locations of sub-units, then transfer that 
information into the original records. Unless this allows 
re-creation of the geometric model with original or modified 
orientation and location data, there seems to be little 
sense to developing this approach. 
By far, one of the most promising approaches. •• 1-S· one 
,- . 
which Knoll International hopes to use in their .:prod·u.ct 
development. This approach entails maintaining a s.,i·ngle set 
of records, using DClass, which is in turn used to generate. 
the geometric model, process plan, material resource: pla.t1 
(MRP) and statistical and accounting information_. This 
·. . . . . . : 
requires a relatively small amount of storage and he:lps to· 
closely integrate all phases of the product development 
process. As discussed in Chapter 2, this approach requires 
a good deal of development work for each assembly family and 
does not include a great deal of flexibility to cover 
designs which were not anticipated. This approach ~lso 
allows for associativity of all phases of the product 
development process, from design through production. For 
example, changes in the desig·n. of the product will be 
accounted for in the proce·s:s plan and h_ence in the 
'In~nufacturing. 
A similar approach is to maintain a database of 
existing designs and use a retrieval-type system of simil·a-r 
.. • 
/ L_ 
designs. This provides a wider, more generic range of 
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design capabilities, but also requires maintenance .of larger 
volumes of data. Once the product design had been 
completed, the additional manufacturing and other 
information may still be generated. 
In view of all of the possibilities for further wor~ ip 
the area of design-based classification and coding, it would 
seem best to apply the hierarchical structuring techniques 
of DBCLASS.LU to the actual development of the geometric 
model, preferably using Unigraphics. This method would 
utilize an existing, versatile three-dimensional modeling 
package which could accomodate the grouping of entities 
necessary for representing the hierarchical structure of an 
assembly. The Unigraphics file also contains the 
dimensions, location and orientation of each entity. The 
ability to assign attributes provides a method for storing 
non-graphical information about any entity or group of 
entities. All of these functions may be achieved with the 
use of GRIP, a graphics interface package which allows the 
user to modify and augment the standard functions o·f 
Unigraphics. 
ad·ditional 
The software also provides a 
modules including CAE 
full range of 
( c_ompute_r-aidecl-
engineering) , Manufacturing Operation-s, Schematics, U~ler· 
Functions, File Utilities and System Management. These 
modules cover many of the aspects needed for true computer-
integrated manufacturing, beginning wi tl1 the design of the 
assembly. 
.. 
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Appendix A. User's Guide to DBCLASS.LU 
This appendix to the thesis report • 1S intended ·to 
provide the user with a guide to use of all functions of the 
DBCLASS.LU prototype software. The descriptions are 
'"technical in nature. For a better understandin·g .of t.he 
. -
purposes of thes.e· fun.ct ions, ref er to the body ·o.f th·e. 
report, particularly Chapter 4 .• 
A. 1. ~c:e,e.~:sing DBCLASS. LU 
OBCLASS. iu :ha·$ been developed on a Zeni th z-·2:,41 
111:icrocompute·r, compatible with the IBM AT. :rt may be run :on 
,-a·ny Z~n_it.I:1 or IBM PC compatible which .. 1S· 
MS-:oos. !:t was written using Turbo ·P.·a.sc.a,I ·vers:ion 3. OlA ·a.nd: 
:Turbo T·o·olbox version 1. 1,- :e:ach deve·l·~p.ed. and ·di:st:ributed by 
Bor'land Internation_al., I .. nc. 
h.e nta},... w.is'h ·to transfer the .f·ile.s :n.ete·.ded to r1.1-n .DBCU\~$. LU 
.o.nto i.t.. Ple·as·e refer to·, the: comp.ut::er owner's manual f:a··r 
i-nst·ru.ct.i .. on-s· f:o.-r tran.sfer of the fi.les from a fl.OPPY' .dis-k t.o:: 
·Oth:erw.i.se, the program ··ma·y be .run:· 
cf:ir.¢.otl·y f.rom the floppy ,disk dr:iv:e. 
. .: · .. 
Two- ·versions of· ·the main prog1;ant :ar.·~ a·va.i_la.bl..e; ·one for: 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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resolution (DBCLASS.LUH). Certain portions of the program 
require high resolution mode, if the user's computer 
supports it. Unless the user is certain of the existence of 
the high resolution capability, experimentation is 
suggested. The main program is referred to as DBCLASS.LU, 
regardless of the resolution mode. After choosing which of 
the versions may be used on the computer, it is suggested ·to 
make a copy of the m-ain p.rogram,. n·aming it DBCLASS. LU. 
The following fil.es: mti.~lt: ")je presen.t _in order for the 
us·er to run DBCLASS. LU: 
o·BcLASS. LUH - main program :for high :resol.ution mode 
DBCLASS.LUN - main· program for normal resolution mode 
DBCLASS .MNU - file of Menu File Maintenance procedures: 
DBCLASS. ACC - file of Assembly Model Access procedur.es 
··oBCLAS:S. LIB - f.il.e of add··itional proc·edures 
t.h:e: fo11owing fi:l:ee must be p_resent: 
MENU. DAT - data file for menu contro.,l 
MENU. MNO - index f i-1.e for menu contro.·1 
TJ:1e assemb:l·y· 'mo.del master data f il-e ,. TREEMF. DAT, and .- .-.--.-· - .• 
the ·a.cc·pmpanyi·ng index file, TREEM·F. KEY, are created upon 
the initial:, r1.1n: of. the main. :program,, i.f: -t:h:e,_y do not alre·a.d·y 
exist. 
Only the Tu:r:O:o ·!;)~seal instruct,ioJiS ·nee-d.ed t·o .run: 
DBCLASS. LU ar,e c.overed in this 9ui,de.~ For f-urther 
information about Tu~bo Pascal and Turbo Toolbox, the user 
.should ref er to the Turbo Pascal User's Manual and the Turb.o 
P-a·g·e· A·•: ]~,7: 
r 
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Toolbox Manual, each published by Borland International. 
In order to access the Turbo Pascal • programming 
environment from the operating system, the user types 
"TURBO". When asked "Include Error Messages (Y/N)?" the 
user may choose either, but "Y" is recommended. A menu of 
available options is then displayed. The user may now 
establish DBCLASS.LU as the workfile by entering "W" and 
then entering "DBCLASS.LU". "E" may be entered instead to 
edit the workfile. If "R" is entered, the program is then 
compiled, taking about 40 seconds on the Zenith 241, about 
three and one-half minutes on a dual-floppy Zenith 158. 
After the master menu appears, the user may proceed by 
choosing the appropriate options. 
The user may choose to edit any of the DBCLASS.LU 
files, and it is encouraged that the user do so to better 
meet the needs of his specific application. But a working 
knowledge of Turbo Pascal as well as a thorough perusal of 
the source listings are imperative. 
original should be edited and backup 
maintained. 
A.2. General Comments of Usage 
Only a copy of the 
• 
' copies should be 
It • 1S suggested that the user make all alphanumeric 
entries in upper case. Although most options may be invoked 
with either case, all entries used to identify existing 
Page A.18 
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records ~(i.e., record keys) must be in the same case as they 
were when created. In other words, if an assembly model is 
created as "WSEXPL", version 1, then only that key 
combination may be used to recall it. Entry of "wsexpl", 
version 1 will not access the correct assembly model. 
Whenever the user is given a choice requiring a "Yes" 
("Y") or "No" ("N") response, the one most likely to be 
chosen may be invoked with a blank entry (RETURN). For 
instance, if the user is asked "Do you want a Printed Copy 
(Y/RETURN) ? 11 , it ·±·s: assumed that a printed copy is not 
desired. A simple RETURN allows the processing to continue, 
probably returning to the menu from which the option was 
chosen. If the user does want a printed copy, a "Y" or "Y" 
must be entered. When a "positive" response is required, 
only "Y" or "Y" will do. Likewise, a "negative" response 
requires either "N" or "n". A "non-positive" response is· 
anything other than "Y" or "y", including a RET~. A 
"non-negative" response is anything other than "N" or "n":t 
including a RETURN. 
"blank entry". 
A RETURN is a:ls.o ref erred to as. a 
On most menus, ent-ry of an incorrect (non-existing) 
·option will not be :accepted. The user is prompted to tr_y 
.• . 
the entry again. 
When ent~~tng a new node, many of the fields .o,f.f'e:r· 
c:l~faU:J.t: val·ues so that a blank value will not accidentaily· 
r 
be :entered. If the user wishes to accept the default, a 
si=<t:,:~ RETURN ·c·ause:s i.t to. 'be stored. On menus which were 
.P·'a.ge .A.19 
• 
created using the menu maintenance system, no default value 
is offered, only an option in the list • acceptable lS an 
response. When the use;}chooses to change a field value, 
• the current value 1S displayed and the user may re-accept it 
by a simple RETURN. 
The case may arise that a category needed to classify 
an entity is not present on a menu. The user should enter 
another value and make a note of the node number and the 
menu on which the option was absent. After the node 
classification has been completed, the user may call the 
menu maintenance system to add the new value to the proper 
menu. Then the user may recall the ~ode, modify it and 
change the value from the revised menu. 
A.3. The Master Menu 
The master menu (Figure A.l) is the user's key to using 
DBCLASS.LU. It consists of options for I accessing an 
assembly model, deleting models, creating listings, etc. It 
provides access to the menu maintenance system and the menu 
of file management options. 
The user may choose to halt execution of DBCLASS.LU at 
any time by entering "Q" or "q" at the master menu. The 
user is still in the Turbo Pascal environment. In order to 
re-run the program, the user would enter "R". The program 
is executed (without being re-compiled) and the master menu 
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(MASTER) DESIGN-BASED CLASSIFICATION MENU 
1 - ACCESS ASSEMBLY MODEL 
2 - DELETE ASSEMBLY MODEL 
3 - CREATE NEW MODEL FILE 
4 - LIST ASSEMBLY MODEL NAMES 
5 - LIST ALL NODES IN ASSEMBLY MODEL 
6 - LIST MODEL FILE CONPOMENT NODES 
7 - LIST GT CODES FOR MODEL FILE 
8 - LIST ASSEMBLY MODEL BILL OF MATL'S 
9 - CREATE GEOMETRIC MODEL FILE FOR VAX 
A - FILE MANAGEMENT MENU 
B - MENU MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 
Enter your Option ([Q]uit) •.. 
Figure A.l. The DBCLASS.LU Master Menu 
l 
is displayed. If ·the user chooses to leave the Turbo Pascal 
environment, change to another workfile or make changes to 
DBCLASS.LU, the compilation -will be repeated in order to 
execute DBCLASS.LU. 
:A. ·4... A·coea:s. :(Yf· an .. Assembly Model 
This option is undoubtedly the: most. .i·mport.·an.t on.e i·n 
··t,he entire DBCLASS. LU program. T.h·e tisEar :\.+ti-11 propab'.l.y spe:nd. 
-more t·ime using this option tl1an. ·all others cbmbined. 
After selection of ~-p.tion 1 from the- .master menu, the. 
:·\t·ser is prompted to enter the assembly model name:. A b-1ank: 
~ntry at this point returns the user to the ma.ste:r ·men\J. .. 
After the assembly model name has bee,n :entered:, t.be 
'·vers .. i,on. ·number is requested. T;he mast.er. -f:ile is -se-atche.d ,to 
c·h.e.c'k. the existence of the key ·c·onibiJ1a·t1/on :o,f :a,·sselribl-Y mo·c:fe:l. 
n·ame :a·nd version n·umber. 
If the assemb-l_y· ·m.octel exists, the ~:ser· ma:y· ·t·be.·n per·form 
·s.everal operation.s .. 'rh·es·:~: are discussed l:ater. For now, 
:as-sume· that the. as-seml:>ly model does not exist. ·The program, 
r·espo.-nds with "Assembly does ttot exist. ·.o_l~: to crea:te 
(Y./RE·TURN) ? 11 • :If the u.-s:.er: ~d.o·es not wi:sh. ·to :crea.te :a ·n:e.w· 
• 
t 
assembly mode·1, a blank entry returns to the master menu. 
If the user enters a positive response, he is requested 
t.o .. enter the assembly description, up to 30 characters. 
Finally, the user is prompted to enter the model 
i·ri: ·which the new assembly model is to be stored. If a model 
til~ does not exist under the name entered by t~e user, he 
:.:L:$ a: __ ste·d whether to try again. A positive res:ponse allows 
the -user to try the entry of the model .file name again. :A 
non-pos-itive response returns the u·s,e·r to the master m~nu. 
A. 4. 2 ... -Addition of a New Node to an Assembly Model 
Whenever the user w:fsh~s: :create. a new assembly mo.de! -o.r 
_add a new node to an exi$·ting assembly model, he is p~ompted 
to enter the various attributes which descr.ibe that node. 
The f·irst attribute is entity type (Figure A.2). This 
is. automatically be stored as "assembly" for the first node 
.r·n: a new assembly model. ·Otherw-ise, the user is . ,· .. g:iven 
•.• 
the 
opt.ion ·to choo:s.e -tr-om, :'subas,semb·ly,.. :compo:ne·n:t -and con_n:e:ction 
:N:o. noa·e may be 
e,~p:lic-it.1¥ sp·ec:i:fie·d. :as .an ass:embly ·type by the: u.se:r. 
The-- q_s,e.r· :is next prompted to· 'enter the node name. This 
m_ay· be- th.e commonly used "part ·numb·e:-r", as a ·tie~-in to other 
e·>(isting $ystems. A blank -entry a,s-signs "NONE" to the node 
n·a:rne. I't should be -not:ed. ·-that ·i-f a connection type has been 
specified l:>Y the use:r.-t the class:,i.f.io:a.ti·on. ·process diverges 
t 
N 
~ .. 
(ENTTYP) ENTITY TYPES 
1 - ASSEMBLY 
2 - SUBASSEMBLY 
3 - COMPONENT 
4 - CONNECTION 
Q - QUIT NODE ADDITION PROCESS 
Enter your Choice >3< 
Figure A.2. Entity Type Selection Menu 
• 
• 
assembly model, a blank entry returns to the master menu. 
If the user enters a positive response, he is requested 
to enter the assembly description, up to 30 characters. 
Finally, the user is prompted to enter the model file 
in which the new assembly model is to be stored. If a model 
file does not exist under the name entered by the user, he 
is asked whether to try again. A positive response allows 
the user to try the entry of the model file name again. A 
non-positive response returns the user to the master menu. 
A.4.2. Addition of a New Node to an Assembly Model 
Whenever the user wishes create a new assembly model or 
add a new node to an existing assembly model, he is prompted 
to enter the various attributes which describe that node. 
The first attribute is entity type (Figure A.2). This 
is automatically be stored as "assembly" for the first node 
in a new assembly model. Otherwise, the user is • given the 
option to choose from subassembly, component and connection 
or to quit the node addition process. No node may be 
explicitly specified as an assembly type by the user. 
The user is next prompted to enter the node name. This 
may be the commonly used "part number", as a tie-in to other 
existing systems. A blank entry assigns "NONE" to the node 
name. It should be noted that if a connection type has been 
specified by the user, the classification process diverges 
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(ENTTYP) ENTITY TYPES 
1 - ASSEMBLY 
2 - SUBASSEMBLY 
3 - COMPONENT 
4 - CONNECTION 
Q - QUIT NODE ADDITION PROCESS 
Enter your Choice >3< 
Figure A.2. Entity Type Selection Menu 
• 
. . . 
at this point. Please refer to the next section for 
instructions on entry of connection nodes. 
Next, the user enters a description for the node, up to 
30 characters. 
I 
Depending upon the entity type of the node, the next 
menu, Entity Class, will vary. If a "component" type has 
been entered, the menu contains a list of various types of 
components for the user to select from (Figure A.3). 
Assembly (Figure A.4) and subassembly (Figure A.5) types may 
also be selected. 
Depending upon the entity type and entity class 
combination, the next menu Entity Subclass, will also vary. 
For instance, if "Filler Material" was entered as component 
type, a menu with • various types of filler material is 
displayed (Figure A.6). Other component type selections are 
Frame Rail (Figure A.7), Substrate Material (Figure A.8), 
Veneer (Figure A.9) and Edgeband (Figure A.10). For 
assembly type selection, only 5-Ply Panel class selection 
calls a s~bclass menu (Figure A.11). For subassembly type 
selection, only panel frame class selection calls a subclass 
menu (Figure A.12). 
The Entity Shapes menu (Figure A.13) is displayed next. 
These options represent a wide range of 3-dimensional 
shapes. 
Next, the user may choose the unit of measurement for 
the dimensions (Figure A.14). Only "I" for inches (the 
default) or "C" for centimeters are acceptable responses. 
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(CMPTYP) COMPONENT TYPES 
1 - FRAME RAIL 
2 - FILLER MATERIAL 
3 - SUBSTRATE MATERIAL 
4 - VENEER 
5 - EDGEBAND 
Enter your Choice >1< 
Figure A.3. Entity Class Menu - Components 
' . . .. 
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(ASSTYP) ASSEMBLY TYPES 
1 - 5-PLY PANEL 
2 - 3-PLY PANELS 
3 - PEDESTAL 
4 - FABRIC PANEL 
5 - CARPET PANEL 
6 - GLAZED PANEL 
Enter your Choice ••. 
Figure A. 4. Entity Class Menu - A-s:s.einbl_!-·e:$ 
.. 
-
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(SUBTYP) TYPES OF SUBASSEMBLIES 
1 - FRAME 
2 - DRAWER 
3 - ROLLER SETS 
4 - LOCK SETS 
Enter your Choice >l< 
Figure A.5. Entity Class Menu - Subassemblies 
. . . 
N 
\!) • 
(FILLER) TYPES OF FILLER MATERIAL 
1 - VERTICELL (HONEYCOMB) 
2 - POLYESTER 
3 - RAG FILLER 
4 - STYROFOAM - SOLID 
5 - STYROFOAM CHUNKS 
6 - STYROFOAM BEADS 
7 - URETHANE 
Enter your Choice >l< 
Figure A.6. Entity Subclass Menu - Filler Materials 
• 
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(RAILS ) TYPES OF RAILS 
1 - FRONT RAIL 
2 - SIDE RAIL 
3 - CENTER RAIL (WIDTH WISE) 
4 - CENTER RAIL (LENGTH WISE) 
5 - VDT CORNER - FRONT RAIL 
6 - VDT CORNER - SIDE RAIL 
7 - SUPPORT BLOCK 
Enter your Choice >l< 
Figure A.7. Entity Subclass Menu - Rails 
. ,' . 
w 
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(SUBSTR) TYPES OF SUBSTRATE MATERIAL 
1 - MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF) 
2 - PLYWOOD 
3 - SOLID WOOD 
Enter your Choice >1< 
Figure A.a. Entity Subclass Menu - Substrate Materials 
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(VENEER) TYPES OF VENEER 
l - ROLL VENEER (A QUALITY) 
2 - ROLL VENEER (B QUALITY) 
3 - SHEET VENEER (A QUALITY) 
4 - SHEET VENEER (B QUALITY) 
Enter your Choice ~1<· 
.f 
Figure A.9. Entity Subclass Menu - Veneers 
w 
w .. 
(EDGBND) EDGEBAND 
1 - THICK EDGEBAND 
2 - THIN EDGEBAND 
Enter your Choice >l< 
Figure A.lo. Entity Subclass Menu - Edgebands 
(PNL-5P) TYPES OF 5-PLY PANELS 
1 - ws - RECTANGULAR 
' 
/ 
2 - ws - EXTENSION ( 
3 - ws - MACHINE EXTENSION 
4 - ws - ONE SIDE CURVED 
5 . ...,. 
- WS - VDT CORNER 
6 
- WS - PRINTER 
7 - STORAGE - TOP/BOTTOM 
8 - STORAGE - SHELF 
9 - STORAGE - DOOR 
A - STORAGE - BACK 
"'d B - PANEL - VERTICAL p, 
lQ C - PANEL - LEG (D 
D - PANEL - KNEE HOLE ~ E - LATERAL FILE TOP • 
w F - SHELF - OVERHEAD ~ • 
G - SHELF - FULL-WIDTH 
Enter your Choice ... 
\ 
Figure A. 11. Entity subclass Menu - 5-Ply Panels 
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(FRAMES) TYPES OF FRAMES 
1 - 5-PLY PANEL FRAME 
2 - FABRIC PANEL FRAME 
3 - GLAZED PANEL FRAME 
4 - CARPET PANEL FRAME 
Enter your Choice >1< 
Figure A.12. 
... 
Entity Subclass Menu - 5-Ply Panel Frames 
• 
w 
O"'l .• 
(SHAPES~ ENTITY SHAPES 
1 - CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 - CIRCULAR CROSS-SECTION CYLINDER 
3 - TUBULAR 
4 - ELLIPTICAL CROSS-SECTION CYLINDER 
5 - RACETRACK 
6 - CONICAL (POSSIBLY TRUNCATED) 
7 - PYRAMIDAL - TRIANGULAR BASE 
8 - PYRAMIDAL - SQUARE BASE 
9 - SPHERICAL 
A - HEMI-SPHERICAL 
B - EXTRUDED - IRREGULAR CROSS-SECTION 
C - IRREGULAR - RECTILINEAR ENVELOPE 
Enter your Choice .•• 
Figure A.13. Entity Shapes Selection Menu 
• 
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ENTRY OF UNITS AND DIMENSIONS 
Enter Unit Of Measurement ([I]nch, [C]entimeter) >I< 
Enter Length ...•••.•• > 72.000< 
Enter Width ......•..• > 34.000< 
Enter Height .....•..• > 1.500< 
Enter Number of Identical Units >1 < 
Figure A.14. Entry of Units and Dimensions 
Depending upon the shape of the entity, the dimensions 
to. be specified will vary. For instance, if the entity is 
cubic, length, width and height are requested. If it is 
~ 
~· 
cylindrical, radius and height are requested. The 
dimensions are stored in separate fields using the units 
~ 
previously specified. For six characters in the Group 
Technology (GT) Code (see Chapter 4), whole rounded values 
for the dimensions are stored. If the dimensions are 
entered in centimeters, they are converted to inches for 
storage in the GT Code. 
Next, the user enters the Number of Identical Units 
the node contained within that level of the subassembly. 
:O.f. 
identical nodes are present in another level of the 
subassembly or are contained anywhere else in the 
subassembly, on any level, they are not considered to affect 
this number. Also, if more than one unit of any level of 
the subassembly "above" has been specified, it does not. 
affect this number. In other words, if there are two units 
of Subassembly A and two units of Component Bin Subassembly 
A, "2" would be entered as the number of identical units for 
each, although at least four units of Component A would be, 
contained in Subassembly A. 
The Tolerance Direction Selection menu (Figure A .• ·1·5) i-s. 
displayed next. The first three options are the same ,a:·s. ·the 
dimensions, i.e. length, width and height or ~adius and 
height, etc. Additionally, diagonal directions, hole . . . I size 
and location may be chosen. Any or all of the options may 
. . . 
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Tolerance Direction Selection 
1 - Length 
2 - Width 
3 - Height 
4 - Diagonal - Length & Width 
5 - Diagonal - Length & Height 
6 - Diagonal - Height & Width 
7 - Hole Size 
8 - Hole Location 
N - No Tolerances 
Q - Quit Selection 
Current choices: 1 3 
Enter Choice .•. 
Figure A.15. Tolerance Direction Selection Menu 
, 
' 
be chosen. "No Tolerances" may be specified as well 
whenever tolerances are not applicable. Choices already 
selected by the user are displayed. A "Q" is entered to 
quit the selection process. If a mistake is made, it must 
be re-entered later. 
If tolerance direction values were selected, a menu 
containing several values for closest linear tolerances 
(Figure A.16) is displayed. The values are in fractions of 
an inch. It must be r.e.membered that the value is the 
closest linear tolerance, since only one tolerance may be 
specified for a given entity. 
Finally, .. a. .menu of Close$t. Angu·lar Tolerances (Figure 
A.17) is disp:layed:. Tbe options are in degrees. "Not 
Applicab-1e·11 may· .. also l:>.e cnos·¢n .• 
A. 4. 3. En·t~y of: .cenn:e·.ction· Type Nodes 
::tf a II connection" type is· cho.s·en. for the entity, the 
,p·to.cess of classification is diff:erent. than that of the 
other types. First o.:f· a1.·1., no des:¢,r:i:ption is entered. 
After the node name .ha.s' :b.een en·ter:ed, a list· .o.f :all entities 
which may be connected: . . ' ... · . . . ., .. 
disp·l~yed .(.Figu_:te A.:1·8:) • 
these, in either· order. 
on the current level) • 1S 
.The user may select any two of 
Next, a menu of two connection types is displayed 
(Figure A.19) and the user chooses whether the connection is 
• 
t 
(TOLCOD) CLOSEST TOLERANCE VALUES 
1 - 1/64 11 OR 0.015626" 
2 - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
3 - 1/16 11 OR 0.0625" 
4 - 3/32 11 OR 0.09375 11 
5 - 1/8 11 OR 0.125" 
6 - 3/16 11 OR 0.1875 11 
7 - 3/8 11 OR 0.375" 
8 - 1/2" OR 0.5" 
N - NOT SPECIFIED 
Enter your Choice •.. 
Figure A.16. Closest Linear Tolerance Selection Menu 
• 
.. 
... 
(TOLANG) CLOSEST ANGULAR TOLERANCE 
1 - l DEGREE 
2 - 2 DEGREES 
3 - 3 DEGREES 
4 - 4 DEGREES 
·5 - 5 DEGREES 
A - 10 DEGREES 
B - 15 DEGREES 
H - ONE-HALF DEGREE 
N - NOT SPECIFIED 
Enter your Choice .•• 
• • 
. Figure A.17. Closest Angular Tolerance Selection Menu 
• 
~ 
w -
List of Entities which may be Connected: 
Qty Node# 
1 12 
2 13 
3 14 
4 15 
5 16 
6 17 
Description 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
FRAME 
Enter Entity 1 (Order not important) ••. . ' 
Figure A.18. List of Connectable Entities/ 
. ~ • 
. ..- . 
(CONTYP) CONNECTION TYPES 
1 - RIGID CONNECTORS 
2 - MOVEABLE CONNECTORS - JOINTS 
) 
Enter your Choice >1< 
Figure A.19. Connection Types Menu 
... • 
rigid, being a type of fastener, or flexible, being a type 
• 
of joint. 
Dependent upon the choice of connection type in the 
previous menu, the next menu displays various choices for 
either. If a rigid connection was specified, a long list of 
connections is displayed (Figure A.20). If joint was 
specified, a list of all possible joint types is.. displayed 
(Figure A.21). 
A.4.4. Changing the Node Values 
After all of the fields which classify the node entity 
have been entered, they are displayed on the screen. 
Naturally, the values for the connection type (Figure A~22) 
will vary from assembly, subassembly or component types 
(Figure A.23). The user is then given the option to change 
any of the node values, save the record or dump the record 
and quit the node addition process. Additionally, if the 
entity is an assembly or subassembly, a GT Code search and 
copy may be selected. 
If the option to change node values is select·ed, a 
prompt requesting an item code entry is displayed. Each 
value on the screen which may be changed has an assoc·i-ated 
item code; "E" for Entity Name, 11 1 11 for Entity Type, etc. 
Different values require various means of re-selection, 
some are selected from menus, others simply move to the 
Pag·e- A. 45 
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(RGDCON) RIGID CONNECTORS 
1 - SCREW 
2 - BOLT & NUT 
3 - NAIL 
4 - PIN 
5 - RIVET 
6 - TACK 
7 - S.NA.P. 
8 - CONT .. INUOUS WELD 
9 - TACK OR SPOT WELD 
A - SOLDER 
B - GLUE 
C - SOLVENT 
D - PEG 
E - KEY 
F - HOOK 
G - CLAMP 
H - DOUBLE-FAC.E· .. D· TA_P:E 
I - SINGLE-F:A.CED. TA·l?:J~'.: 
J - THREAD 
K - STAPLE 
Enter your Choice >B< 
\ 
L - VELCRO 
:M: - BUTTON 
0 - COTTER PIN 
.:p. - L BRACKET 
Q - SHELF BRACKET 
Figure A.20. Rigid Connectors Menu 
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(JOINTS) MOVEABLE CONNECTORS - JOINTS 
1 - REVOLUTE 
2 - SCREW 
3 - CYLINDRICAL 
4 - PRISMATIC 
5 - GEAR 
6 - UNIVERSAL JOIN·T 
7 - FLAT 
8 - SPHERICAL 
9 - FLEXIBLE COUPLI:NG-: 
Enter your Choice >B< 
Figure A.21. Moveable Connectors (Joints) Menu. 
• 
' 
Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 1 
Model File: WORKSURF 
Level 2 - Node lA 
E Entity Name ••.•.••.• VENEER-MDF 
D Description •...•...• 12 16 
1 Entity Type •...•••.• 4 - CONNECTION 
2 Entity Class .•.•••.• 1 - RIGID CONNECTORS 
(3) Entity Subclass ....• B - GLUE 
N Nr Identical Units •• 1 
Group Technology Code: 41BNNNNNOOOOOO 
[C]hange, [D]ump or [S]ave .•• 
Figure A.22. Connection Node Values 
• 
. . . 
Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 4 
Model File: WORKSURF 
Level 1 - Node 1 
E 
D 
1 
2 
(3) 
4 
5,6 
7 
8 
L 
w 
H 
u 
N 
Entity Name ••.•••••• WSEXPL 
Description ••.•••••. 
Entity Type •••.••••• 1 - ASSEMBLY 
Entity Class •••.•••• 1 - 5-PLY PANEL 
Entity Subclass .•••• 2 - WS - EXTENSION 
Shape .•...••...••••• 1 - CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimension(s) of Tolerance: 
Length, Height, 
Tightest Linear Tol. 
Angular Tolerance ••• 
Length •.••••••.••••• 
width . ............. . 
Height ............. . 
Unit of Measure ••••• 
Nr Identical Units •• 
1 - 1/64" OR 
1 - 1 DEGREE 
72.000 
34.000 
1.500 
I - ([I]nch, 
1 
0.015626 11 
[C]entimeter) 
Group Technology Code: 11215011723402 
[C]hange, [D]ump, [G]T Code Search & Copy or (S]ave ••• 
Figure A.23. Display of Assembly Node Values 
.... • 
. ., ... 
bottom of the screen and request re-entry. 
causes the original value to be retained. 
A blank entry 
A blank entry at the item requester returns the user to 
the "change, dump, save" requester. 
If the user is satisfied with the contents of the node 
values, he may choose to save the record and add it to the 
assembly model structure. This is done by entering· "S'' at 
the "change, dump, save" requester. 
If the user is not satisfied with the contents of the 
·no.de, he may choose to dump the record and return to the 
node previous to the addition process. This is done by 
entering a "D" at the "change, dump, save" requester. This 
is an irreversible choice and the contents will need to be 
re-entered if it is mistakenly chosen. 
After the node record is saved or dumped, the dis:p·iay· 
mode previously in effect is activated. Refer to a l·ater 
section for a more thorough description of display nlog:e-s-.·· 
This option is one the most important features of the 
entire DBCLASS.LU software. It allows the user to copy the 
J?ci-ge: A •. 5:0• 
:\ 
• 
~ 
contents of entire assemblies and subassemblies into the 
structure of another assembly or elsewhere in the same 
assembly. It is at the heart of a retrieval-type 
classification and coding system. And it provides a faster 
means of building the assembly model structure if 
duplication occurs within the assembly. 
If the user chooses a GT Code search, the GT- Cc:>d~ is 
redisplayed on the bot·tom of the screen (Figure A. 24) • On 
t·he 1 ine below, the default search values are displayed. A 
n1 11 means that the GT Code character above it is to be 
included in the search. A "O" (zero) means that the GT Code 
character above it does not have to match. If the user does 
not wish to use the default values, he may enter 11 1 11 or 11 011 
appropriately below the values he wishes to match on. A 
blank is also counted as 11 0 11 • A- .RETURN starts the search. - ' ' . . : . . 
It must be noted that the GT Code search is performed only 
within the current model file. 
After the search is complete, the number· of matches 
found • 1S displayed, along with a requester for a screen 
• 
listing. If the user enters a positive response, the screen 
i-s cle_ared and a lis·t of all matches is di-splayed (Figure 
.A._25:l • Otherwise, the control returns to tl}e: ··previous mode~ 
If the display wa:s ·chosen, a requester to copy an 
a.s·:s:embly or subassembly: ap.p.e:ar.s-. If a non-positive response 
:±.s: :entered, a requester £or a printed copy appears. Control 
th~n returns to the previous display mode • 
If a positive response • 1S entered at the copy 
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Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 4 
Model File: WORKSURF 
Level 1 - Node 1 
E 
D 
1 
2 
( 3) 
4 
5,6 
7 
8 
L 
w 
H 
u 
N 
Entity Name ....•...• WSEXPL 
Description ........• 
Entity Type ...•...•• 1 - ASSEMBLY 
Entity Class ...•...• 1 - 5-PLY PANEL 
Entity Subclass ....• 2 - WS - EXTENSION 
Shape ......•.......• 1 - CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimension(s) of Tolerance: 
Length, Height, 
Tightest Linear Tel. 
Angular Tolerance ..• 
Length ..........•..• 
Width ......•..•••.•• 
Height ............. . 
Unit of Measure .•..• 
Nr Identical Units .• 
1 - 1/64" OR 
1 - 1 DEGREE 
72.000 
34.000 
1.500 
I - ([I]nch, 
1 
0.015626 11 
(C]entimeter) 
Group Technology Code: 11215011723402 
Current Values of GT Code are >11215011723402 < 
Default Search Values are >111100000000000<, l=yes, O=no 
Figure A.24. Display of GT Code Search Default Values 
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# GT Code 
1 2111NNN1010101 
2 2111602N723401 
3 2111602N723401 
4 2111602N723401 
5 2111602N723401 
6 2111602N723401 
7 2111602N723401 
8 2111602N723401 
9 2111602N723401 
10 2111602N723401 
11 2111602N723401 
12 2111602N723401 
13 2 lllN?lN1010101 
14 2111NNN1010101 
15 2111NNN1010101 
Node Name 
NONE 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
7234FRMV 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
Assembly 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
16 2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 
17 2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 
18 2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 
Want a Printed Copy (Y/RETURN)? 
V# Node# 
3 11 
1 17 
2 11 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
114 
1144 
12 
121 
1214 
12144 
124 
1244 
12444 
11 
12 
13 
3 14 
3 141 
3 141 
Figure A.25. Listing of Matched Nodes of 
GT Code Search and Copy 
• 
Description 
1 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
FRAME 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
requester, the user is then requested to enter the number of 
the assembly or subassembly he wishes to copy. ·The number 
must be one which is displayed on the screen listing • 
The user • 1S then told how many nodes would be copied 
a;nd requested whether to continue with the copy. If a 
positive response is en~ered, the user is then asked whether· 
he wants to modify the values of each record before it is 
added. If a positive response is entered, the values fQ~ 
e·ach node are Qi.splayed the screen and the • • on user 1S given 
th.e option to change any of the values (see section A.4.4) 
or to save the record as it is. This option should only be 
chosen if the user needs to change any of the records, 
because ·it is a longer· pr.oq~·ss than a. simple grafting in of 
the set of t1c,(ies. 
It. ·$hQ~ld be noted that the assembly or subassembly 
structure beipg, copied is le:ft intact, but e·ach node number 
i.s changed to .m·a:·tch ·the new location. Fo:r instance, if the 
subassembly beginning with node number .1r1:3.·2:1.1 i·s. to be copied 
ir1to node number 11 1532 11 , each n.ocle in t:h.e new subassembly is 
prefixed with 11 1532 11 and the all node numbers of the 
sub-units are moved one column to the right. 
A GT co·de :s.ea.rch may also be ordered for components and 
donnections .from any display screen1 but records cannot be 
copied. The number of matches is displayed along with the· 
option to obtain a s.creert. listing and a printed copy. 
·, 
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A.4.7. Movement within the Assembly Model Structure 
As discusse~ in Chapter 4, the user needs a thorough 
understanding of the nature of the assembly model structure. 
The user needs to "move around" the structure in order to 
access any node and begin node entry on a new level. 
The "current" node is the node which the user has ready 
a-cce,ss to, the only one which may be modified. It may also 
n·ot ·exist, to allow the user to enter a new node on a lower 
l.ev.e·1. In most operations, the user may change :only one 
.--
·n~de at a time, the current node. 
The choices available to the user are "Up", "Down", 
"Left", "Right" and "going to" a specif.ic node. To move: 
"Up" in the structure I 1S to go to the node on the next 
higher level, unless. tpe current node is the assembly node. 
To move "Down" is to. move·to the first node on the next 
lower level. If no node currently exists within a 
subassembly, the user may choose to enter one. Naturally, 
downward. movement is not possible with component and 
c:011ne·ct ion 
·.-- ·~.. . .• 
nodes, but only with assembly and subassembly 
To move "·Left" is to move to the node- with the next 
1-'0W~:r.- node number, on the same level of the assembly or 
s.ubassembly, if it exists. To move "Right" is to move to 
the node with the next higher node number, on the same level 
• 
of the assembly or subassembly, if it exists. Neither of 
these options permits movement from a lower level of one 
subassembly to the same lower level on another subassembly. 
The user may choose to go to a specific node in the 
assembly model. After the node number is entered, the model 
records are searched and, if it exists, that node then 
becomes the current no<i.Er .... 
A. 4 • a. oi·splay of Assembly· :~9d~l Structure 
~hrae different ~ode~-0f display are available to tha 
u,ser... Each provides a dit.fer·ent p·erspective of the assembly· 
'JnOq:e.l structure. 
·The first to be considered is the' ci..is .. p.:1-a:_y· o.:f the entire 
::q;·s;,sembly model structure (Figure A. 26), the ''Whole" option. 
·This option p·rovides the user with the broades:t perspective 
of the structur.e, with very little detail. Each node 
I 1S 
represented as an "I" and sub-unit nodes are connected with 
• 
The current node is marked with an asterisk(*). The II II 
node number, name.. a:11d: descr:.iption of t-he current node are 
a.l.so· ~isplayed. 
special options ar:e .'avai:1-abl.e· to the user with the 
Whole di.splay. These incrlude obtaining a printed copy and. 
moving the. di$play window to the "right" or "left". The. 
latter options are chosen if the assembly model structure 
does not fit on the' .screen. If "Right" is chosen, the 
• 
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Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 2 
Model File: WORKSURF 
* - Current Node: 1 
Name: WSEXPL 
Description: WORKSURFACE TREE EXAMPLE 
* 
I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I 
Enter [S]pecial to Move or Print Tree 
I I I 
I 
I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
[A]dd, [M]odify, (C]ut node, [U]p, [D]own, [L]eft, [R]ight, Goto [N]ode, 
show [W]hole, [P]osition, [V]alues, [E]rror Check, [G]T Code Search, [Q]uit .•. 
Figure A.26~ "Whole" Display of Assembly Nodes 
-
• 
,display window is moved in increments of ten columns to the 
right. The display window may be similarly moved to the 
left. 
Secondly, display of the relative position of the 
cur·rerit node is considered, the "Position" option. Two 
nearly identical versions of this display exist: 
I& 
high-resolution mode (Figure ~.27) and normal-resolution 
mode (Figure A.28). The current node, as well as the node 
.above, to the left, to the right and first node on the next 
level down are displayed, if they exist. If no node exists, 
"NONE" is displayed in the position box. The entity type, 
description, name, number of units and node number are 
displayed for each node. This display allows the user to 
understand the relative position of the current node, as 
well as more detail about the surrounding nodes. 
Finally, the display of the node values is considered 
(F'igure A. 29), the· i•\ia.lues" option. Here, the mos.t detail 
about the current node is displayed. It is the same as that 
which is displayed after all values have been entered for a 
new node record. It is a display of the entire contents of 
the node record. ia most useful if the user 
... 
is .. 
considering changing a~y of the node values and is 
atltomatically displayed in the "Modify" option- i·s chosen. 
• 
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Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 2 
Model File: WORKSURF 
* - Current Node: 1 
Name: WSEXPL 
I 
.. 
Description: WORKSURFACE TREE EXAMPLE 
* 
I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
-I I I I I I I 
I I I 
Enter [S]pecial to Move or Print Tree 
-·~_.· 
I I I 
I 
I I 
I I I I 
I I I 
[A]dd, [M]odify, (C]ut node, [U]p, [D]own, [L]eft, [R]ight, Goto [N]ode, 
show [W]hole, [P]osition, (V]alues, (E]rror Check, [G]T Code Search, [Q]uit ••• 
Figure A. 26 ._ "w~ole" Display of Assembly Nodes 
- -
display window is moved in incr,ement:s :of ten columns t.o the 
right. The display window may .be isimilarly moved to the 
left. 
Secondly' ai:$.Play :of the relat-·ive posi tiOJl of the 
current node is :cor1s.idered, the "Position" option. Two 
nearly identical . 
,: 
vers:1.ons of this display exist: 
h_i.gh-resolution mode (F.:igure A. 27) and normal-resoiu-ti.Ph 
ta.ode (Figure A. 2 8) • The current no.de, as ·well. ·a·s t-h.e· node 
-cibo.ve, to the left, to the r·ight and f.irst node on the next 
level down are displayed, if they exist. If no node exists, 
"NONE" is displayed in the position. box. The entity type, 
description, name, numbe.·r of units: and, ·n·ode number are 
-
d.isplayed for e:ach nod·e.- Tltis -display allows the user to 
understand the rel:·a.t.ive. ·position_. of the current node, as. 
well as more detail about the sur·rounding .nod.e·s; •. 
F·i:na.l.ly, the display of the node values is CC)_h_$·idered: 
(F·igure A. 29), the "Values" option. Here, the most ·.d·e:·t_a:11 
.abou.t the current node .is di~_played. It is the :same as: t·ha·t 
which is <iisplayed after :al-1: v~lues have been entered .for a 
new nod.e· :re.cord. It is a :c;I_i$play o:f the en ti-re conte·nt.s :Of: 
node :r.eqord. It is in_o$·t US:e:ful if the 
.. . 
user· J..s 
considering .qhan.ging .any o.f the node values 
.. . .. 
-lS . 
. automatically c3.i,spla·y .. ed: in· the "Modify" option .. i.~;- chos-en •. 
• 
r 
U1 
\.0 • 
AsseMhly: WSEXPL 
Ue:rsion: 2 
Hodel File: WORKSURF 
{Left} 
NO NODE 
\ 
{Up} 
* ASSEMBLY * WORKSURFACE TREE EXAHP 
NaMe - WSEXPL 
1 Unit(s) 
Node ti 1 
.._ ______ _.. 
* SUBASSEHBLV * FRAME 
-- NaMe - 7234FRHU 
2 Unit(s) 
Node ti 11 
{Down} *COMPONENT* FRONT/BACH RAIL 
NaMe - NONE 
2 Unit(s) 
Node ff 111 
* SUBASSEHBLV * FRAME 
-- NaMe - 7234FRHU 1 Unit(s) 
· Node ti 12 
{Ri gJ1t} 
Figure A.27. "Position" Display - High Resolution 
. I 
.. 
' 
. .. 
. . . 
. --·. ----------. .---,-~-~--·. 
-- . -- - -- ·-
• - ··;, . ! • 
Q"\ 
0 .. 
------------------------------
Assembly: WSEXPL [ NO NODE ] 
Ver- s ion: 2 [ J 
Model File: ~JORKSURF C J 
C J 
C J 
{Left} {Up}------------------------- {Right} 
---------------------------- -------
------------------- --------------
-----------
C NO NODE 
t 
[ 
[ 
[ 
J C *ASSEMBLY* 
J C WORKSURFACE TREE 
J--[ Name - WSEXPL 
J C 1 Unit < s) 
J C Node# 1 
J t NO NODE 
EXAMPJ t 
J--c 
] [ 
J [ 
J 
] 
J 
] 
J 
-------------------------- _________ _
. ___________________ 
---------------------------------
-------------------------{Down} C 
C 
C 
C 
[ 
* SlJBASSEMBL Y * 
FRAME 
Name - 7234FRMV 
2 Unit(s) 
Node# 11 
J 
J 
J 
J 
] 
----------------------------
CAJdd, CMJodify, CCJLtt node, CUJp, CD]own, CLJeft, tRJight, Goto tNJode, 
show [WJhole, [PJosition, CVJalLles, [EJrror Check, tGJT Code Search, CQ]Ltit ••• 
Figure A.28. "Position" Display - Normal Resolution 
• 
Assembly: WSEXPL 
Version: 1 
Model File: WORKSURF 
Level 2 - Node 12 
E Entity Name .....•.•• MDF1234 
D Description ....••••• TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
1 Entity Type ........• 3 - COMPONENT 
2 Entity Class ...••••. 3 - SUBSTRATE MATERIAL 
(3) Entity Subclass ...•. 1 - MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF) 
4 Shape .......•..••.•• 1 - CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
5,6 Dimension(s) of Tolerance: 
Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
7 Tightest Linear Tol. 2 - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
8 Angular Tolerance ..• N -~NOT SPECIFIED 
L Length .....•...••••. 72.000 
W Width ..•••..•...•••. 34.000 
H Height.............. 0.250 
U Unit of Measure .•••• I - ([I]nch, [C]entimeter) 
N Nr Identical Units •• 2 
Group Technology Code: 33116G2N734400 
[A]dd, [M]odify, [C]ut node, [U]p, [D]own, [L]eft, [R]ight, Goto [N]ode, 
show [W]hole, [P]osition, [V]alues, [E]rror Check, [G]T Code Search, [Q]uit ••• 
Figure A.29. "Values" Display of Assembly Node 
A.4.9. Global Options 
Several options are available to the user from each of 
the display modes. These are the global options by which 
:the user accesses the assembly model. 
4l' 
The user may choose to "Add" a new node to the 
st·ructure, on the current level. rf no nodes currently 
exist on that level of the assembly or a subassembly, the 
new node: becomes the first node. If nodes do exist on that 
level_, a search: is made to determine the first available 
node· number. If -a -no·d.e has been cut from the structure, its 
:node: number is re~u.s.ced. Otherwise, the last node number is 
$.-:tmp'ly i·nc_:r.emented. 
If: the user choo:ses to "Modify" the current node, the 
ri:o·de va-iues are displayed and any of the values may be: 
·¢.hang·ed, and the record may be saved with the changes. 
If the user chooses to "Cut" or del·e:te the curren·t 
node, if the entity is a subassembly, all nodes c-ontained 
' 
within it on lower levels are deleted as well. Therefore, a 
:r-eguester is displayed to allow the user to ·recon!:lider. If 
:a, positive response is ente-.re.d, ·the current. n.oqe :and any 
Su.b-unit nodes are: ·pe:nlanently deleted from t·he assembly 
~od~l structure. 
.. .. . . 
. -
The five options concerning movement ("Up", "Down", 
"Left", "Right" and go to "Node") within the assembly model 
.Pa·ge A •• :6:2 
• 
t 
were discussed in a previous section. 
The user may change the display mode among any of the 
three previously discussed at any time, being "Whole", 
"Position" and "Values". 
An "Error" check may be done for the entire assembly 
model at any time (Figure A.30). This option searches all 
records in the model to determine whether any subassemblies 
exist which have only one sub-unit node or none. This is 
incorrect practice. Either the subassembly node should be 
(j'v' 
deleted, ~nodes 'Should be added on the lower levels. 
A GT Code :s:ea.rch. may be chosen at any time for any 
node. As before, the GT Code of the current node is 
displayed and the user may specify which of the GT Code 
characters are to be m:atched. The number of matches is 
displayed and the us.:e·r· is given the option to display them. 
If this option is chosen, then the user may obtain a printed 
copy. It is not poss·ible to. copy other nodes at this point. 
Finally, the user· ,m,ay· -dho.ose to "Quit" assembly model 
access and return to t·he mas·ter menu. The model is saved as 
it currently exists and a·:h· e,r,ror check is perf armed before 
return to the master ~$nq. 
A-..•. 5·-.. :D.el:e-t·i.on .of ·art A-ss.embly Model 
If the user selects the option to delete an entire 
assembly model, -the program first requests the assembly 
\ 
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Error Checking for Current Assembly: 
Subassembly has no nodes ••••.. 11 
Subassembly has no nodes .••••• 12 
Subassembly has only l node ••. 13 
Subassembly has no nodes ...•.. 141 
Please note these errors and correct them ••• 
Figure A.30. "Error Checking" Display 
model name. A blank entry returns control to the master 
menu. 
;I:f the user wishes to continue, the next requester is 
for· the assembly model version number. If no match is found 
for the assembly model name and version number, an error 
message is displayed and control is returned to the master 
menu. 
If a match is found, the us·er is given a .chance to 
abort the procedure. If a positive response is given.to the 
request to continue with the deletion, all records 
representing the nodes of the assembly model are permanently 
de·leted. No record of the assembly model will remain. A 
.n.c,n-positive response to the request returns control to the 
master menu and no changes will be made to the assembly 
.mo:d·e.l r.ecords • 
A.6. Creation of a New Model File 
A.s .diS'c.u:ssed in Chapter· 4 ,· assembly models are stored 
.ttt :1rtod·e:l files, which are created using this option. A new 
•odel file should be created if an existing model file 
r:eaches capacity, aboU:t 560 nodes,. or if the user wishes to 
develop ~· new series of designs. For example, worksurfaces 
:hav·e. be·en developed using the model file WORKSURF. If the 
us:er wishes to work on pedestals, he may choose t.o create a 
new· mod.el file named PEDESTAL. 
. ' - .• 
• 
r 
'· 
Error Checking for Current Assembly: 
Subassembly has no nodes •••..• 11 
Subassembly has no nodes ..•.•• 12 
Subassembly has only 1 node ..• 13 
Subassembly has no nodes ...... 141 
,. 
Please note these errors and correct them ••• 
Figure A.30. "Error Checking" Display 
.... 
model name. A blank entry returns control to the master 
menu. 
If the user wishes to continue, the next requester is 
for the assembly model version number. If nd match is found 
for the assembly model name and version number, an error 
message is displayed and control is returned to the master 
menu. 
If a match is found, the user is • given a chance to 
abort the procedure. If a positive response is given.to the 
request to continue with the deletion, all records 
representing the nodes of the assembly model are permanently 
deleted. No record of the assembly model will remain. A 
non-positive response to the request returns control to thr 
"' 
master menu and no changes will be made to the assembly 
model records. 
A.6. Creation of a New Model File 
As discussed in Chapter 4, assembly models are stored 
in model files, which are created using this option. A new 
model file should be created if an existing model file 
reaches capacity, about 560 nodes, or if the user wishes to 
develop a new series of designs. For example, worksurfaces 
have been developed using the model file WORKSURF. If the 
user wishes to work on pedestals, he may choose to create a 
new model file named PEDESTAL. 
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If the option is selected from the master menu, a 
requester appears for the name of the new model file, up to 
ten characters long. If a blank entry is made, control is 
returned to the master menu. 
If an existing model file name is entered, an error 
message is displayed and control is returned to the master 
menu. Otherwise, the data file (.DAT suffix), the key index 
fil-e (. KEY suffix) , Node Name file (. PRT suffix) and Group 
T.echnology Code f'ile .(. GTC suffix) are creat.ed:. 
A.7. Obtaining :ttJtings 
A-.• 7 ._1,.. Li··st.i11g· ·q:f: Assembly Model Names 
.. 
·- t -cons_,1s_:,_ -s of al-1 ass,embl .. ies. . .-. . c:o nta::.1.,n e.·ci_-
wi:thin: the maste,r ·ffl:e •. : If the user ¢h-o.oses: th·fs: listing, a 
.r:e·_quester is displaye(i· .a-ll-owin.g· the user· to: c,ontinue the 
:.procedure. A negative- r:e~Pc:>rl's':~- :returns the us.er to the 
ma·ster menu. 
With any j1._on.-·11e_g.:at i Ve res-p· .. ·:onse-.-.. . I requesters for 
beginning a-n:d ·ending s:t_r_ings are- dis-pl:ayed .• 
. i Either of the 
strings may be any :o.r all Qf a 'l·e-ading c:-h-"aracters of the 
·as$.~lllP-ly· 111-odel name:. A b:l,an]c e11t:ry f·or: beginning string 
ca:tises the l.i-sting to begin with -the alphabetically first 
.assembly mociel. A blank entry for ending string causes the 
l.isting to end with the alphabetically last assembly. model. 
• 
• 
The screen is cleared and the listing is displayed on 
the screen (Figure A.31). It consists of lines containing 
the assembly model name, the version number, the model file 
in which it is contained and the description. 
If the entire listing cannot be displayed in one 
screen, a requester to continue is displayed at the bottom 
of the screen. A negative response halts further screen 
display. 
After the screen display is halted or completed, a 
requester for a printed copy is displayed. Only a positive 
response enables the user to obtain a printed copy on an 
attached printer. After a positive response, the user is 
asked whether to suppress form feeds. A positive response 
causes suppression of the form feeds at the beginning and 
end of the listing and form feeds between each page. 
A.7.2. Listing of all Nodes in an Assembly Model 
This listing consists of all nodes contained within a 
specific assembly model. If the user chooses this listing, 
a requester • 1S displayed allowing the user enter the 
assembly model name. A blank entry returns the user to the 
master menu. 
After the user enters the assembly model name, a 
requester for the version number is displayed. If the name 
and • version number combination does not exist, an error 
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00 • 
Assembly Name 
BKCSDOOR 
CABDOOR 
CABPED 
DESKPED 
DESKPED 
SHELF 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
Version# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
Model File 
VERT PANEL 
VERT PANEL 
PEDESTAL 
PEDESTAL 
PEDESTAL 
WORKSURF 
WORKSURF 
WORKSURF 
WORKSURF 
Press RETURN to Continue .•. 
Description 
BOOKCASE DOOR, VERSION 1 
CABINET DOOR, VERSION 1 
CABINET PEDESTAL, VERSION 1 
DESK PEDESTAL, VERSION 1 
DESK PEDESTAL, VERSION 2 
SHELF PANEL, VERSION 1 
WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 1 
WORKSURFACE TREE EXAMPLE 
WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 3 
Figure A.31. Listing of Assembly Model Names 
.. 
' 
' 
message is displayed and control is returned to the master 
menu. 
The screen is cleared and the listing is displayed on 
the screen (Figure A.32). It consists of lines containing 
the entity name, the number of units, the node number, the 
GT Code and the description of all nodes within the assembly 
model. 
If the entire listing cannot be displayed in one 
screen, a requester to continue is displayed at the bottom 
of the screen. A negative response halts further screen 
display. 
After the screen display is halted or completed, a 
requester for a printed copy is displayed. Only a positive 
response enables the user to obtain a printed copy on an 
attached printer. After a positive response, the user • 1S 
asked whether to suppress form feeds. A positive response 
causes suppression of the form feeds at the beginning and 
end of the listing and form feeds between each page. 
A.7.3. Listing of All Model File Components 
This listing consists of all component nodes contained 
within a specific model file. If the user chooses this 
listing, a requester is displayed allowing the user to abort 
the procedure. A negative response returns the user to the 
master menu. 
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Assembly Model: WSEXPL Version: 2 
Name # Node# GT Code Description >< 
NONE 1 11 2111NNN1010101 1 
WSEXPL 1 1 1111NNN1723402 WORKSURFACE TREE EXAMPLE 
7234FRMV 2 11 2111602N723401 FRAME 
>< 
NONE 2 111 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE 2 112 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
NONE I 1 113 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
>< 
7234FRMV 1 114 2111602N723401 FRAME 
NONE 2 1141 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
1-rj NONE 1 1143 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL p, 
lO >< (D 7234FRMV 2 1144 2111602N723401 FRAME 
~ NONE 2 11441 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
• 
....J NONE 2 0 .. 11442 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
>< 
NONE 1 11443 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
7234FRMV 1 12 2111602N723401 FRAME 
7234FRMV 1 121 2111602N723401 FRAME 
>< 
NONE 2 1211 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE 2 1212 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
Want to See More (RETURN/N)? 
Figure A.32. Listing of All Nodes in Assembly Model 
• 
J 
With any non-negative response, requesters for 
beginning and ending strings are displayed. Eitper of the 
strings may be any or all of the leading characters of a 
component node name. A blank entry for beginning string 
causes the listing to begin with the alphabetically first 
:component node name. A blank ending string causes the 
listing to end with the alphabetically last component node 
name. 
The screen is cleared and the listing is displayed on 
the screen (Figure A.33). It consists of lines containing 
the entity name, the assembly model in which it is 
contained, the version number, the node number and the 
description for each node within the specified range. 
If the entire listing cannot be displayed in one 
s.creen, a requester to C'Onti-nue is displayed at the bottom 
A. ·-neg.ative- response halts further scre~-n 
d.i-~.p:1-~1·.~ 
After the screen dispi,~ty is ·halted or completed, a 
requester for a printed copy is displayed. Only a positive 
response enables the user to obtain a printed co.py o,n a·n 
~ttached printer. After a -positive response, the user, is 
asked whether to suppress form feeds. A positive response 
causes suppression o-f the form .f·eed·S at the beg_inning and 
end. o,:f the listing and form feeds: between e.·ac~ pa:ge~ 
'. 
• 
t 
t-c, 
p, 
~ 
(D 
~ 
• 
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Component Nodes of Model File: WORKSURF 
Name Assembly V# Node# Description >< 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 1214 FRAME 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 12144 FRAME 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 1244 FRAME 
>< 
7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 12444 FRAME 
NONE WSEXPL 3 11 1 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1141 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
>< 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1143 CENTER RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 11441 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 11442 SIDE RAIIJ 
>< 
NONE WSEXPL 2 11443 CENTER RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1211 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1212 SIDE RAIL 
>< 
NONE WSEXPL 2 1213 CENTER RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 12141 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 12142 SIDE RAIL 
>< 
NONE WSEXPL 2 12143 CENTER RAIL 
NONE WSEXPL 2 121441 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
Want to See More (RETURN/N)? 
Figure A.33. Listing of All Model File Components 
t., 
I 
I 
I 
• 
...., 
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I 
GT Code Name Assembly V# Description >< 1111NNN1010101 WSEXPL WSEXPL 3 WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 3 1111NNN1010101 SHELF SHELF 1 SHELF PANEL, VERSION 1 f 2111NNN1010101 NONE WSEXPL 3 1 
J 
>< 3211602N333001 HF3033XYZ WSEXPL 1 HONEYCOMB FILLER 33116G2N734400 MDF1234 WSEXPL l TOP/BOTTOM MDF 3511402N720200 EBMPOl WSEXPL 1 MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG ' 
>< 3511402N340200 EBMPOl WSEXPL l MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 34316G2H723400 MPOl WSEXPL 1 MAPLE VENEER - TOP 34416G2H723000 MPOl WSEXPL 1 MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM t-rj 
>< PJ I.Q 2111602N723401 7234FRMV WSEXPL 1 FRAME ro 3111402N680011 NONE WSEXPL 1 FRONT/BACK RAIL ~ 3121402N340011 NONE WSEXPL 1 SIDE RAIL • 
-..J 
>< ~ .. 3131402N300201 NONE WSEXPL l CENTER RAIL 41BNNNNNOOOOOO MDF-FRAME WSEXPL l 12 17 41BNNNNNOOOOOO VENEER-MDF WSEXPL l 12 15 
>< 41BNNNNNOOOOOO VENEER-MDF WSEXPL 1 12 16 41GNNNNNOOOOOO EDGEB-FRAME WSEXPL 1 13 17 41BNNNNNOOOOOO EDGEB-FRAME WSEXPL 1 14 17 Want to See More (RETURN/N)? 
Figure A.34. Listing of All GT Codes in Model File 
• 
A.7.4. Listing of Group Technology (GT) Codes 
This listing consists of all GT Codes contained within 
a specific assembly model file. If the user chooses this 
listing, a requester is displayed allowing the user to 
continue the procedure. 
user to the master menu. 
A negative respons·e· 'returns the 
W1'th any non-negative ::res·pot1se, requesters for 
beginning and ending strings -are displayed. Either of the 
strings may be any or all·of the leading characters of a GT 
Code. A blank entry for beginning string causes the listing 
to begin with the alphabetically first GT Code. A blank 
en,a·ing string causes. the listing 
a-lphabetically last ·GT Code. 
to end with the 
The screen is cleared and the listing is displayed on 
the screen (Fig~te·A.34). It consists of lines containing 
the GT :Code,; th.e e.p.ti~y name, the assembly model in which it 
is contained, the • version number and the description for 
·e:a:ch- ::riode within the specified range. 
If. the entire 
. . 
li:.st.ing cannot :l:)·e displaye_ci •• in one 
:·s:cre.en::, a: request·er to· ·c:O'nt.inue- is. d.isplayed at the bottom 
of the screen .. _... ~ n,¢,g:a,tive·: r·e.spon·se ·halts further screen 
display. 
After the sci~en display is halted or completed, a 
-requester for a pl;'_inted copy is displayed. Only a posi tiv-.e 
• 
r 
~-
0,, 
'~ 
nf 
-~· 
•· 
~-
;°'· 
Component 
HF3033XY.Z 
MDF123 .. 4 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
MPOl 
MPOl 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
# GT Code 
2 3211602N333001 
2 33116G2N734400 
2 3511402N720200 
2 3511402N340200 
1 34316G2H723400 
1 34416G2H723000 
2 3111402N680011 
2· 3121402N340011 
1 3131402N300201 
Press: .RETU·RN· t.o Continue ••• 
Description 
HONEYCOMB FILLER 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
MAPLE VENBER - BOTTOM 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
-S.IDE RAIL 
C-E-NTER RAI,L 
. . . . -- . . 
· A 35 screen Listing of Bi-11 of Materials _,Figure • • 
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,, 
response enables the user to obtain a printed copy on an 
attached printer. After a positive response, the user is 
asked whether to supress form feeds. A positive response o 
causes suppression of the form feeds at the beginning and 
end of the_ listing and form feeds between each page. 
A. 7. 5. Assembly Model Bill of Materia.:l_s 
The bill of lliat:e:ri __ a.ls listing consists of all 
components contained in an assembly, with more detailed 
information than other listings described so far. If the 
user chooses this listing, a requester is displayed allowing 
the user to enter the assembly model name. 
~eturns the user to the master menu. 
A blank entry 
After the user enters the ass·embly model name, a 
:requester for the version number is di.splayed. If the name 
and • version number combination does not exist, an error 
message is displayed and control :1$ r~turned to the master 
menu. 
.. 
The· screen is cleated art4 the .. listing is displayed on 
t.he screen (Figure A. 35) • It ·co_hsists of lines containing 
th:e component name, the num.b$.r of uni ts, the GT Code and the. 
-cleis:d_ti.pt-i_ofi. 
If the entire listing cannot be displayed • 1n one 
screen, a requester to continue is displayed at the bottom 
of the screen. A negative response halts further screen 
. .. 
• 
t 
/.· 
• 
Bill of Materials for WSEXPL, Ver~ion: 1 
Component Oty Dimen5ions Desc /Class/ Subclass• Shape Tightest Linear Tolerance I Dir. Angular Tolerance 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF1234 
EI3MP01 
EBMPOl 
MP01 
MPOl 
No-.JE 
NONE 
NONE 
.. 
2 L= 33. 000" HJNEYCOMB FILLER 1/32 11 OR 0. 03125" 
W= 30.00QM FILLER MATERIAL Applied to: Width, Height, 
H~ 1.250" VERTICELL <HONEYCOMB); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
NOT SPECIFIED 
2 Lea 72. 000" 
W= 34. 000" 
H:a 0. 2 ~O" 
TOP/D0TT01 MDF 1/32" OR 0. 03125 11 NOT SPECIFIED 
SUBSTRATE MATERIAL Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
r-EDiu-1-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF)J CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 Lea 72. 000" MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 1 /32u OR 0. 03125 11 
W::::i 1. 500" EDGEBAND App 1 i ed to: Leng th, 
H== 0. 063" THICK EDGEBANDJ CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
NOT SPECIFIED 
2 L:a 34. 000" MAP LE E DGEB AND - SHORT 1 /32 11 OR 0. 03125" 
W:::a 1.500" EDGEBAND Applit!d to: Length, 
H::::i 0. 063" THI CK EDGEBANDi CUB IC - RECTILINEAR 
NOT SPECIFIED 
1 L 111 72. 000" MAPLE VE~ER - TCP 1/32 .. OR 0. 03125" ONE-HALF DEGREE 
W= 34. 000" VENEER Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length ~ Width, 
H=z 0. 063" SHEET VEl'EER (A OUALITY)J CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
1 La 72. 000" MAPLE VEr£ER - BOTTOM 1/32 11 OR 0. 03125" ONE-HALF DEGREE 
W:2 34. 000" VENEER Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length 8c Width, 
H=- 0. 063 11 SHEET VEJ'EER <B OUALITY)s CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 L=- 68. 000" FRONT/DACK RAIL 
W:::a 2. 000" FRAME RA IL 
H= 1.250" FRONT RAILs CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 La 34. 000" SIDE RAIL 
W= 2. 000 11 FRAME RAIL 
H::s 1. 250 11 SIDE RAILJ CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
1 L:a 30. ooo·· CENTER RAIL 
W= 2. 000" FRAME RAIL 
1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
1 /32 11 OR 0. 03125 11 
Applied to: Length, 
1/32N OR 0.03125N 
Applied to: 
Figure A.36. 132-Column Wide Bill of Materials 
• 
NOT SPECIFIED 
NOT SPECIFIED 
NOT SPECIFIED 
• 
display. 
After the screen display is completed, a requester is 
displayed for a 132-column wide copy (Figure A.36). If the 
user enters a positive response, a 132-column wide file is 
written on the operating system level. The name of the file" 
is a concatenation of the assembly model name and version 
number, suffixed with .BOM. For· instance the file for 
model WSEXPL, version 2 would be be named 
., 
WSEXPL2. BOM. -Thi·s f·il~ may later be: transfer·red t·o the VAX 
for print.ing, of ·tne line printer. Refer to S:ection A. a. 3. 
for descriptio_n o_f· tbe transfer p·rocedure. 
The n·ext .reque.st.er is for a copy to be printed on the 
attached printer.. A non-positive response ·re·turns the user 
to the master men.u-. 
After a positive response·, the user is asked whether to 
:s:uppress the fo:rm feeds which occur at the beginning and end 
:-cff ·th ..e r.eport .as well as between the pages. Only a positive 
.r:esponse suppresses the form feeds. 
Next, a .requester for .. a detailed listing is displayed. 
A non-positive. response causes the printed copy to be 
.i-d.enti.cal to the prevlou:s s··cree.n display. 
If a positive re.s.ponse is .ent·er-ed, a small mentl.' (Figure 
A.37) is displayed. It allows the User to sel~ct ,certain 
groups of information to app.1aar on the detailed pr·.inted 
listing :(""Figure A. 38). First is: a line consisting of the 
class, subclass and shape. S~cond is a line consisting of 
the d·imensions and abbreviatec:1 descriptions. Third • 1S two 
P.ag:e A. 77 
• 
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Bill of Materials for WSEXPL Version: 1 
Component # GT Code Description 
HF3033XYZ 2 3211602N333001 HONEYCOMB FILLER 
FILLER MATERIAL; VERTICELL (HONEYCOMB); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 33.000 W = 30.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, Width, 
MDF1234 2 33116G2N734400 TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
SUBSTRATE MATERIAL; MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 34.000 H = 0.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
EBMPOl 2 3511402N720200 MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
EDGEBAND; THICK EDGEBAND; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 1.500 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, 
EBMPOl 2 3511402N340200 MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
EDGEBAND; THICK EDGEBAND; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 34.000 W = 1.500 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, 
MPOl 1 34316G2H723400 MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
VENEER; SHEET VENEER (A QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W - 34.000 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - ONE-HALF DEGREE; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
MPOl 1 34416G2H723000 MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
VENEER; SHEET VENEER (B QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 34.000 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - ONE-HALF DEGREE; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
NONE 2 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; FRONT RAIL; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 68.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
NONE 2 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; SIDE RAIL; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 34.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
NONE 1 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; CENTER RAIL (WIDTH WISE); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 30.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, 
Figure A.38. Printed Listing of 
Detailed Bill of Materials 
Page A.SO 
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With any non-negative response, requesters for 
beginning and ending strings are displayed. Either of the 
strings may be any or all of the leading characters of a 
component node name. A blank entry for beginning string 
causes the listing to begin with the alphabetically first 
component node name. A blank ending string causes the 
listing to end with the alphabetically last component node 
•• 
The screen is cleared and the listing is displayed on 
the .Sc'reen (Figure A. 33). It consists of lines containing 
·t·he entity name, the: a_ss.embly model in which it is 
contained, the version. number, the node number and the 
description for each node within the specified range. 
If the entire listing cannot be displayed in one 
.sc.re-en, a requester to continue is displayed at the bottom 
of the screen. -A n.e·gat_ive r~s_p.onse halts further :scree:11, 
display. 
After the sc:r,e.e-n c;ii·$p:1:ay is -halted or completed, a. 
requester for a p:t·i:nted copy is displayed. Only a positiv·E! 
response enables the user to obtain a printed copy on an 
attached printer. After a positive response, the user is 
a.sked whethet· to :~l.lp:press form. feeds. A positive response 
causes suppressi.cin of t:he form feeds at the beginning and· 
end of the li.$:ting a.·nd ·to:rm· f'eeds between each pag,e·. 
··r 
• 
t 
• 
Component Nodes of Model File: WORKSURF Name Assembly V# Node# Description >< 7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 1214 FRAME 7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 12144 FRAME 7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 1244 FRAME 
>< 7234FRMV WSEXPL 2 12444 FRAME NONE WSEXPL 3 11 1 NONE WSEXPL 2 1141 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
>< NONE WSEXPL 2 1143 CENTER RAIL 
t-u NONE WSEXPL 2 11441 FRONT/BACK RAIL p, NONE WSEXPL 2 11442 SIDE RAIL \.Q 
(D >< 
~ NONE WSEXPL 2 11443 CENTER RAIL NONE WSEXPL 2 1211 FRONT/BACK RAIL • 
....J NONE WSEXPL 2 1212 SIDE RAIL N 
' 
>< NONE WSEXPL 2 1213 CENTER RAIL NONE WSEXPL 2 12141 FRONT/BACK RAIL NONE WSEXPL 2 12142 SIDE RAIL 
>< NONE WSEXPL 2 12143 CENTER RAIL NONE WSEXPL 2 121441 FRONT/BACK RAIL Want to See More (RETURN/N)? 
Figure A.33. Listing of All Model File Components 
" _, 
• 
A.7.4. Listing of Group Technology (GT) Codes 
This listing consists of all GT Codes contained within 
a specific assembly model file. If the user chooses this 
listing, a requester is displayed allowing the user to 
continue the procedure. 
user to the master menu. 
A negative response returns the 
{ 
W1'th any non-negative response, ~questers for 
:beginning and ending strings are displayed. Either of the 
strings may be any or all· of the leading characters of a GT 
C-ode. A blank entry· for beginning string causes the listing 
to begin with the alphabetically first GT Code. A blank 
ending string causes the listing 
alphabetically last GT Code. 
to end with the 
The screen is cleared and the listing is displayed on 
the screen (Figure A.34). It consists of lines containing 
the GT Code, the entity name, the assembly model in which it 
is contained, the version number and the description for 
each node within the specified range. 
If the entire li~ting c,anno.t be displayed • 1n one 
·scr.een, a requester to continue -is displayed at the bottom 
·of the screen. A ne..g·ative· re·-s.,pon,se halts further screen 
display. 
After the screen display is halted or completed, a 
requester for a printed- copy is displayed. Only a positive 
• 
·:P·· 
... 
• 
.;,,J. 
~: .. 
GT Code 
1111NNN1010101 
llllNNNlO·lOlOl 
2111NNN1010101 
3211602N333001 
33116G2N73440·b 
3511402N720200 
3 5114 0·2N·34 02 (j:·o 
34316G2H723.4o·o 
34416G2H723000 
2111602-N723401 
3111402N680.011-
31214 02N3·4 001.1 
3131402N300201 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO 
41GNNNNNOOQOOO 
41BNNNNNOOOOOO 
Want to See More 
Name 
WSEXPL 
SHELF 
NONE 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF1234 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
MPOl 
MPOl 
7234FRMV 
NONE 
NO.NE 
NONE 
MDF-FRAME 
VENEER-MDF 
·: ·. . 
VENEER-MDF 
E·DGEB-FRAME 
EDGEB-FRAME 
(RETURN/N)? 
Assembly 
WSEXPL 
SHELF 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL· 
·wsEXPL. 
. . . .. ·. 
WS'EXP.L .. 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
WSEXPL 
V# Description >< 
3 WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERS:l.ON 3 
1 SHELF PANEL, VERSION 1 
3 :l 
>< 
1 HONEYCOMB FILLER 
l TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
l MAPLE EGDEBAND - LO.NG. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.. 1 
.l 
l 
l 
.1 
·1 
1 
>< 
MAPLE EDGEBAND -· SHORT 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
MAPLE VENEER - BC)TTOM 
.>< 
FRAME 
FRONT/BAC.K EAlL· 
SIDE RAIL 
:.>< 
CENTER RA:IL 
12 i7 
12 .i5 
12 
13 
14 
.>-< 
16 
.. 17· 
17 
• 
.. Figure A. 34. Listing cif All GT Codes in Model File 
. .-, 
• 
response enables the user to obtain a printed copy on an 
attached printer. After a positive response, the user is 
asked whether to supress form feeds. A positive response 
causes suppression of the form feeds at the beginni~1g and 
end of the listing and form feeds between each page. 
The bill materials listing consists of all 
:c:omponents contained in an a:ss·embly, with morEa detailed 
i.n:formation than othe:r 1·is:t·1ngs .described so far. If the 
:ti:ser c:li.oo~e:s thi·s· listing_, a· :r.e.qu.est.er is displayed allowing 
the .use-r· to enter the ass.embily .mo.d.el .na-nle. 
r:eturn.s. ·1:.he user to the ·master rne'n.1.i. .• : 
A blank entry 
·After the user enters the- a.ssembly model nam·e, .a 
requester for the version number is d.i.splayed. If th.e name, 
• versio·n number combination d·o:e·s not exist, an .er:ror 
m.e·ssage· is c:ti.S]?layed and control is returned to the ma·ste:r 
:me·nu ..• :. 
:The screen .is. c:lea,red .and the:· ·1'.i$:tj.:tl9' .. is· ·d:isplayed on 
t:he· .. :·screen (Figur.e ]\..·35.): •. -!·t consists of .li·nes· containing 
th.e component name.;- ·t:h·e numb:er of uni ts, th·e :GT Co,d:e ano.: the 
c:l$$cription. 
If the en,tire· listing cannot be displayed 
. . .. •' in ·one 
$.Creen, a requester to continue is displayed at the bottom 
of the screen. A negative re~pdnse halts further screen 
1. p·age. A. 7_5· 
• 
r 
Component 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF1234 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
MPOl 
MPOl 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
# GT Code 
2 3211602N333001 
2 33116G2N734400 
2 3511402N720200 
2 3511402N340200 
1 34316G2H723400 
1 34416G2H723000 
2 3111402N680011 
2 3121402N340011 
1 3131402N300201 
Press RETURN to Continue ... 
Description 
HONEYCOMB FILLER 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
MAPLE VENBER - BOTTOM 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
SIDE RAIL 
CENTER RAIL 
· A 35 Screen Listing of Bill of Materials Figure . . 
• 
display. 
After the screen display is completed, a requester is 
displayed for a 132-column wide copy (Figure A.36). If the 
user enters a positive response, a 132-column wide file is 
•. 
written on the operating system level. The name of the file 
is a concatenation of the assembly model name and version 
number, suffixed with .BOM. For instance the file for 
assembly model WSEXPL, version 2 would be be named 
WSEXPL2.BOM. This file may later be transferred to the VAX 
for printing of the line printer. Refer to Section A.8.3. 
for description of the transfer procedure. 
The next requester is for a copy to be printed on the 
attached printer. A non-positive response returns the user 
to the master menu. 
After a positive response, the user is asked whether to 
suppress the form feeds which occur at the beginning and end 
of the report as well as between the pages. Only a positive 
response suppresses the form feeds. 
Next, a requester for a detailed listing is displayed. 
A non-positive response causes the printed copy to be 
identical to the previous screen display. 
If a positive response is entered, a small menu (Figure 
A.37) is displayed. It allows the user to select certain 
groups of information to appear on the detailed printed 
listing (Figure A.38). First is a line consisting of the 
class, subclass and shape. Second is a line consisting of ' ' 
the dimensions and abbreviated descriptions. Third 
• 1S two 
1Page A.77 
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Bill of Materials for WSEXPL, Version: 1 
Component Oty Dimensions D~sc /Class/ SubclassJ Shap~ Tightest Linear Tolerance I Dir. Angular Tol~rance 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF1234 
EDMP01 
EBMP01 
MP01 
MP01 
NO'JE 
NONE 
NONE 
2 L= 33. 000" .-ONEYCOMB FILLER 1/32 11 OR 0. 03125" NOT SPECIFIED 
W= 30. 000" FILLER MATERIAL Applied to: Width, H~ight, 
H= 1. 250 11 VERTICELL (HONEYCOMB); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
TOP/BOTT01 MDF 1/32" OR 0. 03125" NOT SPECIFIED 2 L= 72. 000 11 
W= 34.000 11 SUBSTRATE MATERIAL Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
H== 0. 2 =50" 1"EDILA1-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 La 72. 000" MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 1/32" OR 0. 03125" NOT SPECIFIED 
W= 1. 500 11 EDGEBAND App 1 i ed to: Leng th, 
H= 0. 063" THICK EDGEBANDJ CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 L:::r 34. 000" MAP LE E DGEB AND - SHORT 1/32" OR 0.03125" NOT SPECIFIED 
W::a 1. 500" EDGEBAND App 1 i ed to: Leng th, 
H= 0. 063" ltiI CK EDGEBANDi CUB IC - RECTILINEAR 
1 L• 72.000" MAPLE VEJ\EER - TCP 1/32• OR 0. 03125 11 ONE-HALF DEGREE 
W::s 34. 000 11 VENEER Appli~d to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
H::s 0. 063" SHEET VEl'EER CA QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
MAPLE VEI\EER - BOTTOM 1/32 11 OR 0. 03125" ONE-HALF DEGREE 1 L:::r 72. 000" 
W= 34. 000" 
H:a 0. 063" 
VENEER Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
SHEET VEI\EER CB QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 L= 68. 000 11 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
L.J 2 2. 000 11 FRAME RA IL 
H::: 1. 250.. FRONT RAIL; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
2 La 34. 000" SIDE RAIL 
W== 2. 000" FRAME RAIL 
H::s 1. 250 11 SIDE RAIL, CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
1 L2 30. 000 11 CENTER RAIL 
W= 2. 000" FRAME RAIL 
1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Leng th, 
1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
1/32N DR 0. 03125N 
Applied to: 
Figure A.36. 132-Column Wide Bill of Materials 
• 
NOT SPECIFIED 
NOT SPECIFIED 
NOT SPECIFIED 
• 
.....J 
\.0 . 
• 
Detailed Listing Choices 
1 - Class, Subclass, Shape 
2 - Dimensions 
3 - Tolerances 
A - All Detail Categories 
N - Abort Operation 
Q - Selection Complete 
Current Choices: 
Enter Choice ... 
Figure A.37. 
."'> 
.. 
Menu of Detailed Bill of Material Choices 
• 
Bill of Materials for WSEXPL Version: 1 
Component # GT Code Description 
HF3033XYZ 2 3211602N333001 HONEYCOMB FILLER 
FILLER MATERIAL; VERTICELL (HONEYCOMB); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 33.000 w = 30.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tel. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tel. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, Width, 
MDF1234 2 33116G2N734400 TOP/BOTTOM MDF · 
SUBSTRATE MATERIAL; MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 34.000 H = 0.250 
Ang. Tel. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tel. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
EBMPOl 2 3511402N720200 MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
EDGEBAND; THICK EDGEBAND; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 1.500 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
EBMPOl 2 3511402N340200 MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
EDGEBAND; THICK EDGEBAND; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 34.000 W = 1.500 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tel. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tel. - 1/32" OR 0.03125 11 
. Applied to: Length, 
MPOl 1 34316G2H723400 MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
VENEER; SHEET VENEER (A QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 34.000 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tel. - ONE-HALF DEGREE; Tightest Linear Tel. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
MPOl 1 34416G2H723000 MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
VENEER; SHEET VENEER (B QUALITY); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 72.000 W = 34.000 H = 0.063 
Ang. Tel. - ONE-HALF DEGREE; Tightest Linear Tel. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, Width, Diagonal - Length & Width, 
NONE 2 3111402N680011 FRONT/BACK RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; FRONT RAIL; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 68.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32 11 OR 0.03125" 
Applied to: Length, 
NONE 2 3121402N340011 SIDE RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; SIDE RAIL; CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 34.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tol. - 1/32" OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, 
NONE 1 3131402N300201 CENTER RAIL 
FRAME RAIL; CENTER RAIL (WIDTH WISE); CUBIC - RECTILINEAR 
Dimensions in Inches: L = 30.000 W = 2.000 H = 1.250 
Ang. Tol. - NOT SPECIFIED; Tightest Linear Tel. - 1/32" OR 0.03125 11 
Applied to: Length, 
Figure A.38. Printed Listing of 
Detailed Bill of Materials ( 
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lines consisting of angular tolerance, closest linear 
D 
tolerance value on one line and the on second line, the list 
of directions to which it is applied. Any or all three of 
these options may be separately selected. All three may be 
selected in one option with "A". "S" designates completion 
of the selection process. "N" aborts the selection and 
printing process and returns the user to the master menu. 
Either of the first two of these responses causes the 
listing to be printed on the attached printer. After 
completion of the printing, the user is returned to the 
master menu. 
A.a. Creation of a Geometric Model 
As part of the prototype system development, it was 
desirable to create a geometric representation of an 
assembly model. This is most easily achieved using the 
System Design (Geomod) family of modules within Ideas on the 
VAX 11/780. 
The best approach to creating a geometric model was to 
use a session or program file within Ideas. This file 
• 1S 
easily built from the information contained in the assembly 
model records. It contains the commands necessary to create 
the 3-dimensional representation of individual objects • in 
the Object Modeling module. Then the System Assembly module 
\ 
groups the individual objects or components into 
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subassemblies and ultimately into the single assembly. 
After the session file is ended, the user must orient 
and locate each individual component and subassembly 
"manually". 
Since DBCLASS.LU was written on a microcomputer and 
Ideas is on the VAX, it is necessary to use Kermit to 
transfer the session file from one to the other. 
A.8.1. Naming Convention for Ideas Entities 
Before covering the functions of the geometric model 
creation process, an explanation of the Ideas entity names 
• 1s necessary. 
AO 
I I 
I I I I 
Sl S3 AOCl AOC2 
I I 
I I I I I I 
S2 S1Cl S1S2 S3Cl S3C2 S3C3 
I 
I I I 
S2Cl S2C2 S2C3 
Figure A.39. Naming Convention for Ideas Entities 
The Ideas name is the • unique entity name which 
• 1S 
assigned within Ideas (Figure A.39). For the assembly node, 
the string "AO" is prefixed to the assembly node name, such 
as "AO-WSEXPL". All components on the second level of the 
assembly are prefixed with "AO" and the component number, 
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such as 11 c2 11 , meaning the second component on the second 
level of the assembly. The string "AOC2- 11 would be prefixed 
to the DBCLASS.LU component node name, such as 
"AOC2-HF3033XYZ" for a honeycomb filler component. 
A subassembly node is prefixed with the subassembly 
:number, such as "SJ" for the third subassembly. The 
· ::su·bassembly number is not related to the node number within 
DBCLASS.LU. The subassemblies are numbered from left to 
For instance, the first 
·sub.a_ssembly n·ode on the second level would be "Sl", the 
f:irst subassembly, if one exists, on the next level down, 
·would be "S2", and so on until all subassemblies under "Sl" 
had been numbered. Then, movi:ng to the right, the next:: 
subassembly on the seco_p.d level of the assembly: ·is 
incremented., in Figure .A-.i39:, 11 s.3:n. 
compo_n~nts within sub.ass.embl.ies :_are ,numbe-red similarly 
to .th.osEa w.ith=in t:he .. assembly. They are prefixed with the 
subass~mbly numb-er· .a.itd the component number within the 
subassembly; for· in.s·tance, "SlCl-NONE" for a front/back 
rail .• - The compon_e:n:t =nq·de: name is the suffix for the Ideas 
~ame in order to provide a tie with tha name within 
DBCLASS.LU. 
• 
t 
A.8.2. Creation of the Session File-
When the user 'Chooses the option to create the 
geometric model on the VAX, the first requester is for the 
assembly model name. A blank entry aborts the procedure and 
returns control to the. master menu. The next requester is 
for the • version number of the assembly model. If the 
assembly model does not exist, a message is displayed and 
control is returned to the master menu. 
r 
'If the assembly mo(i~l does exist, a requester for a 
·hardcopy of the output is displayed. This hard copy • 1S 
identical to the screen displays .• It is recommended to 
obtain a printed copy for clearer. unders.tanci.ing of model 
manipulation within l4~as~ 
The fi.rst screen ·display (Fi:gure A. 40) const·s·ts of· 
1-1.~es ,cont·a·ining the Ideas entity nam·e"' the node name, the 
nod~ J1umbcer and the description. An- as_.terisk (*) is :used to 
d·enp:te a-n assembly or .subassemb_l:y. 
:The ,second screen display (Figure A.41), if existent, 
. . . . . l1·st1ng of connections. It consists of lines 
containi-ng the connection (node) name, the number of units, 
the connection t·ype -and the node name and description of the 
two entities connected by it. 
In the process of creating the displays, the 
I 
session 
f·±.le (Figure A. 42) is .. ·written on the operating system leve·l .• 
'i 
P:a:g .. e .A .. a. 4 
.. . .. . .•..... 
• 
co 
V1 ' 
, 
' 
Listing of Entities to be modeled in IDEAS for Assembly WSEXPL Version: 1 
IDEAS Name 
AOC1-HF3033XYZ 
AOC2-HF3033XYZ 
AOC3-MDF1234 
AOC4-MDF1234 
AOC5-EBMP01 
AOC6-EBMP01 
AOC7-EBMP01 
AOC8-EBMP01 
AOC9-MP01 
AOCA-MPOl 
*Sl-NONE 
*S2-7234FRMV 
S2Cl-NONE 
S2C2-NONE 
S2C3-NONE 
S2C4-NONE 
S2C5-NONE 
Node Name 
HF3Q33XYZ 
HF3033XYZ 
MDF1234 
MDF1234 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
EBMPOl 
MPOl 
MPOl 
NONE 
7234FRMV 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
Node# 
11 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
14 
14 
15 
16 
11 
17 
171 
171 
172 
172 
173 
* - denotes Assembly or Subassembly 
Press RETURN to Continue ..• 
Description 
HONEYCOMB FILLER 
HONEYCOMB FILLER 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
l 
FRAME 
FRONT/BACK.RAIL 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
SIDE RAIL 
SIDE RAIL 
CENTER RAIL 
Figure A.40. Listing of Entities in Ideas Session File 
.... 
• 
• 
> 
co 
°" . 
Connections for Assembly WSEXPL, Version: 1 
Conn. Type #Conn.Type 
MDF-FRAME 2 GLUE 
VENEER-MDF 1 GLUE 
VENEER-MDF 1 GLUE 
EDGEB-FRAME 2 CLAMP 
EDGEB-FRAME 2 GLUE 
F/B-SIDE 4 STAPLE 
Press RETURN to Continue ..• 
Nodes Connected 
MDF1234 
7234FRMV 
MDF1234 
MPOl 
MDF1234 
MPOl 
EBMPOl 
7234FRMV 
EBMP01 
7234FRMV 
NONE 
NONE 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
FRAME 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE VENEER - TOP 
TOP/BOTTOM MDF 
MAPLE VENEER - BOTTOM 
MAPLE EGDEBAND - LONG 
FRAME 
MAPLE EDGEBAND - SHORT 
FRAME 
FRONT/BACK RAIL 
SIDE RAIL-
Figure A.41. Listing of Connections in Assembly Model 
WSEXPLl 
y 
WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 1 
IN 
SD 0 
VE 
30,30,30 
/MANAGE BINS 
DECLARE AO-WSEXPL 
/C BLOCK 
3.3000000000E+Ol, 3.0000000000E+Ol, l.2500000000E+OO 
AU; DR 
/ST AOC1-HF3033XYZ 
• • • 
/MANAGE BINS . 
DECLARE Sl-7234FRMV 
/C BLOCK 
6.SOOOOOOOOOE+Ol, 2.0000000000E+OO, 1.2500000000E+OO 
AU; DR 
/ST S1Cl-NONE 
• • • 
NM SA 
SYSO 
AO-WSEXPL 
/SYST DEC 
SYS1 
S1-7234FRMV 
CS SYSO 
/OB SEL 
AO-WSEXPL 
y 
• • • 
CS SYSl 
/OB SEL 
S1-7234FRMV 
y 
• • • 
CS SYSO 
/SUB SEL 
SYS1 
y 
CS SYSO 
/SYSTEMS LIST 
- WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 1 
- FRAME 
Figure A.42. Ideas Session File (Abbreviated) 
• 
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Control returns to the master menu and additional options 
may be selected without affecting the session file. 
When the user wishes to transfer the session file to 
the VAX, he must do so from the operating system level. 
This is accomp.lished by entering "Q" at the master menu and 
"Q" again to leave the Turbo Pascal programming environment. 
Kermit is a program which allows two computers to 
c·ommunicate with each other. The computers need not be of 
the same make or size and do not even need to have the same 
operating system. Kermit allows one computer to be used as 
a terminal, but at this point its file-transfer capabiliti:.es 
are, o.f greater importance. 
The file whi.ch. has been wri·t·ten as a s:e,s:s·.ion file is in 
ASCII format. ASCII stands f:or "American '$.tandard for 
which • 1S Computer Information Interchange", a format 
recognized by 
common f o'·onat 
virtually 
of files 
com~uter systems. 
all compu·ters. 
tr:a.ns fer.red 
It is therefore a 
. ' between different 
To run the Kermit p:r,ogram .on: 'the .llli,c·t.oc9mput.er, e:nt·er· 
"KERMIT". When i·t . . . . . runn:in.g ,., to:· 
"KERMIT-MS>". 
In order to connect to the VAX ()Ver a direct line, the 
··U·.$.er enters "CONNECT". If a dial-up line is being accessed 
i. 
, 
• 
by a modem, the modem instructions should be followed. 
A blank entry causes the login message for the VAX to 
be displayed of the screen. The user must have an account 
·on the VAX which may be accessed in order to create the 
geometric model. The user logs on to the VtX as on any 
·terminal. It should be noted that use of the backspace key 
causes the cursor to return to the beginning of the input 
If the .user is not sure of the number of the line he 
h·as used to access the _VAX, typing "SHOW TERM" causes the 
t.erminal access line number to be displayed. This number 
should be written down for future reference. 
After the VAX operating system prompt is displayed, the 
.user enters "R KERMIT" to run Kermit on the VAX. The prompt 
.changes to "KERMIT-32>" to indicate that Kermit is operating 
on a 32-bit computer system. 
The user must then type "SET LINE XXXX", where XXXX 
the line number. 
• • 1S 
The line is now set and the user enters "SERVE_R"· to set 
t:h··e VAX in ·.$erver mode, meaning that it will be receiving 
:f:iles transf.err.eq. from the microcompu-ter. It responds with 
a, brief explanatiqn of the server. 
In· order to return to microcompute.·r cont,rol of Kermit.t 
th·e user enters ""] C" which would be interpreted as "Control 
right-bracket C''· Th~ control key is held down while the 
right-bracket (]) is pressed, then the "C" is entered. The 
prompt should cha_nge to "KERMIT-MS>". 
Pa9e :A. 8_:9 
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To send the session file (or any other file) to the 
VAX, the user enters "SEND filename", where filename is the 
name of the file. The screen is cleared and the process of 
file transfer is displayed; including kilobytes sent and 
p.ercentage of the file transferred. The message "COMPLETED" 
is displayed upon completion of the file transfer. 
Type "CONNECT" to return control to the VAX KERMIT at 
any time. The user must enter Control-Y twice to quit server 
:If no further Kerinit commands are needed, the user 
:may enter "Q" to return to the VAX operating system. The 
·user may then wish to perform various act.ions on the VAX 
.f·ro.m the microcomputer, such as listing pr· _pt"·inting of 
f:i.les. 
•. ·• -. : . . 
Most VAX .operating system CQJilllla·n.ds may be 
s.uccessfully carrie'd out from the microc·omput:.er terminal, 
but full screen e:dit.ing of VAX f·_·ile.·s .is not pq~sible without 
a terminal emulato:r-. 
When the us.e:r· is finished w·ith any VAX operations, he. 
may log off the .s_:ystem by typing "LO". The nA] C" sequence 
:t-eturns the ·us.er· to. the microcompute:i;-. The user may exit 
• 
~--
r 
Once a sess:i;o=n. f:ile is transferred t;.o the VAX, it may 
'b.e 
. . - . 
executed the Ideas geometric modeling software. 
'The user must 1·0.g:i-n to the computer . . using a. VSl.l or any 
.1?ag_e A.,. 9·:t) 
.. 
other terminal supported by Ideas. 
To run Ideas, the user enters "IDEAS". The first 
display is a requester for operation type, normal or 
.0 program, or exit to the operating system. If the use_,: 
wishes to execute a session file, "P" is entered. 
Next, several options are displayed; to create or run a 
program file, with or without hardcopy and exit. 
entered to run an existing session file. 
"R" is 
The last entry the user needs to make is in response to 
the terminal type requester. "VS11" is entered for a DEC 
VS11 terminal, 11 4107" for a Tektronix 4107, etc. A listing 
of supported terminal ·types may be d:isplayed by entering "M" 
at the requester. 
At this POi'r1t .· . . I the session .file is executed. First, 
a._,l_.1. objects are created and, stored in bins for each 
·s11b_·assembly, using th.e Object Modeling module of Geomoci 
(F.i,gure A. 4 3 ) -. 
,s:tiba.ssembl ies 
·.Th·en. .all the objects are grouped i-nto 
and :fi.nally into the assembly within the ... .- .. 
S._ystem Assembly module. 
.. --~ 
After the session fite has been executed, the user 
should sqve. the m:o·a·eil l:>Y entering nsAVE". When asked for 
verificati·on, the use-r should enter "Y". Thus, all objects 
and the structural re·1 .. a:tionships are stored. 
The user may now continue wi.th the "manual" orientation 
and fixing of the·· individual components and subassemblies. 
Otherwise, he may exit from Ide.as by entering "EXIT" and 
returning to the operating system level. 
• 
--------·---------------------------·--------SORC __ I-DEAS 2.58: OBJECT MODELING 29-JUL-86 ts:os:46 DATABASE: WORKSURFACE EXAMPLE, VERSION 1 UNITS=IN TASK: OBJECT 
BIN: 1-MAIN DISPLAY: 1-NO NAME: OBJECT : NO PER MAt-,E NT RECORD VI =E;;...W : ___ 1 __ -..... N ... O ....._E _________ ._,. 
I 
.. 
y 
Z .,.~ X 
Figure A.43. Object Modeling Display 
• 
. . 
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A.8.5. Orientation and Fixing of. the Geometric M~del 
The final task for the user in the development of the 
geometric model is orientation and location of the assembly 
components and subassemblies. For a detailed explanation of 
all available options within the system assembly module -O:f 
Geomod, the user should refer to the Geomod User's Manual. 
Basically, the user begins with orientation and . . . 
location of components in the lowest-level subassemblie:s :s.o·-
that they may in turn be located and oriented in :a .l:arc~te.r, 
subassem.b:l.Y or in the assembly. Where this p_ro.c::eaur.e: i.s: 
begun .is the user's judgement. 
Since each subassembly {or subsystem) is fixed after it 
is created, it is necessary to change the active system to 
the sp:e.cific subas·sembly and unfix it. In order to s.ee only 
:the: .components of the particular sl'stem, the re.st of the 
·m:o·del should be made invisible •. 
With all of the compo.nen-ts. i-n the subae;:-s.e:mb.ly now 
vi·s.·ible, the user p.icks:. a starting component as a r:ef erence 
:a·nd o.rient it accordi-ng to the global. orientation. The user 
·· ·k · ea-ch o. f_· · t.· h·e. . other pi,:c -in.g components, 
.. .- . 
means . 
. , .. .. I ·b:ut simply 
.matching _:po.i.r1t$ on ,each of two ·components ·is: u·s.ually t·he 
ea.s·iest and f·astest method and requi.re:s the 1.-e.ast· a.mou-n.t of 
uJ;_er input . 
io:cation. 
Additional adjustment· may ·b:e. ne.e:ded for the 
. 
Afte·r .all C'O~p-·o.n.ents- or: ·subas.semb.lies in a 
• 
f 
I , 
subassembly have been oriented and placed correctly, the 
system may then be fixed. 
In this way, the user progresses from the lowest 
component level through the subassembly levels to the 
assembly level, synthesizing the geometric model of the 
assembly, the reverse of the analysis method of creation 
using DBCLASS.LU. 
~~9- File Management Menu 
The File Manageme:nt Menu (<F·igure A. 44) contains 
:au,xiliary commands to create a: ,new master file, check the 
contents of a model file and restore the contents of a model 
file once they :have become corrµpted~ 
A. 9 .1. Creat .. e :Master Fil--e. 
The master data :f:i--'l,e.,. :rr~:~:MF-,. DAT, and the index file, 
·TREEMF. KEY, are used to m_qnag.e: ·t-he: assembly models. After a 
model file .has b.ee·n ·o·r.eat.·ed (Set:ti:on A. 6), assembly models: 
may be crea.ted and· ·modi:fi·ed within t-he- model file. The. name. 
of the model f.-ile i-n which ~- spec.:ifi.·c assembly model and 
version p.timb.er resides is stor·ed :as a record in the maste-r 
file. 
S.i.nc:e ·the llla.s:ter fi;L.e is of ~SJ.IG.h. great importance, its 
~· 
.P ,rg e: 1\ ._,. · 9i 4 
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(FILMAN) FILE MANAGEMENT MENU 
1 - CREATE MASTER FILE 
2 - CHECK ASSEMBLY MODEL FILE CONTENTS 
3 - RESTORE CORRUPTED MODEL FILE 
Enter your Option ([R]eturn) ••. 
Figure A.44. File Management Menu 
' 
) 
.. 
management is crucial. It is automatically created upon 
entry into DBCLASS.LU the first time, if it does not 
previously exist. It is extended as new assembly models are 
added, and shortened if assembly models are deleted. 
Therefore, its maintenance is transparent to the user. 
If the case should arise wherein the user needs to 
-~~-create the master file, the first option from the File 
Management Menu is used. After selecting the optiont a 
message stating the importance of the master file is 
displayed. Any non~positive response returns the user to 
the master menu. The user must give a positive response to 
the requester in order f o.r th-e current master file to be 
deleted and a new· one created. 
assembly models is thus destroyed. 
Access to. any existing 
The, 'User is then 
returned to the master menu. Please -u.se:- th:is option with 
greatest of care. 
A. 9. 2 • ·ch,eck Contents .of a Model f.il:e. 
·When the user wish.es to si_rt}p:l_y :check the c·o:nt.ent of any· 
:m-0.d·e-:1. file' this opt·ion. is ,sel .. ected. A requ:ester for the ,· . ··-. 
nlode.:1- .file name :Ls. ,displ.ayed. A blank ent:ry returns tbe. 
u:ser to· ·t·he ma.ster menu. 
If the· model file exists, ea:ch .record in the a·at·~ file 
(. DAT) is read a·nd lines consisting of the cou-nt, the 
assembly model name, the versi.on number, the node number and 
; 
'. 
I 
t 
the description are displayed on the screen. Next, the key 
index file (.KEY) is read and lines consisting of the count, 
the key, and the description are displayed. Next, the node 
names index file (.PRT) is read and lines consisting of the 
count, the assembly model name, the version number, the node 
name and the node number are displayed. Finally, the GT 
Code index file (.GTC) is read and lines consisting of the 
count, the a·ss-embly in_od~l name, the version: number.,. the no·de 
number, the GT .:cod·e: ·and the description are displa_y.·ed. 
After ea·ch listing of records, a requester to continue: 
:.is displayed. A RETURN allows the next screen-full of· 
records to be displ:ayed. Between each type of display, ·a. 
pause is also displayed. The user is returned ·to. the: :niaat.:er 
menu after the last display. 
A. ..• --~:,.~.. R;~_stcfrat.:ion -.of· .a. Corrupted .M.Pqe-:1 ;F·,il.e 
When .a mo.d.el file ind·ex :fi.l.e. has become c,orru:pted, it 
.i:$·· u.:$uall_y __ possible to resto·re it with this option. A 
:t¢gqeste.z-· f'or the model file name blank 
If the: model file exists, a ne.w index file: is: C·re,:a-ted 
arid: ·efa:Ch. reco·rd _in the data· fil:e is stepped thtou.gh an·d a 
.ne:w ·re:co-r.d is created in eac:h of the three index files used 
--eo ac·cess the assembly ·mc,·del records; the key (a 
::concatenation of tll.e- .a.$$emb·'.ly model name, the version number· 
P arr·e·· ·. 7\ 9·· •7· . 
- . ~ ·. :::~ .... 
• 
r 
>,· 
... 
:a.nd the node number) index file (.KEY), node name index file 
(.PRT) and GT Code index file (.GTC). As each record is 
read, the data file record number and the total number of 
records in the file are displayed to show the progress of 
the operation. The user is returned to the master menu upon 
c·ompletion of t-he option. 
A.::l_:O. The Menu Mai,ntenance S.ys·t·em 
Since many of the functions o-f _DBC·LASS_._Ltl are relate·d 
to menus, it is· necessary t,o- have a set of· ma·int·:e·nanc_e: 
features, use(i. t:o cre?tte; nra.i-nt.ai:n: and delete menus :a,nd ·t·h_e· 
I 
options they contain. A.11 :'Of. -t-he.se features may be a-cce.s~s-ed 
by the Menu Ma intenan_c·e· s:ys:tem ·menu (Figure A. 4 5) • 
A. 10. 1. ·cr.e.at·fot1 ·o·-£ :a -New Menu Master ·Fi:l-e· 
. ·, 
·-The· file structµr.e o·f ·th:e ·me:n-u -m_a.int.~·narlc:e :system is 
:much s-i:lnpler than tb:a·t o·.f the. assemb:l_y .model. :r:t consists 
of a master data. f ;i'l·e, MENU. DAT .. ,_ .an:¢1 -cltt index fil.e::t 
MENU.MNO. All menu .r.ecords are contained in th-e d·at-a 
.• ~ .. . ,•, . .. . ~ . . . 
... f.1.-1.e. 
and are a·c:o·e:s.se-d by the, .inde·-x' -fil_e. Acce.ss. t·o :an:y menu in 
the entire program· of DB·CLASS .•. LU. d-ep.ends on ·the existence of 
·t-hese files. For a detailed -d1.$.CU:S$:1on o.--f the menu f il·e 
st-ructure, refer· to Chapter 4:~= 
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MENU MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 
1 - Create New Menu Files . 
2 - Create New Menu 
3 - Modify Menu 
4 - Delete Menu 
5 - Listing of Menu Options 
6 - Run-Through of Menus 
7 - Restore Corrupted Files 
Q - Quit Menu Maintenance System; Return to Master Menu 
ENTER YOUR CHOICE: 
Figure A.45. Menu Maintenance system Menu 
I 
A menu master file should be created only once. The 
current menu files should not be re-created. Menus may be 
added or expanded to allow for additional menus or menu 
options·. 
If this option is chosen, a statement of the importance 
of the menu master file is displayed and the user is 
requested whether to continue. Only a positive response 
will cause a new maste.t -fi.le to, ·be created and the old file 
written over. The option to create a new menu master file 
,should not be used unless an entirely new system of menus is 
going to be c~eated. Use it with extreme caution~ 
A.10.2. Ct.ea.t··fon _o.-f a New Menu 
When the use:r wish_e:s -t:.o ct·e:ate a new menu, this option 
i.:s ;csel_ected. The us-e.r ·±·s :.requ:e·st.ed to enter the name of the 
n.ew· menu. A blank entry 'abo.rt:s the process and returns the 
1.1ser to· the Menu Maintenance: Sy-stem menu. 
The user is next reque.sted to enter ·a description,, up 
to: ·3:5 charact.er-s., which. i:s. the heading for the menu. 
This record • • ·is the first record of the menu and the 
,op.t_ion is automatically stored as 11 0 11 · ( zero) • The usage 
type is stored as "M" for men1.1 type. The- -name of the menu 
.is also sto~ed as the Call Menu field. 
': 
""'"· 
• 
t 
A.10.3. Modification of an Existing Menu 
Access to an existing menu is similar to assess of an 
assembly model, but far simpler. After selecting the option 
:from the menu, the user is requested to enter the name of 
the menu to access or modify. If the menu name exists, all 
.options which are contained on the menu are displayed on the 
screen. (F:igure A. 46). The display· consists of a listing of 
all opt,ions on ·tne menu; includin·g the option number, the 
usag·e ·code,- ·th.e calling menu name and the description. If 
' 
the menu contai·_ns more options than can be displayed on one 
screen, the listing halts and the user may see the remainder 
o·.f t.he options after a .p.ositive response to the requester. 
The user is given t:he choice to add new options, change 
o,t: ·delete existing o··ne:s· a-nd. qui,t access to the menu. 
If the user choclses "-A" to add new options to the menu, 
a requester fo,r t:he option number appears on the bottom 
line. only the numbe:r· .of non-existing options is accepted. 
• 1S impossible to have two options on the. same menu with-
the same number. 
After the us:.e·.r· ,e.nters a -new· option number, 
;requeste:r • 1S replace~,with an erttry line. The. first fi.eld' 
on_ the l.itte ls t·he optio·n number just entered. The first 
entry is t:h:.e :u .. s.ag·e code, which refers to the 1l$ .. age the new 
option will serve. "M" means that the menu is ·a standalone 
·menu from which a value or an opt-i·on may ·be chosen. "O" 
could be used to create the outlin~ tor a code, such as the 
t 
• 
r 
II) 
(ModifyMenu) Menu of: MASTER 
Opt Usage Calling Description 
0 M MASTER DESIGN-BASED CLASSIFICATION MENU 
1 s ACCTRE ACCESS ASSEMBLY MODEL 
2 s DELMOD DELETE ASSEMBLY MODEL 
3 s CRMODF CREATE NEW MODEL FILE 
4 s LSTTMF LIST ASSEMBLY MODEL NAMES 
5 s LSTMOD LIST ALL NODES IN ASSEMBLY MODEL 
6 s LST·CMP LIST MODEL FILE CONPOMENT NODES 
7 s LSTGTC LIST GT CODES FOR MODEL FILE 
t"'d 8 s LSTBOM LIST ASSEMBLY MODEL BILL OF MATL'S 
OJ 9 s CRASSY CREATE GEOMETRIC MODEL FILE FOR VAX LO 
ro A M FILMAN FILE MANAGEMENT MENU 
~ B s MENU MENU MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 
• 
t---' 
0 
. 
N 
[A]dd, [C]hange, [D]elete or (Q]uit ... 
Figure A.46. Modification of an Existing Menu 
• 
GT Code, to specify which menu should be called. "P" means 
that the name entered in the calling field is a program 
name, external to DBCLASS.LU. This option is currently not 
activated. "S" means that the name entered in the calling 
field is a subroutine or procedure name. If the option is 
selected from the menu, it causes that procedure to be: 
called. 
The. call.ing ,f lel·d is the -nam·e of the menu, program or 
subrouti-:ne :wh-:ich should be calied if the option is selected:.: 
This field is not really used in most selectio.n menus· . an 
is frequently set to "RETURN" to: retuz-n cont-rel t:o the: 
program. 
The last field is the 35-charac.t:er .d-:escription of the 
·option, as it appears on the m·enu .• 
The :1i·sting of the menu options is r·e~d±splayed with 
the addition of each new record. A blank entry returns the 
user to the "add, chan.ge, delete" requester.·. 
If tl1e user: ch-oos,:es "C" to change t:h·e c·ontents of .a.. 
menu option record, a requester for option number i,s 
displayed on the bottom lirte. If the menu option exists on 
the menu, t·he botto.m line is replaced with the current field 
vaI·ues. of· the record, displaye·d in the s·ctm:·e·, form as 
·aesc·-r.ibed for the addition P:r.-oces:s-. The user· -may· chan·g_e the 
·c·p·tio.n number, usage code, cal 1 ing menu or descr:Lpt-ion. A 
blank entry at any field results in no change to the value. 
The listing of the menu options is re-displayed each 
time change·s are ma.de to :.existing option record. A blank 
Pa:g:.e· ,A.10-3 
• 
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entry returns the user to the "add, change, delete" 
requester. The user may change the option number of any 
line and may change its position in the menu display. 
If the user chooses "D" to delete a menu option, ·a 
requester for the option number appears on the bottom line. 
If the user enters an existing option number, the option 
record I 1S deleted from the file. The 
' .. t' i d' 1 d h rema1-n1ng menu op. ·ions s re- 1sp aye .· eac 
listing. of the 
time an existing 
record is deleted. A blank entry returns the user to the 
"add, change, delete" requester. 
When the user is finished with any modifications· to a 
menu, "Q" returns the user to the requester for name of the 
menu to modify. Another menu may be modified by entering 
the menu name. A blank entry then returns the user to the 
}l·¢n\t Maintenance System menu. 
A.10. 4. Del·et:io.n o.f -:a:n. '.E·xisting Menu. 
If the user decides that a ·menu =i.-s .. n-.o· l:o,ng.er n'eeded, it 
··ma·y ·be entirely deleted from the nre:nu file. 
·After choo:sin:g ·the option to delete a :menu, a request:er: 
·f.·o:r· ntenu :,· name 1s displayecl. A blank :entry aborts th$ 
pr.q·.cedure and ret:urns the user to. the: M¢nu Maintenance 
System menu. 
After ent.ry ··of·' an existing menu. ·name, a ljj;tlng of the 
qp:tions cont ..a·i-ned on the menu is di:$played. The user •· 19 
I 
;.P.age ·A. .. ~ :1.:d:4· 
• 
.• 
asked if he w,nts to delete the entire menu. Only a 
positive response causes the all records of the menu to be 
permanently deleted from the menu file. Any other response 
returns the user to the Menu Maintenance System menu. 
-A,, 1·0 •.. 5. ·• :;L.i$ft.i·nc~j" ,_C) ( =Menu :Opti:o·n:s. 
1he user may need a listing of the options contained on 
.-a menu or alphanume·ric range of menus. After choosing the 
option, tl1e use·r is asked if a listing is wanted. Since it 
. '\ 
is assunt~·d: that a listing is wanted, a negative response I 1S 
needed t=o abort the procedure. With a blank entry, 
requester~:, for beginning and ending strings are displayed. 
Either o·f ·th·e strings may be any or all of the leading 
A blank entry for beginning 
string causes the listing to begin with the alphabetically 
first menu. A blank ending string causes the listing to end 
with the alphabetically last menu. 
T,he screen is: ci·eared and the listing is displayed on 
the sc..reen (Fitrure A. 4 7) • I.t consists of l.ines containing 
the menu rt-a:m~, t.;he option numbe.r, the:: usage code, the menu 
e:alli'ng name, and the description. .A double asterisk (**) 
ntarks the first option or h.eading descr-iption of each menu. 
If the entire listing cannot be displayed 
I 
in one 
screen, a requester to continue is d·isplayed at the bottom 
of the screen. A negative :response halts further s_creen 
• 
r 
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Menu Name 
ASSOUT 
ASSOUT 
ASSOUT 
ASSOUT 
ASSOUT 
ASSOUT 
ASSOUT 
ASSTYP 
ASSTYP 
ASSTYP 
ASSTYP 
ASSTYP 
ASSTYP 
ASSTYP 
Option 
** 0 
** 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
CMPOUT 
** 0 
CMPTYP ** 0 
CMPTYP 1 
CMPTYP 2 
Want to See More 
Usage 
0 
M 
0 
s 
M 
M 
s 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
0 
Calling 
ASSOUT 
ASSTYP 
RETURN 
UNIDIM 
TOLCOD 
TOLDIR 
NRUNIT 
ASSTYP 
PNL-SP 
PNL-3P 
PEDSTL 
PNLFAB 
PNLCPT 
PNLGLZ 
CMPOUT 
M CMPTYP 
M RAILS 
M FILLER 
(RETURN/N)? 
Description 
ASSEMBLY OUTLINE 
ASSEMBLY CLASS 
ASSEMBLY SUB-CLASS 
UNITS AND DIMENSIONS 
TOLERANCE CLASS 
TOLERANCE DIRECTION 
NUMBER OF IDENTICAL UNITS 
ASSEMBLY TYPES 
5-PLY PANEL 
3-PLY PANELS 
PEDESTAL 
FABRIC PANEL 
CARPET PANEL 
GLAZED PANEL 
COMPONENT OUTLINE 
COMPONENT TYPES 
FRAME RAIL 
FILLER MATERIAL 
Figure A.47. Listing of Menu Options 
• 
• 
.. 
display. 
After the screen display is halted or completed, a 
requester for a printed copy is displayed. Only a positive 
response enables the user to obtain a printed copy on an 
attached printer. After a positive response, the user is 
asked whether to suppress form feeds. A positive response 
causes suppression of the form feeds at the beginning 
en.d of the listing and form feeds between each page. 
A.10. 6. ~Un-Through, of :Me·n\l$ 
and 
. . . ' . . 
Th"is option allows the user to view the call structure 
of -any set of menus in the menu master file. It uses the 
xne;nu ca:1_1 ffe.l<i to call appropriate menus that have been 
cr~,at-ed. to: s·imula:~~ tl1e actual function of the menus. An 
error results i.t:· a call is made to a menu name which does 
.not exist, or if' ·1t: :is the name of :'an outline, program or 
subroutine. 
The user i~, ·:re:-quested to enter the starting menu. 
Entry of "Q" causes the process to be aborted and control 
returns to the Menu Maintenance Sys-t··em menu • 
. . . 
·i· 
• 
\ 
.A.10.7. Restoration of a Corrupted Menu Master File 
Unfortunately, t·he .records in the menu index file may 
:b·ec.ome corrupted and thus produce unpredictable results I 1n 
the ·menu operations. When this occurs, the index file .i:s 
r·e.-created and rebuilt from the data file, MENU.DAT. 
As each record in the data file is read, the index key 
:is concatenated from the menu :·nam:e ·and option. This field 
i.s·: _guickly displayed on the screen as each record I . :is added 
to the index file. 
Maintenance System menu. 
Control is returned ·to· the Menu 
.. 
. . 
• 
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APpendix B, Glossary of Terms 
Assembly - a 
subassemblies and 
complete unit. 
group of systematically interconnected 
components which may be considered a 
Assembly Model - a group of nodes (records) describing 
the structure of a particular assembly. 
Component - the smallest material unit of an assembly. 
Connection - a fixed material unit which connects or 
joins two components. 
Entity - any part of an assembly which is considered a 
unit; assembly, subassembly, component, connection; occupies 
a single record in the database; synonymous to a node in an 
assembly model. 
Geometric Model -
assembly model and 
computer-aided design 
Unigraphics. 
a graphical representation of an 
its sub-units, particuarly using 
software, such as Ideas or 
Joints - A joining together of two components of an 
assembly or subassembly which allows 1 to 5 degrees of 
freedom and does not require any material other than the 
components themselves. 
Machine - a device performing mechanical motion to 
transform and transfer energy, material and information. 
Mechanism - a system of bodies designed to convert 
motions of and forces on one or several bodies into 
constrained motions of and forces on other bodies. 
Model File - a set of records (file) comprised of one 
or more assembly models. 
Node -
considered a 
entity. 
any part of the assembly model which is 
unit, representing (and synonymous to) an 
Part - typically, a component, but often used for 
sub-unit in an assembly including the assembly itself. 
Process Planning 
individual manufacturing 
given part of a product. 
- determining the sequence 
operations needed to produce 
Page B.l 
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a 
Product - an item, most likely 
components, which is designed with the 
manufacturing and marketing. 
an assembly 
intention 
of 
of 
Product Development 
develop an idea into a 
manufacturing. 
Process - the phases necessary to 
product: design, planning and 
Product Life Cycle - the stages of a product's life; 
concept/design, manufacture and usage. 
Structure - an arrangement in which there can be no 
motion of the members relative to one another. 
Subsystem - any subdivision of a system which contains 
components of other subsystems: analogous to subassembly, 
especially within Ideas. 
Subassembly 
subassembly which 
and/or components. 
- A subdivision 
further contains 
of an 
other 
assembly or 
subassemblies 
Sub-Unit - any material entity below the assembly 
level, namely a subassembly or component. 
System - an assemblage of components (or subsystems) 
acting as a whole; analogous to assembly or subassembly, 
particularly the assembly representation within Ideas. 
Top-Down Approach - a method of structural analysis 
beginning at the most general level and proceeding to the 
most specific level • 
.. ~. 
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